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Summary 

Chapter I summarises the development of the Critical Thinking 

(CT) movement and previous studies of developing Critical Thinking 

Skills (CTSs), with particular focus on the methods used In teaching 

them In the Home Economics (HE) context. one method, Problem- 

Solving (PS)o was chosen to teach CTSs in Sudanese secondary 

schools for girls. A four-day In-service training course in teaching 

PS was conducted with all the HE teachers of Omdurman. 

To investigate the effect of teaching PS on students' learning 

in HE lessons, achievement tests were developed on 3 HE topics and 

were conducted on 234 students. Tests on the first two topics were 

conducted before and after the in-service course. T-test analysis was 

conducted on the mean scores of the results obtained, to compare 

students' learning of HE on the two occasions. it was found that the 

differences between the mean scores of the tests conducted prior to 

the in-service course and those carried out after it, were very 

highly significant, in favour of teaching PS-style lessons. A test on 

the third topic was conducted on all groups of students to 

Investigate differences between classes. 

To show how trained teachers implemented the PS techniques 

acquired during the In-service course, a diary study was conducted 

on the three topics taught. 

Questionnaires were developed and administered to the teachers 

who participated in the In-service course to find out their opinions 

about the experience of teaching PS, both in the in-service course 

and In their own classes. Teachers' views were also obtained by 

means of semi-structured interviews. 
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The findings of the study support the use of PS method in 

teaching HE. Some implications of the findings for the development of 

initial and in-service teacher training, as well as curriculum 

modification In Sudanese secondary HE education are highlighted, and 

suggestions made for further research. 
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Introduction 

In a survey conducted In 1984 in America, 90% of professional 

educators agreed that enhancing Critical Thinking Skills (CTSs) 

"should be a major priority In educational planning for the coming 

years. "I Indeed, the development of CTSs has become a major aim of 

primary and secondary education. In this regard, Nickerson argues 
that "Surely in one sense , all of us know how to think without 
being taught. The problem is to get us to do so with some 

consistency.,, 2 

Over the past decade, much research has been conducted with 

a view to improving and supporting schools' teaching of CTSs- Most 

of the studies reviewed concluded that our failure to think through 

to the solution of a problem is not always due to the lack of effort; 

sometimes, the motivation Is there, but not the ability. Thus, if 

schools are entrusted with development of CTSs, the question arises, 

is "flow do schools teach students to develop their ability to think? " 

More specifically, "What do teachers do to enable their students to 

become more perceptive, more insightful, and more reflective when 

facing a problem"? According to the Critical Thinking (CT) movement, 

many American educators believe that all the principles that guided 

traditional education were obsolete. In a general comment on the CT 

movementl Costa recently reports that "Teaching for thinking was the 

great discovery of the eighties. 0 Thust the burden that put on 

educators and teachers is to provide a wide variety of approaches of 

teaching CTSsl taking Into account that the difficulties and, perhaps, 

the risks that they take now, will be positively resolved in the 
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future. It is on this conceptual framework, that the inspiration for 

teaching CTSs was born. 

1. Background to the Teaching of CTSs In HE 

In the context of Home Economics (HE), stimulating students to 

develop CTSs has become a new target and a universal goal in 

American secondary education. 4 Experimental studies conducted in 

many American States, including Arizona, Nebraska, WJsconsin, Ohio, 

Maryland, Pennsylvania and Minnesota, have proven the success of 

CTSS teaching in relation to the learning of HE. One common aim of 

these studies was to develop methods of teaching CTSs, and the 

common ground for this success seemed to be the suitability of the 

HE curriculum as a diverse iubject that seeks to promote the well- 

being of families and individuals. 5 Training teachers to be able to 

implement methods of. teaching- critical thinking skills then became the 

centre of interest for many studies. 

In Britain, the National Curriculum has emphasised the teaching 

of CTSs in Technology, within which HE has been categorised. For 

example, a statement of attainment for level 10 Is that pupils should 

be able "to make reasoned judgements about what is a subject for 

design and technological activities and what Is better dealt with In 

other ways. "6 An objective for level 8 JS to "show evidence of 

knowledge of making processes and devise and implement procedures 

for 'quality assurance. 117 In these two examples, making reasoned 

judgement and showing evidence involve the use of CTSs. 

In Sudan, advanced methods of teaching CTSs have been 

implemented In teaching some subjects, namely mathematics, language 

and science. The Sudanese curriculum producers, however, have 
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ignored the teaching of CTSs in the context of HE, evidenced by two 

major facts: first, not. even one method of teaching CTSs has been 

included In the HE curriculum; second, not even one teacher training 

programme in teaching CTSs has been provided, so far, for training 

HE teachers. Although several objectives included in the curriculum 

require development of CTSs, no attention has been paid to how these 

objectives can be achieved. For example, the "development of 

students' creative skills"s Is stated as a major general objective in 

the secondary HE curriculum. in this particular example, rote-learning 

frequently used for teaching HE in Sudan, is not an appropriate 

method to achieve this goal. 

Since the mid eighties, the researcher has been reading about 

teaching for developing thinking. In doing so, she has been greatly 

concerned about the lack of association between the need foi CTSs in 

Sudanese society and what is actually taught In our schools in 

relation to fostering these skills. This Is because we are teaching our 

children to think about problems in contexts which in many respects 

do not confront them in their daily life and perhaps will not do so in 

the future. However, in the teaching of subjects such as HE, the 

curriculum of which has been designed specifically to improve the 

wen-being of individuals and families, the teaching of CTSs has been 

consistently excluded. Indeed, these issues provided the stimulus to 

conduct the present research, in an attempt to demonstrate that 

teachers can be trained in teaching CTSs. This is necessary because 

currently in Sudan life is very complex. The majority of individuals 

and families live in sub-standard conditions with poor general 

sanitation and water supply. The prevalence of diseases such as 

malaria, tetanus, kwashiorkor and marasmus, together with economic 
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conflicts and political turmoil and so on, have contributed to a low 

life expectancy and deterioration of families. In the face of this 

general bombardment with varying stimuli and the sometimes 

overwhelming difficulties which families face as a result, steps need 

to be taken to help people solve their problems. In these 

circumstances, It is ironic that the Sudanese curriculum designers 

attach no importance to CTSs In the subject, which aims to improve 

family-welfare, HE continues to be taught only by traditional methods 

that concentrate on imparting basic knowledge. These methods lack 

any CT input that involves students in participating, discussing, and 

reflecting in the teaching/learning process. The teachers of HE have 

then been discharged from teaching CTSs although In view of its 

diversity, teachers need to be equipped with a variety of teaching 

methods. Indeedq if we take into consideration the mission of HE 

education in relation to the whole life process of the society, the 

demands of HE teachers might be as broad as the needs of the 

society. At this point emerges the current deficiency of the Sudanese 

teacher training system, and the lack of attention paid to the 

training of HE teachers as compared to that of their colleagues. 

Arising from these ideas, the present research has been conducted 

with a view to Improving educational practice. 

The American literature reveals that methods of teaching CTSs 

are numerous, for example, questioning, teaching for transfer, 

problem-solving and so on. in the present study, it was found 

impractical In terms of time, effort and economics to conduct an 

empirical study involving all the available methods. Accordingly, the 

researcher decided to use PS as an example of methods of teaching 

CTSs. 
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2. Importance of Using PS-Approaches In Teaching HE in the Present 
Study 

The importance of using PS method in the present study Is 

twofold. Firstly, the strong connection between teaching PS and the 

development of other CTSs; and secondly, the need of Sudanese 

children for PS skills. This section clarifies the reasons for choosing 

PS approach in teaching HE in the present study. Throughout the 

history of education, PS has been consistently advocated by many 

educators as a method of promoting thinking. For example, John 

Dewey argued that using a problem-solving approach in public 

schools is the best method of inquiry in all fields. 9 In a recent 

article entitled "Thinking in Context: Teaching for Open-Mindedness 

and Critical Understanding, " Berman has argued the merits of 

teaching PS in nurturing CTSOO in this respect, he states that the 

best means for teaching CT is the engagement of the students with 

real and meaningful problems. " 

In the field of HE, PS has been proven by experimentation and 

research to be one of the most effective ways of teaching CTSs. This 

Is manifested by the approach to teaching PS developed by two HE 

experts, Dewald-Link and Wallace. Indeed, their format provided 

encouraging stimulus for the conduct of the present empirical study 

for three reasons. First, the format has been explicitly stated In 

terms of process, implementation and the role of the teacher. Thus, 

the lessons of this study were designed within a structured outline. 

Second, the format of teaching PS suggests that the method contains 

other elements of CT, for example, discussion, debate, questioning, 

making decisions, among others. This Indicates that in applying the 

VS methods# students would in facto be engaged in developing a 

range of CTSs# rather than a single one. In other words, learning CT 
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via a PS approach would provide a good opportunity for learning a 

wide variety of CTSs, rather than a single one. Third, new 

researchers are recommended to use Instruments that have been tried 

before, if available, rather than to develop their own. The use of a 

method that has already been employed can often enhance the 

internal validity of an experimental study. Comparisons with other 

studies can add to the Information about the validity of the study. 

Moreover, with regard to the relationship between PS and HE, 

It could be said that in the HE context the opportunity of fostering 

CTSs via PS already exists, because HE Is entrusted with the aim of 

solving family problems, which indicates that HE is (or can be) a 

direct path for developing CTSs. The basic approach will then be to 

develop pupils' thinking in solving problems that touch their real 

lives or, perhaps, the lives of others with whom they are concerned. 

In this regard, Kownslar reports that: 

Just as important as the attributes of the critical 
thinking skills we seek to teach Is the subject matter we 
choose to have the youngsters exercise these skills. 
Research indicates that students are more highly 
motivated to learn skills and retain them more thoroughly 
and longer if such instruction is provided using content 
personally and socially relevant to them, as well as when 
the skills are clearly needed to achieve content-related 
goals. The use of such content to introduce skills also 
help to generallse these skills and to promote transfer. 12 

Similar ideas and attitudes are shared by Berman, who argues: 

Thinking is more than developing a collection of Isolated 

skills; it is an Integrative process that happens when one 
is confronted with a real problem. Building isolated skills 
does not necessarily mean that one will be able to think 
well in the context of a real situation. 13 

These arguments confirm that teaching CT in a context relevant 

to the learner, will facilitate the development of CTSs. I believe that 
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the selection of the appropriate subject within which to teach CTSs, 

provides an'excellent chance for the pupils to use their thinking in a 

meaningful way. it also enables them to evaluate the consequences of 

their solutions and decisions purposefully. Thus, as PS Is central to 

the learning of CTSs in the HE context, it should be a central method 

to the teaching of this subject. 

Concerning the need to teach PS in the present studyl this 

method is highly desirable because developing PS skill in the Sudan, 

where people have been threatened and overwhelmed with a wide 

variety of problems9 would be very rewarding. Solutions to the 

significant problems facing this country nowadays require qualitative 

change or even improvement In its people's way of thinking. The 

country faces numerous challenges relating to economy, starvation, 

health, homelessness, education, environment, employment, religion, 

agriculture and politics, The Increasing pressures Imposed on the 

Sudanese society by these problems necessitate that Sudanese 

educators find appropriate ways to alleviate this social agony. One 

way to do so, is to nurture CTSs in future generations. Since CT is 

associated with PS, the teaching of this skill should be incorporated 

into the Sudanese HE curriculum where there is a special need for It. 

3. overview of the Study, Samples. Procedures and Methods 

Two different samples were involved in this study: 16 

secondary HE teachers and 234 students of their classes. 

A four-day In-service training course in teaching PS in HE, 

was conducted for secondary HE teachers of Omdurman in Khartoum 

State. The major objective of the course was to demonstrate that 

teachers of HE can be trained in methods of teaching CTSs. More 
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specifically, it was hoped to demonstrate that teachers can learn to 

teach PS in their HE classes as a result of participating in a short 

In-service training course and the teaching of PS will not cause any 

loss In students' learning of basic HE. 

The study was based on the achievement tests conducted with 

students. These tests were carried out before and after the teaching 

of PS with different groups of students to compare their learning of 

HE lessons taught according to the PS-style with those taught by 

traditional methods. 

To demonstrate how far the lessons planned In the In-service 

course were taught, data were collected from classrooms, using the 

teachers' diaries. The variables studied in these diaries included: 

lesson duration and type; resources used by teachers and by 

students; teachers' satisfaction with the lessons and their estimation 

to students' satisfaction, homework assignments; and the use of 

lesson activities. 

The study also made use of written questionnaires and 

interviews conducted with the teachers. From these, data were 

collected regarding teachers' opinions about teaching PS, based on 

their participation In the in-service training course and on their 

experience of teaching PS lessons in their own classes. 

4. Limitations of the Study 

a) This study is confined to the teaching of PS. 

b) The study is limited to the HE curriculum of girls' 

secondary schools In Northern Sudan. 

C) The study Is limited to State schools only, both academic and 

technical. 
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d) The sizes of the samples, the number of topics assessed and 

the duration of the in-service programme were limited to 

what could be achieved by a single researcher working 

unaided during a single period of field study. 
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Chapter One 

Literature Review 

This chapter presents first the literature reviewed on CT 

education and the definition of CTSs and next, it examines the 

arguments provided for the methods of teaching such skills in HE. 

These methods include: questJoning, discussion, problem-solving, 

decision- making, simulations, reasoning, writing, reading, laboratory 

work, Informal debates and teaching for transfer. 

1.1 What is CT and What are CTSs? 

The American literature reviewed on thinking education 

confirms that there is no universal definition for the term "Crifical 

Thinking. ' Indeed, CT Is variously defined based on the context in 

which it stands. According to Ennis, '#critical thinking Is reasonable, 

reflective thinking that Is focused' on deciding what to believe or 

do. "' In describing the advent of CT educadon in the context of 

social science, Beyer reports that this type of education Is Intended 

to achieve "an understanding of the relationship of language to logic, 

leading to the ability to analyse, and advocate Ideas, reasons 

inductively and deductively and to reach factual or judgemental 

conclusions based on sound inferences drawn from unambiguous 

statement. 112 Paul, defines CTSs as below: 

in a weak sense, critical thinking skills are understood 
as a set of discrete micro--logical skills ultimately 
intrinsic to the character of the person, skills that can 
be tacked onto other learning. In the strong sense, 
critical thinking skills are understood as a set of 
integrated macro-logical skills ultimately intrinsic to the 
character of the person and to insight into one's own 
cognitive and effective processes. 3 

In the context of HE, the subject-fleld of this thesis, Brown 

and Paolucci defined the term by reporting that: - "critical thinking Is 
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a critical sprit or attitude, the disposition to compare claims or 

arguments against eac4 other, weigh evidence and form conclusi ns 

based on sound reasons rather than authority, expediency, whimsy, 

tradition, or irrational compulsion. 114 Another definition which is also 

provided by HE educators Is that: "critical thinking is the ability to 

solve problem by using logical methods. "5 According to this 

definition, CTSs are: the skills that are Involved in the process of 

problem solving which includes: identifying and defining the central 

issues, recognising the underlying assumptions and, forming 

hypotheses, selecting and organising relevant facts, evaluating the 

evidence and drawing warranted conclusions. $ The last definition will 

be used in this study as the PS format of teaching CTSs has been 

chosen to be implemented in the empirical research. 

1.2 The Movement of CT Education 

Probably never before in the American history of education 

practices has there been a greater emphasis on teaching children to 

think critically. Indeed, in America the signs are everywhere- multiple 

alternative programmes to teach CT at a variety of ages, tomes that 

review in some detail the numerous programmes available, workshops 

for teachers and administrators sponsored by such prestigious 

organisations such as the Association for Supervision and CurrJculum 

Development (ASCD), an outpouring of articles on teaching CT in such 

journals as Educational Leadership, Educational Research Social 

Education, Minois Teacher and Phi Delta lKappan In which a large 

amount of the present literature has been reviewed. It would be 

diffi tilt, to read anything at all In the contemporary American 

literature without becoming aware of this new interest in teaching 
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CTSs. Indeed, during recent years, specifically in the 1980s, a 

number of educational movements have affected American instructional 

practice. Each of these instructional approaches has responded to 

identified educational needs and has provided a specific pedagogical 

prescription for addressing these needs, particularly the need for 

students to develop their thinking skills. In this regard, Blair argues 

that: "Most everyday thinking about pressing real-life problems 

crosses disciplinary. categories and domains and Involves opposing 

points of view and contradictory lines of reasoning. "7 in highlighting 

the need for CT education, Paul offers the following argument: 

we need to ensure therefore, that students receive a 
substantial amount of practice In reasoning dialogically or 
dialectically, so that they become comfortable with and 
skilled in weighing, reconciling, and assessing 
contradictory points of view through rational dialogue, 
discussion and debate. 8 

The author then concludes his argument by reporting that "to 

properly design critical thinking Instruction, we must cast our nets 

widely when we define research and scholarly work relevant to It. We 

must focus our attention on the kinds of problems and thinking that 

are most common and vexing In our everyday life. "9 In Britain, 

Robinson asserts that the current movement of CT education in 

America as well as some other countries "has many roots sharing the 

perception that traditional education was not producing judicious 

thinkers. "10 In his view of this movement the author considers 

" critical thinking as an educational ideal"ll and that "a central facet 

of being an Ideal critical thinker is to be fairminded and a central 

principle of teaching critical thinking is corresponding that of 

fostering reciprocity. " 12 
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V. 

Let us now examine the reasons for the movement or perhaps, 

the reconciliation between education and the teaching of CT in 

America. The literature reviewed In this area reveals that the surge 

of Interest in teaching CTSs Is due to the following reasons which 

were quoted from Sternberg: 13 

a) The declining scores on tests of scholastic aptitude have 
called attention to the apparently declining levels of 
critical thinking among high school students. 

b) A number of national reports have laid at least some of the 
blame for our educational ills at the door of the school- 
house, where students are somehow not learning to think 
as well as they should. 

c) Psycho-educational knowledge has reached the Point at 
which programmes for teaching critical thinking look more 
promising than ever before, and peddlers of such 
programmes for teaching critical thinking have not being 
hiding their light under a bushel. 

d) A now-defunct Ministry of the Development of Intelligence In 
Venezuela showed that the teaching* of critical thinking 
can be implemented on a massive scale with some success. 

e) There Is a feeling among educators that, in trying to make 
students better thinkers, we have tried pretty much 
everything else to no avail, so that the time to teach 
critical thinking directly is surely at hand. 

These reasons elucidate that the point behind the current 

endeavour to introduce CTSs to American education is in fact an 

attempt to include CT as a formal Part in a formal education. 

Although CT has been experienced by Americans, It has been 

abandoned In their formal systems of education. 

Regarding the aim of CT education, McTighe and Clemson argue 

that the aim of developing CTSs is certainly not new in education. 

However, renewed attention to this goal has been stimulated by a 

number of factors. These factors are: "analyses of local, State, and 

national test results reveal that students have improved their 

Performance in basic skin items but continue to experience difficulty 
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in such areas as interpretive reading, persuasive writing and 

multistep problem solving. "14 This aim is also shared with Robinson 

who reported that: 

programmes of teaching thinking seem to have in common 
the aim of helping students to discover and Identify their 
own thinking skil3s, in ways that will enable them to 
recognise their customary successful use of those skills, 
enable them to adapt the skills to new problems and also 
cultivate the necessary dispositions and attitudes-15 

The review of the7. aim of CT education Indicated In. these 

arguments suggests that similar attitudes. among educators towards 

the incorporation of this area in the curriculum seems evident. 

Nearly all the literature on CT education since the 1980s 

Indicates that the current movement of CT education Is anchored In a 

number of fundamental assumptions regarding the nature of thinking 

and its development. As identified by McTighe and Clemson these 

assumptions include the fb. Uowing: '6 

a) The thinking abilities of all students can be developed 
through instruction. 

b) The improvement of thinking should be addressed 
throughout the grades and should begin in primary 
classrooms. 

c) Thinking is fundamental to all subject areas and should be 
emphasised within each content area. 

d) Teaching for thinking promotes deeper understanding of 
content material. 

e) Cooperative learning exchanges enhance the quality of 
student thinking and comprehension. 

f) Current standardised tests do not adequately assess student 
thinking. 

In examining this list of assumptions, it could be suggested 

that CTSs are teachable to students at various levels of schooling. 

The teaching/learning of CTSs will improve the understanding of 

students and thus, should begin at the early stages of education. The 
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existing tests used in assessing students performance do not cover 

all kinds of students thinking skills. 

Any approach to the introduction of critical thinking education 

must Involve development of the curriculum in which It will be 

Incorporated. This is particularly important since the implementation 

of teaching CTSs cannot take place in a vacuum. Critical thinking 

education must also lead to the development of teacher education. In 

this regard, Munro and Slater argue that: 

The development of critical thinking education requires a 
long term commitment by curriculum developers and 
teachers. The curriculum must specify when to begin 
teaching various critical thinking skills as well as when 
and how to review, reinforce, and enrich these skills. A 
well-planned in-service training programme for teachers 
to ensure both commitment and consistency in classroom 
instruction is also essential. 17 

In explaining their argument the authors report that: "An 

individual teacher cannot ensure that all students will develop the 

'know how' to think critically. Both curriculum and instruction must 

be sequential and developmental in a long-term basis if we are to 

improve student performance in critical thinking. "18 This argument 

suggests that although the agreement among the advocates of CT on 

the Importance of its incorporation in the curriculum Is high, the 

implementation of this Idea is still questionable. This is evident by an 

argument offered by Paul that: "Everyone with any claim to 

knowledge of critical thinking seems to agree, however, that most 

school systems. are not well prepared for this transformation of 

emphasis. 1119 

Curriculum development through teaching CTSs is also a 

Popular theme in contemporary American secondary HE education. In 

this regard, the following questions have recently been raised by 
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Copa and Wilcosz. The first is: why is being able to think critically 

something we value for HE students? The second question is: what is 

it that students should be able to do better because of CT? In 

answering these questions the authors argue that: 

In home economks classes, programmes designed 
specifically to improve the well-being of individuals and 
families, the answers to these questions are not mere 
academic exercises but are, instead, the very core of 
teaching and learning. In home economics, thinking must 
translate into action. We value critical thinking 
specifJc. ally because it helps people take action to solve 
Practical Problems. 20 

Bearing in mind that the implementation of teaching CTSs has 

not yet been fully developed, the following question should be raised 

In examining the above mentioned argument. How can we teach CTSS 

in HE 0 current approaches to teaching this subject do not deal 

adequately with the demands of these skills in everyday problems? In 

the next section some of the methods that have been identified and 

Proposed for teaching CTSs in HE will be presented. 

1.3 Arguments about the Methods of Teachin(T CTSs In HE 

In this section, a review will be given of some studies on 

methods of teaching CTSs in HE since the 1970s. The review is 

concentrated on the work done in the 1980s and up to 1991 , the time 

when the trend for teaching these skills reached Its peak and 

information became available In the American educational media. The 

review emphasises the methods that have been tried and discussed 

for teaching CTSs in HE classrooms. Before examining these methods, 

we note that in this thesis "method' refers to any technique, 

instruction, approach, format or strategy of teaching. 
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The literature reviewed on the methods of teaching CTSs 

reveals that the spectrum of such approaches and strategies is very 

wide, depending upon the subject in which CTSs need to be 

nurtured. In this concern, HcTighe and Clemson argue that : 

teaching for thinking includes those teaching strategies 
that stimulate students to think, Including a number of 
classroom activities that teachers have used for years, 
such as discussion, problem solving, debate 
experimentation, simulations, interpretive reading and 
writing. Strategies such as these provide opportunities 
for students to exercise their thinking abilities. They do 
not actually teach thinking however. 21. 

Another argument that has been offered by the same authors 

which is considered as an important one to this study states that: 

"there. is no single best method for developing student critical 

thinking, rather a number of complementary approaches should be 

used. 1122 This indicates that in presenting methods of teaching CTSs 

in this section, an overlap between some methods will inevitably 

occur. Some CTSs such as problem- solving include more than one 

teaching method; in the same way some teaching methods may be used 

with more than one CTS; this emphasises the overlap between methods 

(of teaching) and the skills. 

1.3.1 Posinq Questions 

Posing questions to stimulate further t1iinking is a strategy 

that has been used as a means for developing thinking in the HE 

classroom. Grubb argues that questioning can effectively serve as a 

tool to develop thinking abilities. She states that posing questions as 

a teaching strategy is "highly Interesting, reactive, stimulating, 

exciting and fun for home economics students". 23 In regard to 

questioning, Rially argues that from "the first step in becoming a 
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critical thinker one must be sceptical". In this argument the author 

suggests that "teachers can promote this attitude by presenting a 

convincing argument about something that students are inclined to 

believe and then showing weaknesses in the argument.,, 24 In a study 

entitled 'Developing Critical Thinkers Through the Art of Questioning', 

DeYoung and his colleague argue that among the general purposes of 

using questions in the classroom are: "to stimulate discussion. 

Questions that are' thou ght-provoking can get the group to state 

reactions.,, 25 Also, "to channel the thinking. By skilful questioning 

the teacher can guide the group to the objective he/she has 

established. The group can be helped to move from the known to the 

unknown by a series of well-prepared questions. *'26 These statements 

suggest that skilful questioning is a technique that enables the 

teacher to encourage the pursuit of thinking. In other wordst 

questioning makes the learning environment in the classroom more 

stimulating and thou ght-provokin g. 

Handling the students' responses also constitutes an Integral 

teaching skill for developing CTSs via questioning approaches. It was 

suggested that: 

All responses should be acknowledged. If the answer is a 
good one, the teacher should praise the individual by 
commenting favourably on it. if the answer Is not clear 
or Incorrect, some additional questions may be needed. By 
skilful questioning a teacher can get a student to 
elaborate on an answer or lead a person to the discovery 
that there may be a flaw In his or her reasoning. The 

main purpose should be to help the student with 
thinking, not to embarrass or make the student feel 
foolish. 27 

As the role of the teacher is essential to the advancement of 

the students' thinking process, It has also been argued that: 
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The instructor should not become upset or impatient. 
What may seem to be an Inappropriate or ill-timed 
question may be an indication of a need the teacher 
overlooked. The manner in which the teachers handle 
questions can be an important influence In their 
effectiveness as instructors. Asking appropriate questions 
is a skill which needs to be appreciated and practised. 
Recognising the different types of questions and 
techniques can enable a teacher to tailor a question to 
the situation. Developing this skill is one of the best 
methods of facilitating critical thinking. 28 

Call argues that there are several other worthwhile question 

types for developing CTSs, which are introduced in Bloom's Taxonomy. 

This group as quoted includes the following: 29 

a) Questions which cue students to improve an initially weak 
response to a question. ('Can you tell me a little more? '). 

b) Questions which create a discussion atmosphere ('Billy, do 
You agree with Sue's positionfl. 

c) Questions which stimulate students' sense of curiosity and 
Inquiry. CWhat would you like to know about this 
manuscript? '). 

d) Questions which guide students' learning of a problem- 
solving, behavioural or effective skill. ('What do you 
think we do next to solve this problem? '). 

At this stage it is necessary to make some comments about 

questioning for developing CTSs. My first comment Is that as 

documented by research studies, researchers have emphasised the 

formal characteristics of a 'good' question, rather than the 

educational processes which good questions serve. However, it seems 

evident that it is not enough to learn about the merits of good 

questions; It is important to identify questions which are effective for 

a specific curriculum and classroom setting, rather than to search for 

general question types or even' for good questions. To me, identifying 

specific questions would be more useful In providing a more precise 

and possibly clearer description of what constitutes effective 

questioning In a particular teaching situation. Question identification 
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is also important in training teachers to Improve their classroom 

instruction. My second comment is that the systems of question 

categorisation reviewed suggest that categorisation is based almost 

entirely on the type of cognitive process required to answer a 

specific question. This is particularly true with Bloom's categorisation 

just presented. However, in Sudanese HE education, no consideration 

has been given, so far, to this cognitive idendficati n. Indeed, 

questions provided usually concentrate on memorization and -=itation 

of facts and information rather than on thinking. 

1.3.2 Discussion 

As a teaching technique, discussion has received considerable 

recognition in education for stimulating students' thinking iý 

classrooms. A study by Sigel developed and validated the tfiesis that 

"thinking Is regarded as an active process involving a number of 

denotable mental operations such as induction, deduction, reasoning, 

sequencing, classification and definition of re3ationships". 30 The 

author argues that discussion is an essential method for teaching 

such mental operations. Sigel also points out that for the 

advancement of discussion for developing thinking, teachers should 

consider the time factor. Indeed, he urges teachers to manage time 

satisfactorily in order to enrich students' tbinking. Sigel holds that 

t1ii-s is particularly important "since every teacher is concerned with 

keeping order in the classroom, eliciting maximum participation of the 

Pupils and ensuring that all students gain from the classroom 

experlencell. u Many educators argue that group discussion is among 

the foremost methods of teaching CTSS in HE. For example, Hall and 

Paolucci argue that "discussions are good means of demonstrating 
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how to think through a problem. 02 This suggests that discussion Is 

an appropriate framework for implementing other approaches, such as 

PS In teaching CTSs in HE classes. Sigel is also in agreement with 

Dewald-Link and Wallace that discussion Is of primary importance in 

the development of thinking abilities in classrooms. The latter authors 

advance an Important argument advocating that group discussion 

"assists students in comprehending their own perception as well as 

others' view points". The authors also argue that discussion is "one 

of the exciting tools to promote thinking and to provide a climate for 

divergence and expression of thoughts. 03 A similar argument has 

been recently provided by Costello, a pioneer in introducing 

philosophy into British primary education. In his argument, the 

author points out a new dimension that has perhaps been ignored by 

other advocates of discussion for teaching thinking in classrooms. He 

indicates that discussion is particularly important for those who "are 

poor readers, but whose reasoning ability may be as good as, or even 

better than, that of their peers". 34 

As a method of teaching, "group discussion methods involve an 

interchange of questions, thoughts and ideas, without attempting to 

reach a decision. On the other hando the discussion-decision method 

goes a step further and determines definite goals for action. "35 In 

describing the approach of teaching discussion for developing CTSs 

in HE, it has been reported that: 

During the discussion, either a teacher or a student may 
serve as -a leader. The leader is responsible for guiding 
the discussion but not dominating it. Opportunity and 
encouragement should be provided for each member to 
make a contribution. Periodic summary are helpful a final 
summary should highlight the conclusions that have been 
reached. it is at this point that generallsation, applicable 
to other situations, can be formulated. 36 
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In describing the role of the teacher In the implementation of 

discussion in the classroom, Hall and Paolucci state that the teacher 

might contribute in a variety of ways: 

clarify the problem, suggest other aspects to be 
consideredg define the meaning of terms, emphasise 
Important ideas, correct mistakes or misinterpretations, 
bring quite students into discussion, redirect the 
discussion that is being monopolised by a few students, 
help students to organise or express their ideas, 
stimulate students to reason out problems and develop 
good judgement In evaluating what they hear, maintain 
interest in group participation, or suggest possible class 
activities as outgrowths of the discussion. 37 

1.3.3 Problem 
-Solving 

(PS) 

Although the literature confirms that PS is only one technique 

among many, it has been suggested that this approach should be 

used widely in teaching CTSs In the classroom. Raths, Anold and 

Wasserman argue that PS is widely welcomed because it contains 

several thinking operations. "As students collect data, they may 

observe, compare and analyse. As they organise data, students may 

summarize, classifyo interpret and evaluate.,, 38 This suggests that 

each of these elements involves thinking in order to be performed or 

operated. Thinking aloud is a teaching technique for CTSs usually 

espoused by advocates of PS. This technique buflds on students' 

verbal expression of the steps that they go through to arrive at 

solutions. Perhaps Paul explains it clearly when he reports the 

following: 

When I state my thoughts aloud, I think again about what 
I am saying, realise perhaps that my thinking Is not 
clear. I am thinking of a new example. I may put a point 
in a sUghtly better way, or a different way, and thus 
come to see new sense in It. When I have to convince 
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others such as classmates, I have to try to give 
convincing reasons for thinking as I do. 39 

This suggests that the process of thinking aloud provides 

students with an opportunity to tell their thoughts through a chain 

of steps that finally bring them to a solution. 
1 

McPeck specifically 

advocates this method by providing the following argument: "One of 

the most important implications of the analyses of critical thinking is 

that its scope is sufficiently broad to include processes Involved in 

general problem-solving. 9'40 In this statement McPeck indicates that 

the strong relationship between CTSs and PS is based on the 

following argument: 

Purporting to teach critical thinking in the abstract, in 
Isolation from specific fields or areas, is muddled 
nonsense, thinking of any kind is thinking about an W. 
Critical thinking cannot be a distinct subject. Critical 
thinking does not merely refer to the assessment of 
statementq but includes the thought process Involved in 
problem-solving and active engagement in certain 
activities. 41 

in the field of HE, educators have perceived PS as a means to 

promote the process of reflective inquiry and CTSS. Recently, a 

course of study, 'Practical Problem Framework for the Home Economics 

Curriculum' has been developed and introduced into Minnesota 

secondary schools. 42 In this model, the curriculum was directed 

toward the practical perennial problems of the family. The emphasis 

was put on encouraging PS that focuses on practical reasoning, 

sound Judgement and undertaking action. The result of this 

curriculum effort is supposed to be the following: "As they gain 

experience in using these problem-focused and reasoning skills, 

students become more active participants and appear to enjoy their 

Involvement. They also develop greater respect and empathy for the 

views of others. "43 It was also found that a curriculum and 

I 
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instructional climate that emphasised reasoned dialogue focused on 

addressing problems, using judgement and considering seriously the 

best courses of action, help students to learn to: "Identify and 

clarify their goals, defend their goals, identify and weigh means or 

alternatives for achieving their goals, make sound decisions, take 

action and weigh the action. ', 44 Finally, the authors confirm that "if 

such an instructional process were part of the school's core 

curriculum, students* would soon learn to use critical thinking and 

reasoning in all of their problem-focusing and decision-making 

activities.,, 45 In the study conducted by Dewald-Link and Wallace 

mentioned earlier, the approach of teaching PS has been tested and 

validated for teaching CTSs in secondary HE classrooms. The authors 

argue that: 

Developing reflective inquiry or critical thinking ability 
serves several purposes. These purposes include helping 

students to discover principles, nurturing student 
creativity, developing student independence and teaching 

students how to think. Critical thinking has as Its basis 
the exploration of problems. 46 

The authors also identify the teaching strategies that lead to 

the development of PS as simulation, values clarification, case studies, 

games, panels, debates, projects and brain storming. The study then 

subsumes the stages of solving problems Into the following: 47 

1. Identifying the problem 
2. Interpreting the problem. 
3. Listing the alternative choices. 
4. Selecting the best solution. 
S. Implementing the decision. 
6. Evaluating the consequences. 

In examining these steps the authors confess that PS as a 

means to promote thinking tells us little about how people actually go 

about solving problems. The emphasis is on the processes of solving 

Problems rather than on the end products that can be achieved 
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through PS. 48 This idea is also noted by Sternberg, who argues that 

the steps enlisted above are key steps but they cannot guarantee to 

solve any given problem. Indeed, the author argues that 11111- 

structured problems are those that resist such specification of the 

steps to the solution. Well-structured problems, however, are those in 

which a set of steps leading to a solution can be explicitly and 

clearly laid out. 149 Based on this argument, it could be suggested 

that in order to get the maximum benefit from implementing PS 

approaches aimed at developing CTSs, teachers should behave as 

follows : They should view, or perhaps handle, PS as a means to 

encourage the students' thinking, rather than as a vehJC30 to arrive 

at a viable set of solutions. As ps is of special Interest in the 

present thesis, viewing its approaches this way is particularly 

important if we recognize that many Sudanese' problems' are Ill- 

structured. Thus, emphasis should be put on training students' 

minds, rather than developing solutions. It could also be suggested 

that teachers should be given full training opportunities in using the 

approaches of PS. The suggested programmes should be focused on 

the shaping of the students' CTSs- It is aL, o important that teachers S 

should be trained in viewing PS as a means to an end for producing 

desired changes in students' behaviour. In this regard, we should 

emphasise the need for effective teacher-tradning to implement 

intended CTSs strategies in the classrooms. A similar call has been 

Introduced currently by costello, who argues that "In order to 

produce reflective critical pupils who are striving toward autonomy, 

it is necessary that teachers themselves should demonstrate these 

qualities. " In his argument, the author suggests that "the role of 

educational theory within initial teacher training (and in-servIce) 
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courses is crucial in developing teachers who are both desirous and 

capable of promoting rational thinking in children. 1150 This call is 

considered to be very important for Sudanese HE teachers who have 

never been trained in using CTSs methods in their teaching. 

1.3.4 Decision-Hakin 

DeciWon-Haking Is considered to be one of the important 

methods of teaching CTSs in the HE classes. This method has 

sometimes been associated with PS approaches. Beyer has given 

special consideration to decision-making methods for developing 

thinking in the classroom. Taking into account that he views PS as a 

maJor complementary approach for teaching CTSs, the author 

considers decision-making as the ultimate goal or the integral part of 

the PS process. Nevertheless, In explaining decision-making as an 

individual approach for teaching CTSs, Beyer argues that., 

In making a decision, students given two or more 
alternatives and a set of proposed conditions or criteria, 
state their choice of the best alternative under the 
proposed conditions or to meet the proposed criteria. 
CTSs are involved when students state the basis for 
their choice and explain how they see the selected Item 
as the best choke. What happens Is that students 
identify the characteristics of each alternative, and then 
identify those needed under the proposed conditions or 
to meet the criteria decided. Based on these 
characteristics, students select the best alternative which 
meets the requirements of the conditions or criteria. 
Consequently, students Identify the reasons for their 
choices and the basis for choosing the best decision. u 

Thus, according to this analysis, Beyer strongly advocates 

decision-making as an approach to teaching CTSs. Since the PS 

method of teaching CTSs has been chosen for use In the present 

study, this points to the integration of PS and decision- making as a 

Means for teaching secondary HE students. This commendation is 
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based on the fact that, during my teaching experience it was 

observed that many of these students lacked adequate skills and 

dispositions for sound decision-making and responsible PS. This was 

of special concern because the conversation with students has shown 

that many of them did not plan to pursue any formal post-high- 

school education. The lack of these skills could have implications for 

the quality of their future homes and family lives. Indeed, as a result 

of these findings it was decided7. to pursue PS approaches for 

teaching CTSs in Sudanese HE classrooms. 

1.3.5 Simulations 

Simulations are techniques that have been given much 

consideration for teaching CTSs- in HE. The purpose of using 

simulation is to enable HE students to confront situations and 

experiences before facing them in. real life. 52 Simulation techniques 

are often associated with PS. Indeed, in some simulation activities, 

"students create their own problem situations that embody the 

Principles they enact and analyse them to find out possible 

alternatives. "53 To explain the relationship between simulation and PS, 

Bogniard and her colleague reported the following: "the purposes for 

simulated activities are to allow a boy or a girl to act through 

situations before such situations must be faced in rea. 13ife and to see 

the indirect and long-range consequences of choices made before the 

consequences must also be faced In real life. "54 This suggests that a 

simulation technique Is simply an attempt to create 3ife-31ke situations 

or incidents which permit students to apply theoretical analysis to 

these situations by placing and systematizing devised experiences in 

a realistic setting. in the same study it was found that simulation 
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encourages HE students to organise the sequences of the alternatives 

before they happen. It was also found that students' ability to 

understand and assess a problem was improved-55 I think these 

findings can be applied in teaching CTSs In the Sudanese HE 

curriculum. The reason Is that Sudanese people are overwhelmed with 

crises such as floods, famines and inflation which return from time to 

time. With simulated problems, many of these crises could be tackled 

imaginatively before they take, place. Another Impressive finding of 

this study was that simulation is very effective when incorporated in 

schools with limited resources. 56 This suggests that simulation can be 

another viable method of teaching CTSs in the Sudanese HE classes 

where teaching/learning materials are in short supply. 

Before examining one type of simulation activities, a comment 

must be made about the embodiment of PS In'simulation techniques. 

These techniques are used in the context of solving an anticipated 

problem. This suggests that the medium of PS permits problem 

solvers to take part in solving a problem prior to Its confrontation. 

This in turn gives credit to the PS teaching approaches as they 

encourage precise educational orientation, namely a CT one. As a type 

of simulation activity, role playing has been tested and proven 

successful in teaching CTSs in HE classrooms. A study conducted by 

Johnson pointed out that "appropriate goals for role playing models 

Of teaching will help the teacher to select role playing situations that 

stimulate 30arning. 1157 The same argument Is also shared with Hall and 

Paolucci who state that: * 

role Playing Is a technique in which the self is viewed as 
a totality of roles that an individual plays in his 
interpersonal contacts. To achieve good human relations, 
he must be able to understand his own roles and those 
of others and to respond appropriately to counterroles. 
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Role playing enables students to explore their thoughts 
and behavioural problems through interaction with others. 
It is directed toward self-integration, reduction of 
conflict and thd development of insight about self and 
others. 58 

With regard to simulation as a means for future planning, Horn 

and East argue that HE education is charged "to involve everyone in 

future forecasting activities to compare the possible 3ong-range of a 

Variety of decisions and the choices that we might make today or 

Within the next five to ten years. "59 It may sound confusing to 

Propose how HE should approach the future. This is because many 

People might agree that knowledge of the past is important. However, 

these authors strongly recommend planning for the future or what 

Could be called ýantJcipatory thinking'. In contrast to this argument, 

Brown believes that future planning which is incorporated in the 

concept of simulated activities, is "Irrational and ., ahistodcal " The 

author argues that "futurism will only serve to reinforce existing 

trends and Projections while ignoring important questions of meaning 

and value. 1160 In her view, one cannot practise planning for the 

future of the profession while at the same time engaging in 

reflective, rational thought concerning fundamental beliefs, concepts 

or choices. Brown states that: 

We must first resolve certain moral and ethical questions 
regarding the process of intervention, In whose lives we 
intend to intervene, and for what purpose, before we 
charge ahead toward programme and policy development. 
If we wish to further the development of society and 
families we must ask, toward what kind of society and 
what type of family systems? 61 

One objection to Brown's argument is that there are a number 

of possible future incidents that are 3argely built on past and 

present experJences. This does not necessarily imply that actions of 

the past or present will be transferred into the future; instead, it 
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indicates that the outcome of previous experiences can be used as a 

safeguard for building a secure future. For example, the 

consequences of the 1980s famine that had swept Sudanese people 

could be used as a means of protection from similar crises that could 

occur in the future. Therefore, we must 3sarn from the 3essons of 

history, and seek to comprehend the facts of current situations and 

the social realid s of individuals and families. By doing so, we simply 

think ahead to maintain a safe way for the progress of tbg family in 

the future. This is because if HE applies itself merely to the social 

trends, or beliefs about what the future will inevitably be 3ike, it will 

never be a family-centred subject. The point Is that HE is in a 

unique Position to help to shape and re-shape those trends and 

incidents, to help people to be creators of destiny, to be reactors 

rather than inert, and to be active rather than passive In 

confronting the inevitable problems. To accomplish this goal, the HE 

curriculum should engage students In a careful and reflective 

analysis of problems that will be inevitably encountered. This 

suggests that prediction which involves CT is an important element In 

Planning the future of families and individuals. 

1.3.6 Reasoning 

Paul, a prominent American educationist who calls for CT- 

centred education, argues that reasoning is essential for teaching 

CTSs in classrooms. Indeed, the author recommends that "educators 

and teachers need to be sure that students receive a substantial 

amount of practice in reasoning so that they become skilled in 

weighing, recording and assessing contradictory points of view 

through a rational dialogue, discussion and debate. 1162 In teaching 
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reasoning directly, Govier provided an approach known as 'discipline- 

specific logic and critical thinking'. In his opinion, critical teaching 

CTSs should be embedded in a specific subject. In his approach the 

author argues that: 

Any teacher who - is doing a decent job will teach 
students how to evaluate claims and arguments in 
whatever subject he or she is teaching. The criteria for 
evaluating statements and in fact, even arguments, are 
internal to the various special disciplines. When these 
disciplines are correctly taught, students will learn 
critical thinking as an inevitable product of that 
teaching. If they are. not being well taught, so that 
students are Incapable of appreciating and properly 
responding to arguments, then the solution is to have 
them taught more adequately, not to set up a special 
subject of thinking or critical thinking and teach that. 63 

1.3.7 Writing 

Apart from improving spellingo punctuation, arranging words in 

grammatically acceptable ways and ordering sentence structure, 

writing is considered as an activity for developing thinking ability. 

Indeed, several educators have agreed with this idea. For example, 

Beyer views writing as a process rather than a single skill. Ile 

argues that writing which generates and expresses one's idea, in a 

clear, accurate, and understandable manner "involves synthesizing 

Ideas, choosing evidence related to the Ideas, sequencing the 

evidence In a reasonable order and explicitly stating perceived 

relationships among the evidence and/or between the evidence and a 

thesis or point we wish to make. Thust writing is an act of 

thinking.,, 64 

According to Nickerson, writing is viewed "not only as a 

medium of thought but also as a vehicle for developing it. Hence, the 

major advantage of writing as a means of thinking is that it yields a 
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tangible product that can be evaluated. "65 Olson points out that 
it writing is a learning tool for heightening and refining thinking. " fie 

also proclaims that thinking and writing are examples of a "recursive 

Process; one often has to go back to go forward. "66 The author then 

argues that using writing as a tool to foster thinking In classrooms 

requires all the levels of thinking skills in Bloom's Taxonomy, no 

matter what Is the area or the purpose of writing. In adopting 

Bloom's Taxonomy, Olson developed a model of teaching designed 

primarily to help students to move from conception to completion via 

critical thinking. The model he proposed consists of the iollowing 

seven parts: 67 

a) Pre-writing- Pre-writing activities generate Ideas for 
writing. These activities take a wide range of forms, e. g. 
class discussion, brain-storming, visualizing, free writing 
and so on. Pre-writing aims to stimulate the free flow of 
thoughts. Pre-writing usually precedes the Introduction 
of a writing assignment and may set the stage for 
thinking and writing about a given topic without 
specifically addressing it. 

b) Pre-com position- Helping students to generate ideas for 
writing is often not enough to enable them to organize 
and express their thoughts. Pre-composition activities 
help students to focus on the specific requirements of 
the writing assignment as well as to formulate a writing 
plan. 

C) Writing- Writing Is the stage in which thought is 
transformed Into print. But more than that, it is an act 
of discovery. Often it is only as we write about what we 
think (and vice versa) that we grasp what we truly want 
to communicate. Pre-composition activities should be 
designed to facilitate and not to Inhibit the growth of 
thought that occurs during writing. The goal of the first 
draft should be fluency and not refinement of ideas or 
expression. 

d) Sharing- To help students to review writing as a real means 
of communication, teachers should provide their students 
with opportunities to share writing, to give and receive 
feedback on work in progress. Sharing enables students 
to discover in what ways words affect other readers. 
Responses assist students in internalising the criteria for 
good writing. 
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e) Revising- Revision is involved as thoughts are formulated, 
verbalized internally and organized. Once the writer has 
put pen to paper, generated a draft and received 
feedback, the revising stage allows time to reflect upon 
what has been written: to re-think, re-view and re-shape 
words and ideas. Using the skills used In sharing and 
responding, the student becomes his or her audience and 
assesses the quality of the written work to enhance 
communication. 

f) Editing- For some writers, editing is a process that happens 
when one composes. For others editing is proof-reading 
for minor errors in grammar, punctuation, spelling and so 
on. For students who have not acquired the conventions 
of written language, editing requires increased conscious 
attention to correctness. 

9) Evaluation- Although any revision Is an act of self- 
evaluation, the evaluation stage of the writing process 
involves assessment of the final written product. The 
rating may come In the form of a letter grade, holistic 
-score or analytic comment. The criteria upon which the 
writing will finally be judged should be clearly delineated 
and communicated early in the writing process. 

As a conclusion to this studyq Olson acknowledged that the 

model just described may not explain exactly the teaching process. 

However, it provides teachers with: 

a tool for talking about thinking and writing that enables 
students to perceive writing as something that can be 
crafted and that builds in time for thought and 
expression to evolve. This tool provides students with a 
ladder of activities that leads them to increasingly 
complex levels of thinking. 68 

Teaching through writing has been tested and has proven its 

practicality for teaching CTSs in JJE classrooms. One of the 

fundamental objectives of a study conducted in this regard at 
Virginia State University, was to Increase and improve writing skills 

of HE participants. The writing plan developed was utilized in diet 

therapy, meal management, principles and analysis of food, nutrition 

and consumer economics. An assignment on creative writing centred 

around classroom discussion was included in the study. In evaluating 
the assignment, it was found that the top students were those who 
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gave evidence and sufficient thought to the topic about which they 

were writing. It was also found that creative writing that focused on 

the students' discussion and students' own writing were highly 

encouraged by the teachers. 69 

In examining the commonly used activities in secondary HE 

c3assrooms in Lincoln, Nebraska, it was found that: among a total of 

123 writing activities, the fol3owing have been Identified as the ones 

that incorporat ed,. a CT Input: 

Writing analysis for projects; expressing own and other's 
opinions; self feelings; reactions about topics before and 
after discussing them; process of problem solving; 
reactions and feelings to new concepts to see the degree 
of relevancy or irrelevancy to known information. In 
addition, explaining questions that involves students' 
reflective and critical thinking, appreciation for readings 
and Procedures, personal plan, and writing for 
expressing individual thoughts in the line of problem- 
solving and decision- making. 70 

This suggests that writing Is a common device among many 

other CT activities. In other words, it seems that writing is a 

multJapproach that can be utilised to foster various CTSs. 

1.3.8 Readinq 

From reviews of the literature on teaching CTSs, it appears 

that reading is generally considered as an important cognitive 

process. Lipman states: "We recognize reading and writing are 

fundamental to education, and we know that these skills should be 

Utilizable within each and every discipline. 1171 Indeed, - it is also 

argued that reading is a: 

collection of skills because it involves thought-making as 
well as thought getting. It is a process that consists of 
determining what the source says literally (translation), 
what its author means by what he he/she says 
(interpretation), and what the source means to the reader 
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(extrapolation, application, synthesis or evaluation). This 
complex processing of information and ideas in fact is 
thinking. 72 

The advocates of reading for developing thinking suggest that 

In teaching reading, teachers can provide instruction that helps 

students to develop CTSs. Beyer for example, identifies three areas in 

which teachers can introduce such a reading instruction. These areas 

are: when giving reading assignments, while students are doing their 

reading, and in a follow up discussion. 73 The author points out that 

teachers can also help students to improve their reading 

comprehension: 

by alerting them to the vocabulary and organisation cues 
commonly used by texts, filmstrips, or oral presentation 
to call their attention to what the authors consider 
important, by helping students deal with unfamiliar or 
new technical terms that appear in teaching reading, and 
by helping students to develop specific purposes for 
reading. 74 

In offering this argument, Beyer asserts that reading 

Instruction facilitates the learning of thinking skills as well. fie 

reiterates that the most productive teaching guidance for developing 

CTSs through reading is the one "which helps students to distinguish 

carefully between what a source says literallyt what the author of the 

source appears to mean, what the source means to the reader given 

what the reader already knows or wants to know about the content 

or subject of the course. ', 75 

Beyer also offers a strategy that can be used by teachers to 

help to develop the skills just stated, by having their students 

answer questions that require them to: 76 

a) Employ the skills of translation [paraphrasing], of putting 
communications Into other forms without changing the 
meaning. 

b) Reflect on the skills they have been using. 
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c) Examine several pieces of Information, even at Just the 
. literal level that can enhance their familiarity with this 
information before they move on to establish meaning. 

d) Determine what certain data mean, and classify and interpret 
data. 

e) Determine the reasons behind their responses to questions. 

f) Use their skills of analysis and synthesis. 

9) Determine relation of segment of data to a given ones. 

h) Develop a generalisatJon that explains or relates to the data. 

To 
. conclude his major argument, Beyer declares that the 

techniques mentioned above for developing thinking while teaching 

reading can be applicable to any classroom, regardless of the subject 

area of training. "The reading approach can also be applied while 

keeping focus on the content of the course. "77 This declaration is an 

open invitation for teachers to search for advanced, reading 

strategies to foster CTSs- In their students. This Is particularly valid 

since we have noted earlier that reading cannot be divorced from any 

system Of instruction. Indeed, Beyer's recommendation for teaching 

CTSs through reading impelled a critical review of what has been 

done about reading for developing thinking in HE classrooms. 

Consequently, It was found that In America, reading strategies have 

been developed and implemented successfully for teaching CTSs in 

HE. For example, In an experimental study carried out by Harbour it 

Was found that- 

Reading techniques can be used to teach HE basic skills 
effectively. Increased student participation, greater self- 
confidence, positive attitude toward reading, Increased 
vocabulary, improvement In study skills, increased 
comprehension and improved organisational and question 
Skills were observed in students after content reading 
techniques were integrated into home economics 
c3assrooms-78 
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Based on her experimental results, Harbour confirms that 

reading activities are -very flexible and adaptable to all HE subjects 

and at all levels. She also Indicates that reading as an approach for 

teaching CTSs can guide students to overcome diffi uld s. 79 Reading 

has been tried and validated as a medium for developing CTSs. Preire 

for Instance endorses it for developing thinking. He urges all readers 

of his book, The Politics of Education, to be thinkers, advising them 

to "Be open to the worDd; be ready to think; each day be ready not 

to accept what is said; be predisposed to reread; each day 

investigate, question and doubt. " The author then concludes "I think 

it is most necessary not to be sure, that Is not to be overly sure of 

certainties. "so One interpretation of Freire's view of reading as a 

method. for teaching PTSs is that scepticism JS the path-way to 

nurturing such skills. In the survey conducted in Nebraska cited 

earlier, the teachers were asked to describe the way they used 

reading in their classrooms. The responses were grouped according to 

the similarity of content. It was found that there was a total of 126 

Statements provided by 78 teachers that pertained to activities 

related to thinking. The activities identified for developing CTSs 

included reading for the following purpos es: 

Searching for relevant or irrelevant information for 
conducting projects; being prepared for discussion; 
getting main Insights of different Issues; understanding 
what and how others think; making decisions and 
understanding others' decisions. In addition, the 
activities included reading data from computer data 
products problems and reading about thinking to develop 
CTSs-a' 

This indicates that reading Is an approach that strengthens 

other CTSs such as discussion, decision-making and PS. It also 
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suggests that in Implementing critical reading activitiess other CTSs 

will be enhanced. 

1.3.9 Laboratory Work 

As a teaching technique for developing CTSs laboratory work Is 

highly valued by educators. It is usually associated with laboratories 

that are equipped with computers which motivate students to think 

deeply about ideas and which provide feedback. Those laboratories 

are referred to as the 'thinking labs'. 82 Viewing laboratory work this 

way, the teaching techniques employed in the thinking laboratories 

are defined as 'hi-tech'. It was argued that the group of hi-tech 

teaching methods is essentially designed to teach a "higher-order 

thinking skills (HOTS) [to teach] students to develop, articulate, test, 

and compare the results of different strategies in various 

situations. 1183 This suggests that HOTS include the elements of 

thinking just stated. Pogrow and nuchanan indicated in their 

argument that there Is only a fine line between the questioning and 

teaching techniques appropriate for providing higher-order thinking 

skills and those for learning basic skills. Nevertheless, the 

Investigators classified the following teaching techniques for 

developing HOTS: 84 

a) The use of drama to heighten interest, curiosity and 
thinking sessions before and sometimes after students 
use the computers. 

b) Teachers step back from the role of judge and expert and 
help students examine the consequences of their Ideas. 

c) Asking questions about the sophisticated concepts being 
illustrated by computers, rather than about the mechanics 
of using the technology. 

Although HE professionals have been working with computers 

for several years, It seems that the widespread adoption of computers 
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as a means for teaching has not yet been achieved. In this regard, 

Kluver and Kedall state that: "Home economics teachers have been 

told that they need to use computers in their classrooms, but few 

have considered using them with their students.,, 85 In criticising the 

lack of computer use in teaching HE, the authors have commented 

that "while home economists are becoming computer literate, most are 

still not sure when it comes to actually using the computer in their 

classrooms. "86 Although at the present time this position is probably 

changed, Wesswick advances a major argument in favour of the lack 

of computer involvement In teaching HE. As computers are currently 

entrusted with teaching CTSs, the author states that "now the 

microcomputers offer new challenges. " She emphasises that "home 

economists will choose those functions of the microcomputers most 

appropriate to their individual purposes. Home economics educators 

need to decide what information should be stored, accessed and then 

deleted in all areas of home economics.,, 
87 The author argues the 

need for computers, for the "vast storage capacity of microcomputers 

and the easy access to that information will make the management 

task of home economics educators easier. " Wesswick confirms that 

home economists are ambitious and "are likely to see themselves grow 

in creativity as they discover and develop applications in their own 

areas of interest. "88 

In discussing the possibility of introducing computers for 

developing CTSS and other learning skills into HE classrooms, 

Wesswick argues that computers have largely been associated with 

statistics, accounting and business procedures, mathematical 

calculations and analysis of research data. Nevertheless, "it Is also 

possible to use them for drill and tutorial purposes, problem-solving, 
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simulation and testing. 1189 In conclusion, the author offers two 

arguments. The first one is that HE educators "need to be willing to 

seek out and evaluate new frontiers in the search for knowledge 

including the use of microcomputers. 1190 The second argument Is 

concerned with the relationship between the current lack of computer 

approaches for teaching HE and the future needs for the 

advancement of computer instruction. In this regard, the author 

repeats that "the 
. electronic age is challenging home economics 

educators to decide how, when, where and why the computer, 

especially the microcomputer fits into their professional life. "91 

In examining the arguments provided regarding the approaches 

Of laboratory work, it could be concluded that these arguments 

suggest that the idea of teaching CTSs through the use of computers 

has not been fully developed in the HE classroom compared to other 

approaches. It appears that this is thought to be due to teachers' 

lack Of skill. and knowledge of how to use computers to teach CTSs. 

It could also be attributed to the lack of consensus attitudes of HE 

educators toward the use of computers. Notwithstanding this, some 

Optimistic educators such as Wesswick are both desirous and 

ambitious to develop computer approaches for teaching CTSs in HE. 

1.3.10. Informal Debates 

Rossmann argues for informal debates as means for enhancing 

learning, particularly the learning of CTSs in secondary HE classroom. 

She distinguishes Informal from formal debates by stating that in the 

former, "emphasis is on partner cooperation rather than 

cOmPetitJon. 1192 The author describes the technique she proposes in 

her study as being easily adopted to all HE areas and suknble for 
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incorporation into classroom uses for all ages. Indeed, "the technique 

Calls for a list of debatable issues with two students assigned for 

each. The issues which are the most successful are written in the 

Positive form and clearly have two sides, such as 'All beverages 

should be marketed In returnable-for-deposit bottlest. 1193 In carrying 

out informal debates about this issue, the author offers the following 

directions for the technique: 94 

a) The teacher assigns partners, gives them Issues and 
identifies which partner Js number one and which Is 
number two. 

b) The partners are given a short time (5-10 minutes) to help 
each other examine the Issue and to prepare a given 
number of arguments for each side of the Issue. Some 
topics may require more time to prepare answers, but In 
general, the technique Is not intended to be a research 
project. 

c) A brief presentation is given to the entire class with 
Partner number one speaking 1 to 2 minutes for the 
issue and partner number two speaking for a similar 
amount of time against it 

In examining this approach, we observe that informal debates 

focus on exchanging view points and ideas that support the issue on 

one hand and oppose It on the other hand. This process encourages 

students to generate their own ideas and to be open in appreciating 

other People's thoughts. 

- Based on the results of her study, Rossmann lists the 

advantages of informal debates in a way which describes the process 

of thinking involved to include the following: 

The technique encourages students to learn cooperatively. 
The thought process of examining both sides of a 
particular issue is transferable to other settings, and 
many results In better future decisions for the 
individuals involved. The important topics in an area are 
presented in an interesting manner involving the 
students in their own learning. Students are given 
valuable experience in verbal expression without the 
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pressure of a formal report or the fear of failure. 
Everyone in the class speaks, if only briefly, giving the 
teacher an opportunity to hear from each student. The 
timing for use of the informal debate is flexible. It may 
be used as a pre-session device to determine student's 
knowledge level, or as a post-test. Evaluation could be 
based on the quality and the quantity of the arguments 
as well as the oral presentation. The entire class could 
contribute additional considerations for each issue. The 
listeners could also analyse the arguments to determine 
whether each is of equal Importance or whether some are 
of overriding importance. 95 

Rossmann also indicates the disadvantage of informal debates as 
"the students' uncertainty of how to begin. " To overcome this 

obstacle she argues that "the teacher could give an example of an 

issue and illustrate two sides of the topic, to assist students in 

getting started.,, 96 It is also suggested that the teacher could 

present the following topic. 'Persons should be encouraged to 

Purchase enough clothes to reduce the need for frequent laundering'. 

Argument I in favour would be: "Water may be a scarce resource and 

should be conserved by washing full machine load". Argument 2 

against would be: "Clothes are made of scarce resources, too, and we 

should use as few as possible. '9,97 

Hall and Paolucci also argue that: "debate is an effective 

technique for teaching students to think critically. They learn to 

admit when their evidence is only a probability. They learn to expose 

the fallacies in the thinking -of members on the opposing team. "98 

This argument in particular suggests that in teaching CTSS through 

debates, the aim is to teach students 'how' to think rather than 

Nwhat' to think. The point Is obviously to communicate with students 

the desire to think critically. 
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1.3.11. Teaching for Transfer 

Teaching for transfer has also been emphasised for developing 

CTSs in the HE context. This emphasis is based on the philosophy of 

this subject to understand the relationships and various community 

forces between and among family members. Also, to integrate learning 

process within the family and community. 99 Perkins and Salomon 

currently argue that transfer is demonstrated when "something 

learned in one context has helped in another. Transfer goes beyond 

ordinary learning in that the skill of knowledge in question has to 

travel to a new context"100 In their argument, the authors report 

that: "transfer plays a key role in an aspiration of education that 

lately has attained great prominence, the teaching of critical thinking 

skills. "101 The authors then describe a process of teaching for 

transfer that can be pursued by "designing Instruction to meet the 

conditions needed to foster transfer, perhaps we can achieve it.,, 102 

They reported that: "in broad terms one might speak of two 

techniques for teaching transfer, ' hugging' and 'bridging'. " 103 In 

explaining the meaning of these terms, Perkins and Salomon state 

that: 'Hugging' means teaching so as to meet the resemblance 

conditions for low road transfer. "104 The example provided in this 

regard is that: "Teachers who would like the students to use their 

knowledge of biology in thinking about current ecological problems 

might Include that knowledge in the first place in the context of such 

Problems. 11105 On the other hand, the authors explained that 

'bridging' means teaching so as to better meet the conditions of 

developing the skills of transfer rather than expecting students to 

achieve them spontaneously, one mediates the needed processes of 

abstraction and connection making. "106 
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The message with regard to teaching for transfer is twofold. 

Firstly, the aim that. any educational curriculum hopes to achieve 
discloses that transfer is integral to the expectations and aspiration 
for that curriculum. This concept of transfer plays a central role in 

an aspiration that has currently attained great prominence, the 

teaching of CTSs. Secondly, by teaching CTSS via transfer approaches 

Students would improve such skills in many contexts that Involve 

thoughtful input. Teaching for transfer7-in HE Is particularly 

important since this subject is entrusted with serving individuals, 

families and communities outside the school 

1.4 Summ 

Based on the literature reviewed on- the definition of CTSs, it 

has been found that there is no single uniýersally accepted definition 

Of this term. The definition varies according to the subject it 

represents. In HE, however, CT is defined as the ability to solve 

problems and the CTSs are those skills which are involved in PS. 

The current global movement of CT education, mainly in 

America, aims to incorporate the teaching of CTSs as a formal part in 

formal systems of education. The reason behind such an endeavour Is 

basically the lack of CTSs among students. Indeed, American 

educators have confirmed that most often teaching for developing 

thinking is being done irregularly, unsystematically and without 

sufficient personal or material resources. Thus, pioneers of CT 

education have been involved In heavy research and investigation to 

provide means of improving teaching practices to nurture CTSs. 

Fortunately, these central ideas have become part of the HE 

education. Indeed, HE educators are convinced that teaching to think 
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critically and act in better ways involve more than loading students 

With new facts, ideas or techniques. It demands giving up the 

familiar, traditional and comfortable ways of approaching ideas and 

clarifying meanings. Educators have decided that teaching HE should 

Involve students in developing skills such as PS and decision-making 

to help them to shape and gain control over their lives. 

Consequently, approaches for teaching CTSs have been developed and 

implemented in teaching HE. The methods reviewed in this chapter 

emphasise that although each method stands for itself, when it comes 

to teaching in the classroom, the methods are Inter dependent and 

complementary to each other. This Is very clear with questioning and 

PS as well as with decision-making and PS. The methods discussed 

indicate that in many cases the approach to teaching CTSs in HE Is 

addressed through solving a specific problem. This suggests that PS 

is a lively medium for teaching CTSs in the context of HE. 

Based on the findings of the literature reviewed on the 

methods of teaching CTSs in HE, the arguments and discussion 

provided indicate that these skills are teachable. The different 

methods reviewed revealed a degree of consistency which is 

remarkable and applicable in teaching CTSS in the Sudanese 

secondary HE curriculum. 
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Chapter Two 
Educational Development In The Sudan 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an outline 

Picture of the Sudanese educational development alongside 

the development of home economics education. The chapter 

ýbriefly examines Sudanese traditional education, its 

nature and purpose. It describes the development of the 

formal system of education in the Sudan in the colonial 

,. period (1889-1956), with particular emphasis on the 

obstacles experienced by the colonial administration 

regarding its educational policy. An account of the 

historical pattern of educational development in the 

Post-independence period (1956-1969) and the modern 

period of the May Revolution (1969-1985) is also 

presented. 

The chapter also comments brief 1Y on the eras of the 

Transitional Government and the April Revolution. 

However, these were short and saw little activity in the 

field of educational development. Finally, the current 

educational efforts proposed by the National Salvation 

Revolution will be discussed. An account of HE 

educational development is given. We begin, however, with 

brief background information about the Sudan. 

2.1 A Brief Note About the Sudan 

The Sudan is the biggest country in the African 

continent, with an area of approximately 2.5 million 

square kilometres (approximately one million square 

Miles). Consequently, Sudan is known among the African 
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and the Middle Eastern countries as 'the Land of the 

Million Miles. " 

Politically, the country Is divided into two main 

regions, namely the northerno which consists of six 

States and the southern, which includes three States 

(fig. 2.1). Khartoum State constitutes the national 

capital and it consists of three cities, namely Khartoumt 

Khartoum North (Bahri) and Omdurman. The nine States are 

administered federally. In general, each region possesses 

its own system of education. In this thesist reference 

will most frequently be made to the northern region. 
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The figures released by the National Statistics 

Department show that in the 1990 census, the population 

Of the Sudan was 26 million. 2 The Sudan is therefore the 

least densely populated country in a continent noted for 

being sparsely populated. The distribution of the 

Population is very uneven, with a very high population 

concentration in the area around the banks of the Nile. 

While the government has sought to implement a 

development policy that gives favourable treatment to 

underdeveloped regions, this plan has not been entirely 

successful. The already developed areas around the Nile 

continue to grow at a faster rate, both economically and 

educationally. 3 

The Sudan is an agricultural country with cotton as 

the main cash crop, and the basis of the Sudanese 

economy. Other plant resources such as gum Arabic, wheat, 

cereals and fruits also contribute to the national 

income. Animal resources, mainly cows and camels, 

constitute another part of the economy. The country is 

Potentially rich in agriculture with cultivable land of 

nearly 200 million acres. 4 As agriculture depends to a 

great extent on rainfall, and there is a severe shortage 

of reservoirs, - the weather constitutes the major limiting 

factor to the stability of the economy. Indeed, this is 

why, currently, the country is suffering rom 
disastrous shortage of food due to the 1990 famous 

drought. The discovery of oil is now being perceived as a 

Possible solution to Sudan's economic problems. Recently, 
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light industry has been introduced by the government as 

well as by the private sector. 

Regarding the administrative organisation of 

education in the Sudan, the Ministry of Educationt which 

was established before independence in 1953, represents 

the highest educational authority in the country. 

2.2 Traditional Education 

Traditional education in the Sudan started hand in 

hand with the establishment of Sudanese society95 and the 

traditional roots of Sudanese education have been 

reflected in the process of educational development. 

Therefore, any discussion of Sudanese educational 

development would not be complete or meaningful without 

an adequate understanding of the structure of traditional 

education. Indeed, forms of traditional education In the 

Sudan were numerous and they varied from one area to 

another. Consequently, the alms of traditional education 

were also varied. Nevertheless, there was a major aim on 

which all systems were agreed. This aim was focused on 

the foundation of social and religious values. 6 The Idea 

was to create a cohesive and stable society by fostering 

and preserving the values and history of the people. In 

this contextj social and religious values constituted the 

common ground for all forms of education in the country. 

Thus, traditional education played a major role In 

maintaining the balance of Sudanese traditional society. 
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The curriculum of education at that time was 

completely informal. it Involved people adapting 

themselves to cope with particular circumstance which 
faced their local communities and to comprehend the 

nature of their social structure. 7 The accomplishment of 

this task In turn, required a proper understanding of 

religious legislation, laws, beliefst taboos and 

traditions inherited from previous generations. The 

ultimate goal of this type of education was the 

production of a Sudanese citizen who was honest, 

respectful, obedient, co-operative, sincere and who was 

proud of his/her society and cultural inheritance. 

Traditional education could be divided Into two main 

types namely, religious and secular. 

Religious education took place in a 'Khalwa' (a 

religious school) and at home where the Koran was taught. 

The core of the curriculum was based on fostering Islamic 

values such as good manners and behaviour; obedienceý 

particularly towards elders; sincerity towards people and 

State; hospitality towards neighbours and friends; 

sympathy; dignity; honesty; solidarity and co-operation. 8 

On the other hand, secular education In its traditional 

forms covered many areas which differed from one place to 

another. It was established prior to religious educationg 

which began to strengthen with the settlement of Arabs in 

the country in the sixteenth century. 9 The theme of 

secular education included the training of children- in 

the field to become skilled in agriculture, and 
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developing their knowledge of historyt geographyp science 

and politics. 

Traditional education, however, tended to constrain 

the opportunities for girls. Almost all of the above- 

mentioned forms of education were open to boys, while 

girls were offered little freedom to choose what to 

learn. Indeed, girls were to be educated at home by their 

mothers and grandmothers in the skills of cooking, 

cleaning the home, washing clothes and dishes, bringing 

water, knitting, crafts, and pottery making and taking 

care of younger sisters and brothers-10 The limitation of 

girls' education to domestic skills was attributed to the 

common belief among the Sudanese that home would be the 

natural place for girls In the future. Thus# women had to 

be equipped and familiarised with the skills of home 

life. It is Interesting to note that processing skills in 

domestic matters was the most Important criterion by 

which a man would choose a bride, because it was believed 

that a wife skilled in domestic affairs could guarantee 

the provision of a calm and enjoyable life for her 

family. 

Subsequently, it could be debated that secular 

education In the Sudan was primarily vocational. To a 

large extent, It was a process of instruction that 

prepared Young people to work in specific vocations. The 

traditional system Indicated that a generally recognised 

fundamental aim of education was to prepare each 

generation for a productive life-11 This indicates that 
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the forms of traditional education experienced In the 

Sudan were chosen and organised according to the needs of 

people. 

2.3 Educational Development In the Colonial Period: 
1898-1956 

When the Sudan was defeated by the British forces in 

1898, the Egyptian government claimed that the occupied 

region belonged technically to the Khedive of Egypt. 21 

This conflict was solved by Lord Cromer, the British 

representative in Egypt, who proposed a joint government 

between Egypt and Britain known as the 'Condominium 

Agreement'. 1 I 

With the settlement of Arab Muslimst particularly 

Egyptians, in the Sudan, traditional education entered 

another stage of development. The type of education 

established at the time of reconquest was similar to that 

developed in Egypt, Hijaz and Northern Africa. Education 

was basically traditional, focusing on two major themes. 

The first was the emphasis on religious education, the 

study of the Koran. The second was 'Suffism', an Islamic 

system of mysticism which was brought' to the Sudan by 

Arabs. 13 

As soon as they established their colony in the 

countryo the. British administrators showed an immediate 

Interest in education, which became a vital Instrument in 

maintaining a stable administration. Consequently, 

elementary education was established in the Sudan for the 

first time. The age of entry to the lowest school grade 
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was 7 years; and the first educational ladder established 

in the country was. 4 years for each primary, intermediate 

and secondary schools. 

To expand the condominium education in the Sudan, 

the idea of establishing a college in memory of General 

Gordon was initiated by Lord Kitchener in 1898. In 1902 

the College was formally opened. 14 It was an educational 

centre around which the Sudanese educational systsm of 

the condominium rule evolved. Gradually, the Memorial 

College was expanded to form the University College of 

Khartoum in 1945, which finally became the University of 

Khartoum in 1956.15 

With regard to the curricula, the colonial 

educational. - authority based its philosophy on borrowed 

British ideas, without giving consideration to the' local 

needs or conditions. 16 Thus, Sudanese curricula at that 

time were quite similar to those in Britain. In the view 

of the colonizers, this approach to curriculum design 

would create a link between the local system and the 

English one. 17 The result of this policy was the 

transmission of British concepts and values to Sudanese 

children. However, the origin of such values and concepts 

was an urban industrial society, whilst Sudanese children 

were living in a predominantly rural agricultural 

society. This practice created a conflict between what 

children learned in schools and what they faced in real 

life-18 An issue particularly worthy of note is 'the 

colonial system of examinations. In that system, exams 
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were used as filters to select the best percentage of 

students. 19 This indicates that the examination system 

was entirely competitive, similar to the old British 

grammar school entry. The Sudanese examinations focused 

on formal lessons and recitation. This particular trend 

has had a significant impact on the Sudanese system of 

examination which continues to focus on memorisation 

rather than on thinking and reflection. 

The colonial educational authority strongly 

criticised the rote-learning offered by Khalwa education 

which trained children In the recitation of the Koran and 

obedience to their elders and teachers. The 

administrators based this criticism on their belief that, 

in the context of rote-learning, children's Insights were 

limited. It was also reported that early training In 

obedience adversely affects intellectual developmentt 

especially the ability to solve new problems. 20 

Nevertheless, it could be argued that colonial education 

made no attempt to foster an alternative to rote- 

learning. Indeed, the foreign educational policy 

experienced in the Sudan was merely an instruction 

prescribed by the administrators to satisfy their own 

desires. 

In short, colonial policy not only failed to provide 

Sudanese people with a pertinent system of education, but 

was not Intended to do so. Accordingly, Sudanese people 

feared that their beliefs, values and traditions were 

endangered, threatening the destruction of their whole 
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society. They resisted heavily any interference in their 

traditions and customs. Out of this awareness stemmed the 

demand for an educational system which contained elements 

of pure Sudanese culture. This finally led to the 

formation of a nationalistic revolutionary movement known 

as the 'Independent Revolution' which overthrew 

colonialism. 21 It should be emphasised that since thent 

Sudanese educational institutions have become a cultural 

arena in which political struggles take place. 

2.4 Educational Development In the Post-independence 
Period 1956-1969 

When the Sudan achieved its independence In 1956, 

the leaders decided immediately that the educational 

system inherited from the British was inappropriate for 

the Sudanese. To nationalise the existing curricula In 

order to satisfy the needs of the Sudanese people, a re- 

evaluation of the whole system was undertaken. The new 

educational leaders launched a campaign against colonial 

elitism and the inappropriate system of education in the 

country. 22 They called for nationalism as a political 

Ideology. The motto of this movement was cultural and 

social integration, implemented through the policy of 

centralization of power structures. To attain this goal, 

a new policy of Islamisation and Arabisation was proposed 

and implemented. 23 In this context education was 

organised to become a vehicle to enhance the concept of 

nationalism. 
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The idea behind renewing the system was to provide a 

form of education concerned with Sudanese ambition and 

intrinsic' issues. In 1958, the Sudan government began to 

reform education by proposing a new experimental plan 

aiming at the production of a uniform formal system of 

education. 24 To conduct this experiment, the Ministry of 

Education appointed an Educational Planning Committee 

consisting of 11,,. Sudanese educationists. 25 The. Committee 

was headed by a UNESCO expert# Matta Akrawi, and was 

known as the 'Akrawi Committeel. 26 The aim of 

establishing this Committee was to survey and evaluate 

the existing educational structure in order to develop a 

more practical 'one. As a result of this survey, the 

Committee of Ediicational Planning was created. 27 Based on 

the findings* of its survey, the Akrawi' Committee reported 

to the Ministry of Education a proposal for a five-year 

plan. This included expansion in educational services and 

the transition from the educational system created by the 

colonial administration to the proposed one. 

To implement the proposed plan submitted by the 

Akrawi Committee, the Ministry of Education appointed 

another international expert in educational planning, 

Kazim of UNESCO, to revise this proposal. 28 As a result 

of his revision, another plan based on modern educational 

practices emerged. The new plan emphasised the need for 

now generations to be good and productive citizens# who 

could combine knowledge with good character and who would 

work for the development and unity of their country. 
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Many educational aims in the post-independent period 

were also drawn f rom the Addis Ababa Conference that was 

held in Ethiopia in 1961.29 At this conference all the 

African Ministers took stock of educational development 

perspectives. The impression created in the Sudan as a 

result of the conference was that school-based vocational 

and technical education would lead to the economic 

independence of the country. 30 Thus, the educational plan 

turned to the vocationalization of the secondary school 

curriculum as a prelude to industrial isat ion. It was also 

stated in the educational plan that, as education is a 

major factor in economic development, universal primary 

education was to be achieved by 1980.31 

As indicated earlier in this sectiono the post- 

independence educational policy was directed towards the 

achievement of nationalization. Nevertheless, the now 

educational system involved only the modification and 

adaptation of the colonial system that was in existence. 

For example, in 1962, the Minister of Education approved 

the establishment of a now educational ladder based on 

the structure of the grammar schools of Sudan's post 

colonial power, the United Kingdom. 32 This suggested that 

the. Post-independence educational strategy introduced 

minor changes into the existing system rather than 

radical reforms. This was also evidenced by the attempt 

to establish further links with the British educational 

system through continuous consultation and the 

importation of foreign educational practices. 
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Unfortunately, this situation perpetuated the inherited 

paradox which characterised the Sudanese educational 

system and laid the basis for continuing conflicts within 

the structure of Sudanese education. In short, af ter 

independence, the curriculum and the school practices of 

elite education continued to be the basis for educational 

development. The educational ladder remained 4 years for 

each primary, intermediate and secondary schools. 

2.5 Educational Development in the Sudan During-the 
May Revolution Period 1969-1985 

In 1969, a new military government known as the May 

Revolution came to power in the Sudan. This government 

considered that human resources were the basic elements 

in the social and economical development of a socialist 

Sudan. Thus, education was perceived as the foundation 

for the Revolution which would change the social, 

economic, and political structure of the country. This 

perception implied that the concept of education had 

never Previously been critically examined in relation to 

the demand for economic or social development before the 

May Revolution. Based on this ideology, calls were made 

to indigenise curricula; to make them more appropriate to 

national needs; to update old content; and to use 

education as a means for accelerating modernisation and 

development gained momentum. 33 The outcome of this 

ideology was that a National Commission on Education was 

established in 1969 and in the early 1970s a 

Comprehensive Education Sector Review was launched. 34 
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Also, several committees were appointed to study the 

problems of technical manpower and higher education. 

Guided by the proposals of these bodies, the government 

declared an educational revolution known as the 'New 

Educational Plan' (NEP). In this plan the government 

dismissed all the attempts that had been made prior to 

the May Revolution, as they were perceived to be 

irrelevant and unsatisfactory. In his famous speech on 

the development of educationg Dr. Mohl El Din Sabre, the 

Minister of Education, announced that : 

The concept of public education In the Sudan 
has remained essentially Irrelevant since the 
beginning of this century as far as structure, 
content and aims are concerned. Hitherto, the 
changes that have taken place have been trivial 
and formal rather than fundamental, and have 
always lagged behind the social movement of the 
Sudan. Education for Instance, expanded 
quantitatively, but reflected the same old 
ideas, programmes and aims. 35 

The Minister also announced that the f irst step of 

the Revolution had to be an education which would 

rejuvenate Sudanese society as a socialist society. fie 

indicated that by revolutionizing the educational system, 

the NEP w9uld improve the Sudanese economy. 36 

Hence, education was centred on two elements namely, 

Political ideology and the economic needs of development. 

As the major concern of the May Revolution was to 

renovate education by introducing radical changes to 

bring about a new system, an ambitious plan of reforms 

was attempted. The basic targets set for education in 

this endeavour covered the following aspects: 37 
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a) introduction of compulsory elementary education 

all over the country, with a special emphasis 

-on nomadic areas; 

b) establishment of sufficient educational 

facilities at school level in every region of 

the Sudan; 

C) diversification of education for the production 

of various specialisations; 

d) promotion of technical education to cover the 

acute shortage of Sudanese technicians; 

e) expansion of girls' education as the result of 

the awareness that women were the driving force 

behind the establishment of a modern socialist 

society; 

f) development of education to become a basic human 

right of all Sudanese people. 

The impression given in reviewing these aims, was 

that the government intended to reform Sudanese education 

to remove the educational weaknesses existing at that 

time. The aim of widening women's education was the first 

attempt made by Sudanese government regarding development 

of girls' education. The government laid down the initial 

Act of the Revolution. Under this Acts 173 new 

Intermediate schools and 13 secondary schools were to be 

established. 38 At this point, it could be argued that 

colonial educational aims had been revived. Educational 

aims in the May Revolution period were not directed to 

employments but were strongly linked with development. 
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The May Revolution finally declared Its attempts at 

educational development in two National Plans for Social 

and Economic Development. The first plan was known as the 

'Five-Year Plan' implemented in 1971/1972 to 1976/1977. 

In this plan several targets were formulated, Including 

the provision of universal education as a basic human 

right. 39 Emphasis was put on primary education. Another 

target was the diversification of higher secondary 

education to achieve a balance between academic and 

vocational education. The envisaged ratio was 60% to 40% 

respectively. The decentralization of the educational 

administration was also included in the plan. Moreover, 

illiteracy and the modernisation of education were 

targeted. The Five Year Plan was followed by the 'Six 

Year Plan for Social and Economic Development' 1977/1978 

to 1982/1983.40 

Evaluation of the implementation of the New 

Educational Plan can be divided into three categories: 

successes, partial successes and failures. Compared to 

the Post- independence period, the successes of the May 

Revolution regarding the development of education were 

greater. The most successful radical innovation 

introduced by the Revolution was the new educational 

ladder. In the new ladderg the 444 system was altered 

to the 63 3/4 system. 41 Primary education of six years 

duration replaced the four-year elementary stage. General 

secondary education of three years replaced the four year 

intermediate stage. The higher secondary education of 
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three years began with a year of general education 

followed by a division into art and science streams in 

the following two years, with an extended year for 

technical courses. Alongside these three stages, Youth 

Vocational Training Centres were established to absorb 

and train dropouts. 42 At the community level, the success 

of the NEP was revealed In the spread of the Fathers' 

Councils all over the country to establish more schools 

that were funded locally. 43 Accordinglyt the number of 

primary school pupils almost doubled between 1970/1971 

and 1983/1984 and the number of school teachers at this 

level increased from 35,000 to 479000.44 Another 

successful outcome was the surge in enrolment In both 

Junior and senior secondary schools. The growth in the 

period Just mentioned was from 53,000 to 334,000 and from 

21,000 to 163,000 respectively. 45 The numerical increase 

in schools and pupils' numbers in urban and rural regions 

which were basically funded by self-support efforts was 

one of the NEP successful outcomes. Other successful 

results were the decentrallsation of the examination 

systemt as a result of which the conduct of exams and 

Publishing of results became much better and quicker, and 

lastly, the elimination of the dual system of religious 

and secular elementary schools. 46 

Among the partial successes of the NEP was that the 

aim of providing universal primary education by the 1980s 

which was not met in full. Although the number of pupils 

enroled in schools Increased, fewer than half school-age 
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children were In schools in the 1983/1984 academic year 

compared to the target of 100%. 47 AlsOt the advantages of 

urban over rural areas were not significantly reduced. 

This Is evidenced from the fact that all senior secondary 

Institutions were still located In urban regions. 48 in 

addition, vigorous efforts to improve the situation of 

unequal educational provision between boys and girls were 

only partially successful. For example, the statistics 

presented in 1976 and 1981 showed that the percentage of 

girls' enrolment was 34.3% and 36.8% respectively, 49 

only a very slight increase. Thus, the fundamental aim of 

providing equal education at the primary and secondary 

levels for both sexes had not been achieved. Similarly, 

attempts to broaden the basis of secondary education were 

uneven in their impact. The expansion fell short of the 

targets laid down both in the NEP and the Addis Ababa 

Conference. 50 Admittedly, some aspects of vocational and 

technical education such as HE education were reinstated. 

However, proposals to balance academic with technical 

education continued to be thwarted by the Sudanese 

Educational Authority. In practice, only a few technical 

schools were developed, these were based on the Junior 

technical schools already In existences and on a small 

number of technical and vocational training centres which 

had been established to provide post-primary education 

for those who failed to enter academic schools. 51 

Technical schools continued to be single-aexg catering 

for boys rather than for girls. They tended to be filled 
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by the less capable students after the more able group 

had been allocated to academic schools. Thust the 

objective outlined by the NEp to diversify secondary 

education was never developed fully and provision of 

secondary education was mainly academic. It could then be 

argued that technical education was merely used as a 

means to protect the academic stream. By absorbing the 

less capable pupilsq It provided a better opportunity of 

education for the latter. Accordingly# secondary 

education continued to assume an academic nature and to 

be geared towards reaching university qualification and 

employment In the government sector. 52 Indeed, the 

emphasis on promoting academic qualifications became the 

most prominent feature of the May Revolution educational 

system. 

To minimize the negative effects of elitismo the 

Policy of Introducing a non-selective system was adopted. 

In fact, the government became very conscious of the need 

to raise educational standards at all levels. However, 

for no obvious reason, progress toward full abolition of 

selection was not attained. 53 selection of children for a 

particular educational path and the narrow classification 

of them as academic or technical remained a recognisable 

feature of the Sudanese educational system. 

Although the NEP promised to provide full secondary 

educational opportunities to all Sudanese children, this 

promise was not fulfilled because the government applied 

itself to other political and administrative affairs. 
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Indeed, there was little evidence of planning for the 

greater demand for secondary education which would result 

from the expansion of education at the primary level. An 

example of the pressure on the system was that in 1976, 

among a total of 13,000 pupils who had passed the Senior 

Secondary Examination, only 35% were accommodated in the 

secondary schools. 54 

Another shortcoming was the frequent change in the 

direction of the NEP. This is evidenced by the fact that 

10 persons were appointed as ministers during the period 

of the May Revolution, which lasted for 16 years. 55 This 

meant that frequent changes were made as each minister 

had a different educational policy and perspective. Such 

a situation also suggested that the management and 

leadership of the NEP was vague, as it failed to provide 

suitable resources and a good system of inspection, 

follow-up and supervision. 

Although the educational authority proposed the 

nationalisation of the curriculumt this issue was not 

fully resolved. Possibly the goals set by the NEP were 

too ambitious compared to the available resources. 56 For 

example, in the area of curriculum innovation. only a few 

textbooks and other essential resources were provided for 

schools. Although these facilities were included in the 

NEP Initiatives to reinforce, develop and coordinate 

education activities, this promise was not sustained by 

the government. This is because the cost of these 

materials was beyond the limits of the Sudanese economic 
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resources. Another factor linked with the failure of 

curriculum innovation was the lack of adequate teacher 

training to Implement the new curriculum. 57 Having noted 

that the NEP's agenda of action was large, there were 

Particular aspects that needed to be given special 

consideration. For Instance, dissemination of good and 

appropriate teacher training should have been given 

priority. I believe this was the only way to ensure that 

the desired curriculum could be properly implemented. 

In short, despite the vigorous attempts of the NEP 

to establish Sudanese education on a much sounder basis, 

and its success in some areas, the implementation of the 

Plan revealed that in practicet it followed a similar 

direction to that of the earlier post-independence 

period. 

2.6 Education Development: the 1985-1992-Period 

This period includes three political eras, namely 

The Transitional Government (1985-1986), the April 

Revolution (1986-1989) and the National Salvation 

Revolution (1989-1992). In this sectiong the education 

development In these periods will be presented. 

The Transitional Government was a one-year 3ta9C 

during which authority was transferred from the 

government to the Sudanese people after the overthrow of 

the May Revolution in 1985. The focus of th13 period was 

on Political issues, particularly the planning for the 

election of a democratic government. As the period itself 
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was short, nothing was done regarding the education 

SYstem. 

As soon as the democratic government was elected in 

April 1986, the governors of the April Revolution focused 

their effort on political issues rather than on anything 

else. In a survey conducted towards the end of 1986, the 

illiteracy rate stood at 68% among men and 82% among 

women. 58 Thus, although t hq. Sudanese were very 

enthusiastic about getting democracy at first, their aims 

and ambitions were not achieved. As a result the people 

were overwhelmed by the political conflicts and practices 

arising from the parliament, regarding these aims and 

ambitions-59 This situation led to anger and frustration 

among Sudanese citizens, who finally overthrew the April 

Revolution. Therefore, during this period, the education 

system remained as it had been in the May Revolution 

period. 

The National Salvation Revolution represents the 

current government which overthrew the April Revolution 

in 1989. This government showed an immediate interest in 

Sudanese educational development. Indeed, in summer 1990, 

the National Salvation Revolution expressed its concerns 

about educational development, making reference to what 

it termed an **Education Revolution'. The aims of this 

Educational Revolution are fourfold: Sudanisation of the 

curricula, intensifying Islamic studies at all levels of 

education, expansion of higher education and Arabisation 
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, 7. 

of the language of instruction in higher educational 

institutes. 60 

However, examination of the progress and outcome of 

the Education Revolution so far, reveals that at the 

general level, the system remains as it was in the May 

Revolution period. Currently, the educational ladder is 6 

years primary education and 3 years each of intermediate 

and secondary education (fig. 2.2). Although a change in 

this ladder has been pr oposed by the Ministry of 

Education, it has not been published and will not be 

implemented before 1994.61 

At the higher level, however the outcome is quite 

different. Seven regional universities have been opened 

recently. 62 An outside observer who . was neither an 

Opponent, nor an arbitrate of the higher Educational 

Revolution at this stage of its developmento might thinks 

that its actions exceeded the available local human and 

economic resources. The establishment of seven 

universities in such a short time may lead to a 

deterioration in the standard of the original 

universities, as the lecturers of the latter are obliged 

to extend their efforts to cover the acute shortage of 

trained staff at the new universities, at the expense of 

their work in the older universities. As the trained 

staff of the old universities have less time to 

concentrate on their own work, their output will be 

reduced. To add to the problem, the trained lecturers 

have also been involved with the translation of the 
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materials written in English Into Arabic and the 

Sudanisation of the curricula. In view of these burdens# 

two or three I new universities would, perhaps have been a 

more realistic development at the present stage. 

Generally, education In the Sudan Is financed 

chiefly by the national budgeto with schooling being free 

of charge at all levels. 63 i3uto education also receives 

marginal financial aid from international bodies such as 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific. and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO) and the United Nations Children's 

Fund (UNICEF). Notwithstanding thist the country has also 

developed private systems of education, which are 

sometimes subsidised by the government. 
64 
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Figure 2.2 : Education System in Sudan 
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2.7 The Development of HE Education In Sudan 

During its developments the subject matter of HE has 

been accorded various names: Domestic Sciences Family 

Science, and Home Economics (HE). in this thesis, the 

last name will be used whenever the subject is referred 

to. It was discussed earlier in the Traditional Education 

section that HE skills were considered the core subject 

of traditional women's education, which extended Into the 

Condominium Agreement period. In this section, it Is 

argued that girls' education in the Sudan reflects a 

colonial process, because the policy of colonial 

education rejuvenated Sudanese traditional expectations 

of sex discrimination associated with education. It also 

used them as a vehicle to maintain social control. 

Assuming that the British realised that a meaningful 

educational development in the Sudan would require a more 

equitable pattern of education distribution, the 

educational authority should also have realised that 

equity demanded that the contribution of women be taken 

into account. However, the fact was that the colonizers 

showed no concern about the development of women's 

education.. Thus, both Sudanese traditional views and the 

colonial attitude to women's education were in accord. 

Let us now trace the development of HE education in 

the Sudan. As part of traditional educations HE consisted 

of a group of activities that directly related to the 

home. These activities Included cooking, sewingt knitting 

and handicrafts. indeed, HE education was f irst 
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established as an entertainment programme for women, who 

at that time were not engaged in any formal schooling 

sYstem. 65 This programme ran under the supervision of 

women, who were highly experienced and skilful in the 

above mentioned activities. Emphasis on the activities 

varied from one neighbourhood to another. Generallyt 

learners met together in each of the members' homes on a 

rotational basis. Although there were no fixed schedules 

for these meetings, in most cases women gathered together 

in the evenings. 

When the National Educational Authority found that 

the number of women engaged in HE had increasedo 'Sewing 

Houses' were established in 1907.66 These Houses were 

originally learning centres located in different parts of 

the country to run HE activities. However, the facilities 

offered in these centres depended upon factors such as 

the number of learners and the extent of their enthusiasm 

and, ambition to develop HE. Indeed, the establishment of 

Sewing Houses brought HE into another stage of 

development. In this stage, a movement to bring about 

cooperation and coordination among members to create a 

more systematic schedule and to raise funds for a 

programme of HE development began to take shape. The 

Impact of such a movement on Sudanese society was highly 

welcomed by the local citizens. The evidence is found in 

Sudanese national folklore, where it is said that Sewing 

Houses were highly favoured because they were the only 

places for men to see beautiful girls. The point was that 
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girls at that time were not allowed to work or even, 

normally to leave their homes. Howeverg because parents 

were convinced of the importance of HE, they allowed 

their daughters to Join the Sewing Houses. This suggests 

that through HE, Sudanese women were introduced to social 

life. HE then progressed to become a training rather than 

an entertainment subject , one that Involved girls In 

learning skills. and abilities that were important and 

useful for their future as parents and housewives. It Is 

worth noting that the contribution of Egyptian and 

British wives, who accompanied their husbands to work in 

the Sudan, played a major role in the success of this 

training programme. 67 At that timet little was written 

about HE or how its programme was performed. The only 

documents that I have found are some instructions on 

sewingg knitting, needle work and recipes for preparing 

some dishes. 68 Neverthelesss it can still be argued that 

HE was a major form of women's non-formal education In 

the Sudan. 

This situation continued until 1911 when EI-Sheikh 

Babiker Bedri, the first founder of women's formal 

education in the Sudan, opened the first primary school 

for girls at Rofaa. 69 One of the major aims of opening 

this school was to teach girls HE. In 19219 cooking and 

needle work were Introduced as compulsory subjects in the 

teacher training schools. In 1930 the British educational 

authorities introduced sewing and cooking subjects into 

the elementary schools. 
70 But the aim was basically to 
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introduce British culture to Sudanese society through the 

popular subject of HE. up to that time, all the 

elementary school HE teachers were British and Egyptians. 

When the first Intermediate and secondary school for 

girls was opened in 1939,71 HE continued to be a major 

subject in the curriculum. 

In 1940, Sudanese teachers Joined the HE teaching 

staff for the first time and by 1947, the HE curricula 

began to include some Sudanese aspects. 72 Thuss it was 

only when Sudanese teachers were recruited, that the 

curricula began to be more orientated to suit the 

Sudanese culture. By 1954 the first Sudanese supervisor 

for girls' education was appointed In the National 

Department of Education. However, in generalf the HE 

curriculum offered in schools was still not entirely 

Sudanese. It was modelled on Egyptian and British 

disciplines. Even the trainers of HE teachers were 

usually Supplied from Egypt. 73 This suggests that since 

its establishment, the curriculum of HE was not based on 

real Sudanese needs and interests. Instead, it adopted 

material from other countries, a procedure that did not 

guarantee its success in the Sudan. 

After the independence, and due to the policy of 

educational expansion to include new subjects 9 namely 

sciences and mathematics began to develop. 74 The result 

of this new Interest was that schools curricula put more 

emphasis on these subject, rather than on HE. Bearing in 

mind that HE was only offered in girls' secondary 
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schools, which were far fewer in number than those for 

boys, the Ministry of Education ignored the development 

of this subject. 75 The negative consequences of this 

educational practice were that the centralisation of HE 

in the girls' curriculum began to deteriorate. Indeeds HE 

became an activity, rather than a subject In many 

schools. 76 Also, HE teachers were omitted from teacher 

training programmes. The Sudanese Agriculture Department, 

howeverg made use of this opportunity in enhancing their 

agricultural extension programmes by Including HE. 77 

Thusq HE lost its momentum as a proper subject in 

Sudanese educational system. I believe that because of 

this shift in the history of HE education many of the 

present shortcomings of its curriculum began to take 

shape. As indicated earlier in this chapter, during the 

period of the May Revolution, the Ministry of education 

experienced a spec ial interest in developing girls' 

education. This educational policy stimulated HE 

education in the school curriculum- Indeed, the apex of 

this development was reflected in the establishment of 

the Department of Home Economics in the University of 

Khartoum, the top educational Institute in the country. 

Since then, efforts to develop HE education have been 

gradually extended. 
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2.8 Home Economics Education: A Modern Perspective 

As a result of modernisation and technological 

developmentp HE education is no longer confined to 

teaching practical skills. Instead, it has expanded to 

involve theoretical studies in order to cope with 

contemporary civilization. 78 In other words, Sudanese HE 

education has been modernized. it has become the science 

which deals with the study of the present-day family, Its 

functions and fundamental needs. 79 As reported by Kojekt 

new aspects of family and social affairs have been 

incorporated into the HE curriculum. The ultimate aim of 

this ambitious endeavour is to provide the means of a 

better family life. 80 This orientation highlights the 

need for teaching CTSs in general and PS In particular, 

to be included in the HE curriculum In order to improve 

means of Sudanese family living. 

In the field of child development and family 

relationso for examplet modern HE is concerned with the 

social, psychologicals educational and health aspects of 

the mother and the child. The major goal of this area is 

to prepare a healthy generation that plays its role 

properly in the family and the society. 

In the area of nutritiont the old curriculum aimed 

to help girls to acquire skills in the art of cooking 

while the *modern one incorporates more scientific 

aspects. These include: food production# nutritional 

value of food, the Individual needs for nutrition, the 

planning and preparing of meals that satisfy the basic 
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principles of good nutrition, the effect of preparation 

and cooking procedures on the nutritional values of food, 

food preferences and food taboos. In addition. modern 

nutrition education alms to help Individuals to acquire 

the scientific skills of preparing complete and well- 

balanced meals. This Involves the consideration of 

factors such as the age and the health condition of each 

family member as well as family resources. 

Concerning home management and family economics, 

modern HE considers this area to have an intimate 

relationship with all other aspects of the subject. It is 

concerned with careful planning for the provision of the 

family's clothes, food and shelter. Modern home 

management also includes the promotion of consumer 

education. 

With regard to sewing, nowadays this aspect is 

referred to as 'textile and clothing construction'. It 

focuses on studying textiles in terms of original 

resourceso quality of materialst and the effect of 

cleaning substances and so on. This suggests that the 

physical and chemical properties of the materials used 

for sewing' are now being taken into account. Considerable 

attention is also being paid to the artistic, social and 

practical aspects of the clothes. In additiont in the 

area of the home, the modern curriculum emphasises the 

creation of a healthy environment that Copes with the 

family size and resources. Family planning, home 

furnishing and decoration are also being included. The 
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use of essential and convenient equipment that saves 

time, money and effort constitutes a major part of the 

study. 

In short, the modern HE curriculum focuses on the 

family as the core of the study in an attempt to bring 

together major family aspects. Special consideration is 

given to modern scientific and technological developments 

and the creation of the means to cope with such a 

progressive evolution. Attention is also given to the 

application of scientific approaches in learning both 

practical skills and theoretical knowledge In relation to 

the home and family affairs. 

2.9 Summary 

This chapter has described the educational 

development in Sudan from its origin to the present day. 

In this description, the aims proposed, the obstacles 

experienced, and the outcomes achieved In different 

stages of educational development have been discussed. A 

brief account of the development of HE educationt which 

Includes both the traditional and modern perspectives of 

HE has been given. In the next chaptert the current HE 

curriculum Of Sudanese secondary schools will be 

presented in more detail. 
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Chapter Three 

The Home Economics Curriculum for Oirls' Secondary Schools 
in the Sudan 

3.1 Introduction 

As data about the secondary HE curriculum are 

fragmented and not fully developedt In writing this 

chapter, I have attempted to include first-hand knowledge 

obtained from my experience as a student, teacher- 

trainert and lecturer to supplement the literature. The 

first source of this personal knowledge was my experience 

as an undergraduate HE teacher-trainee in Omdurman 

Women's Technical School in 1980/1981. The second source 

Is my experience as a full-time teaching assistant in the 

Department of Home Economics In the Faculty of Education 

- Khartoum University, and as a part-time teaching 

assistant in the Home Economics Department in the Girls' 

College - Islamic University of Omdurman from 1981-1983. 

My Job In these departments'was to train secondary school 

HE teachers and supervise them during their period of 

practical training In schools. Thirdly, I have drawn on 

knowledge developed during the course of my work as a 

full-time -lecturer In Khartoum University and as a part- 

time lecturer In Ahfad University for Women from 1986 to 

1990. 

This chapter attempts to explain the weaknC33e3 Of 

the HE curriculum with special reference to the lack of 

attention paid to teaching CTS3 in Sudanese secondary 

schools, which, I believet constitutes the major defect 

of the HE curriculum. I shall begin by explaining the 
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position of the HE curriculum in the Sudanese general 

education. The weaknesses in the design of the curriculum will 

then be examined. The qualifications and training of the HE teachers 

will then be discussed, and the teaching methods and materials in use 

will be explained. in addition, approaches to the assessment of 

students will be presented. 

3.2 The Position of the Secondary lip, Curriculu 

In Sudanese Education 

The secondary school HE curriculum Is designed only 

for girls' State schools. it is incorporated into both 

types of secondary education namely, academic and 

technical schools. In this thesis, both types will be 

referred to together as secondary schools. The age of the 

Pupils is 17-19 years in the academic schools where the 

duration of the course Is 3 yearst whereas in the 

technical schools the pupils' age is 17-20, as the course 

of study lasts for 4 years. Since HE is considered 83 an 

area of study appropriate only for girls, it Is not 

offered in private schools, which have a single 

curriculum for both boys and girlB. 1 HE has, however, 

occasionally played a marginal role under the heading of 

"general activities" In girls' private schools. Some 

parents opt for private schools because they believe that 

their curricula prepare children for modern instruction 

in science and technology. 2 A previous study conducted by 

the present author revealed that IIE is considered by many 

parents to be a trivial subject which they do not choose 
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for their children, because they believe that the 

curriculum of private schools, In which HE is excluded* 
facilitates entrance to the universities and other 
institutes of higher education. 3 

Compared with Its peer curriculum 3ubjectsq HE has 

not been considered as a major element In the academic 

secondary schools. Indeed, it Is not considered an 

essential subject at any level of general education. This 

problem was Investigated in a survey conducted in 1990 by 

Washl and Juzolee, who argued thatt although there is no 

official written statement from the Ministry of Education 

to this effect, the evidence of this view 13 found In the 

results of their survey, which indicated that the 

participation of HE In the total periods of each of the 

elementary, Intermediate and secondary schools was found 

to be less than 10%. In a study conducted in 1987 by 

Abdel Raheem, the author argued thatt sometimes in the 

academic schools, pupils do not even take examinations in 

their HE classes. 4 Abdel Raheem based her evidence for 

this claim on the fact that HE syllabuses are reduced 

towards the third year because the subject is excluded in 

the National Certificate Secondary Examinations. 5 it was 

found that this exclusion is applied In both arts and 

science streams of secondary education. Only in the 

technical schools is HE curriculum fully implemented and 

the subject included In the National Examinations for 

Girls' Technical Secondary Education. 6 The above findings 

suggest that graduates of the technical schools seem to 
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have a better opportunity for HE education. Further 

evidence of this better opportunity is that the greater 

duration of the course of study (4 years instead of 3) 

allows longer time to learn the subject; moreovert the 

technical schools Implement the majority of HE 

disciplines such as Art and Handicraftst Housing and Home 

Management. in the view of the apparent advantages of 

studying HE in the technical schools, it Is surprising 

and confusing to note that the Sudanese National 

Admission Office prefers academic rather than the 

technical graduates to join HE higher education. The 

evidence Is found In the prospectus of the Faculty of 

Educationt University of Khartoump where the biggest 

Department of HE exists. The regulations stated In the 

prospectus permit only students of academic science 

streams to join the Home Economics Department. 7 In the 

researcher's view, this paradoxical policy has created 

the Problem of students who enter the higher level of 

education without having enough background in the subject 

to major in It. According to my own experience, these 

students usually have to struggle for a period of time to 

get acquainted with even the basic concepts Of the 

subject. My argument here Is that, the loss to higher 

education of the more competent technical school 

graduates who had greater experience in the HE field 

exacerbates and perpetuates the problem of the subject's 

low status and weak curriculum. Because of these 

decisions, it is the less well-prepared academic school 
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graduates who, on completing their education, become 

teachers of HE. To me, this situation partially answers 

the questions: 'Why is HE's contribution to Sudanese 

education is poor? ' and 'Why has it no solid 

foundation? '. 

It could also be suggested that the omission of HE 

from the examination curriculum of academic public 

schools has negatively affected girls' motivation to 

learn this subject. Washi and Juzolee, 8 believe this 

negative attitude can be attributed to the fact that the 

HE curriculum has not been designed to meet the basic 

needs and interests of the pupilso and that HE has not 

been considered as a major subject in the secondary 

education curriculum. 9 Hence, it has been given less 

emphasis and sometimes the time allotted for the subject 

has been used for teaching other 3ubject3o which are 

deemed more valuable than HE. In additiont there are many 

other obstacles which confront HE such as inadequate 

laboratory facilities, limited teaching resources, and 

insufficient funds. 

Since the seventies, attempts have been made to 

improve the curriculum of HE to make it more applicable 

to Sudanese culture. The desire for curriculum innovation 

experienced as a result of the May Revolution Is 

reflected In the committees that were formed by the 

Ministry of Education In 1977.10 The major concern of 

these Committees was to survey the Position of HE 

education at the general education stage. The results of 
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the survey revealed that the general situation of HE in 

secondary schools was better than that of both primary 

and Intermediate schools. 11 The school facilities were# 

however, very poor and the laboratories, even when 

available, were inadequately equipped. The funds were 

also very small and the schools generally suffered from 

an acute shortage of qualified staff. It was noticed that 

most of the schools had only two HE teachers to teach up 

to twelve classes. In addition, it was found that the 

curriculum was not fully developed. At the end of the 

surveyo a number of recommendations were made, examples 

of whicho are summarised in the following point3: 12 

a) The curriculum of HE should be reorganised to 

satisfy the needs and interests of pupils and 

to suit Sudanese culture. 

b) owing to the shortage of qualified and well- 

trained HE teachers at all levels of general 

education, a comprehensive training programme 

for teachers should be established. 

On receiving the results and recommendations of the 

survey, the Ministry of Education called for a National 

Conference. All HE teachers and supervisors in the Sudan 

attended this conference In Khartoum. The results and 

regommendations were presented to the conference for the 

purpose of further discussion. Unfortunately, despite the 

vigorous efforts of the 1977 Conferencet its 

recommendations have not so far been implemented. This Is 

evidenced by the fact that in many of the schools, 
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particularly the academic ones, HE Is still perceived as 

an extra school activity#13 

A recent committee was formed in 1990 as part of the 

Educational Revolution movement created by the National 

Salvation Revolution. The aim of this committee was to 

survey the position of the HE curriculum in general 

education. Special consideration In this survey was given 

to the rural education syllabuses to cope with the 

circumstances and the environmental changes that Sudan 

had experienced In the last two decades. The committee 

found that the position of HE education was almost the 

same as it was In 1977. Accordingly, findings and 

recommendations mostly similar to those of the 1977 

Conference were made. One new recommendation raised was 

the integration of nutrition and rural education to be 

taught as a single subject in both boys' and girls' 

schools. A second was that the subject be Included in the 

National secondary School Certificate Examination. 14 

Despite the unanimous views of the several 

committees that have surveyed the position of HE in 

Sudanese general education, the development of this 

subject remains in doubt. HE is still being considered as 

an extracurricular activity In some schools, and in my 

experience, has been perceived as an outlet for low 

achievers. Sudanese educators should unite their efforts 

to point out the threat to the development of HE 

education. This threat Is more serious if HE is to be 

used to Improve conditions in the country as desired by 
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the , National Salvation Revolution. It is suggested in 

this respect that PS approaches be Used as tools for 

teaching HE, because the use of HE to improve living 

conditions makes It more Important that CTSs particularly 

PSt be included in the curriculum. It is through these 

skills HE can be applied and the teaching/ I earning of 

this subJect can be developed. 

3.3 Weaknesses in the Design of the HE Curriculum 

Weakness in the content and teaching of the HE 

curriculum can be traced In part to the provisions 

involved with the writing of the syllabus and course of 

study. The designers of the secondary HE curriculum in 

the Sudan are people who have worked for the Ministry of 

Education for a long time# and have accordingly been 

upgraded to work for the Department of Curriculum 

Design. 15 Indeed, apart from the assistance of a few 

traditional home economistst there is no involvement In 

the process of curriculum design of those with an 

advanced educational background in 11E. The curriculum 

producers view their work solely In terms of contento 

more specifically, a traditional content# and no thought 

is given to teaching methods. As a result# the curriculum 

is too academic, with little use of practical approaches. 

Teaching is seen as nothing more than the transmission of 

this knowledge from one generation to another. In this 

respect, Kelly argued that looking at the curriculum 

merely as content "is a very limited and unsophisticated 
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view both of curriculum and of the demands for curriculum 

planning". 16 This is a correct description of the process 

of HE curriculum design In the Sudan. Indeed, an 

examination of our existing secondary HE curriculum 

reveals that it includes only a set of general aims, 

specific objectives and a brief statement of content for 

each of its aspects. 

Accordingly-, HE has never been comparable to its 

peer subjects. Its deficiency Is reflected in the fact 

that, although this subject has been taught In schools 

since 1907, supposedly with a view to enhancing family 

life, it has not yet had any noticeable effect on 

Sudanese society. Based on my experience, another factor 

which has contributed to the suppression of HE is the 

lack of contribution of professional home economists to 

the field. Many of those who have had advanced education 

in HE and who feel dissatisfied with Its position fear to 

express their views or suggest anY revolutionary change, 

as a result of the inherited traditional image of HE as 

an easy subject which can be learned naturally. In fact, 

this attitude has been strongly maintained by the 

curriculum designers themselves. The result Is that 

professional home economists and teachers, feel sceptical 

about taking the risk of trying to change the curriculum 

or even of revealing its weaknesses. 

A further negative aspect of the HE curriculum 

design Is the failure of the designers to define 

appropriate methods of teaching. This is linked with the 
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image of the subject as a simple activity that can be 

learned without any instructional effort- Thus, the 

misconceptions surrounding the teaching of HE stemmed 

from the stereotypes experienced and perpetuated by our 

curriculum designers. In this respect, it could be argued 

that a major obstacle for the development of the HE 

curriculum is that even though it contains some sound 

objectives, its teaching methods are inadequate and 

unsuitable to achievement of these objectives. The 

evidence is the poor contribution of HE to the whole body 

of Sudanese education compared to those of other subjects 

whose methods are clearly expressed. To me, the most 

pertinent style of HE education in the Sudan is one that 

aims and seeks to overcome its learners' fears and 

feelings of hesitancy and inadequacy when facing a 

problem. 

In a recent book by Lipman, '? the author admitted 

that it is traditionally true that the major concern of 

any education was the passing on of knowledge from one 

generation to the next. 13ut, at the same time he argued 

"the great paradigm shift in the history of education has 

been the redesign of education to have thinking rather 

than learning as its target". 18 Lipman went on to argue 

that "once better thinking (reasonableness) was accepted 

as the goal of education other things began to fall,, 

domino-fashion, into place". 19 Looking at the Sudanese 

secondary HE curriculum, there is no evidence to indicate 

that teaching for developing thinking has been 
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implemented. However, in other subjects which are deemed 

more valuable and thought-provoking, CTSs have been 

taught. For example, In mathematicst problem-solving is 

being used in schools of all levels as a method of 

teaching CTSs, as clearly stated in the objectives of the 

secondary mathematics curriculum designed by Bukht er 

Ruda Institute of Education and published by the Ministry 

of Education. 20 

Thus, it might be suggested that the inability of HE 

to help Sudanese individuals and families to live more 

effectively Is attributed to the neglect of teaching CTSs 

when designing its curriculum. HE is the only subject 

that does not teach CTSsq and having consistently 

neglected the teaching of CTSs throughout Its various 

aspects, HE has shown no development. 

The omission of CTSS as an element of the HE 

curriculum reinforces the notion that HE is an 

Ineffectual subject in Sudanese society. An underlying 

assumption of the present study Is that teaching CTSs in 

HE could provide an excellent opportunity for the 

designers to tailor the curriculum to be able to meet its 

objectives relating to the development of desired 

abilitiest skills and values. In shorto it can be 

concluded that we need to intensify our efforts to 

incorporate teaching CTSs Into our existing secondary HE 

curriculum. The teaching of home economics should be 

oriented toward the development of students' both basic 

HE and cognitive skills. 
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3.4 Disciplines of Secondary TIE Curriculum 

HE is a diverse subject that includes the followins 

disciplines: 21 

a) sewing and needlework 

b) cooking and food preparation 

C) housing and home management 

d) family education 

e) food and nutrition 

f) arts and handicrafts 

g) health education 

h) first aid and home nursing 

1) textiles and clothing construction 

j) childhood and motherhood. 

Each of these disciplines has its own objectives and content. 

Examples of these disciplines will be discussed below. 

3.4-1. Sewiniz and Needlework 

The discipline of sewing and needlework is focused 

on products made from local materials. In the sewing 

component, girls are trained to take measurements and 

construct patterns for family clothes, particularly those 

for children. Girls are also trained in using various 

models of sewing machines. Needlework, on the other hand, 

deals with the development of girls' skills in producing 

different needle products. As sewing and needlework 

share similar materials and Ideast they have been 

considered as a single unit In the curriculum. The aims 

of this unit are to: 22 
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a) train girls to acquire the skills of using 

needles and sewing machines In producing 

attractive products; 

b) train girls in activities that can be used as 

means of raising their family income. 

C) develop the sense of self-satisfaction and self- 

amusement; 

d) utilise the available and cheap materials to 

produce various models and styles of products; 

e) promote the appreciation for other cultures' 

fashions and styles; 

f) encourage girls to learn to be patient and 

flexible while producing their work; 

g) develop the sense of dignity and pride in 

Sudanese cultural resources. 

The above-mentioned aims all seek to nurture the 

skills of Sudanese girls In sewing and needlework. 

However, one missing aim that should be included is to 

help girls to develop the skills of self-di3covery. 

Another objective should also be the development of the 

ability to transfer what has been learned in the 

classroom into new situations, perhaps outside the 

school. My justification for the inclusion of these two 

objectives stems from the fact that In teaching sewing 

and needlework, teachers usually provide instructions for 

girls to follow In producing any piece of work. The 

Pupils are offered no chance to create or express their 

own ideas. This suggests that when the girls leave the 
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schools, there Is no guarantee that they will maintain 

the skills of sewing and needlework. No Instruction is 

offered in sewing and needlework outside the schoolso 

apart from some marginal activities provided in a small 

number of Youth Centres, so the best resource for girls 

in this regard is a thoughtful and creative mind. Yet, 

this does no appear to be the part of focus of the 

present curriculum. Experience as a high school teacher- 

trainer revealed that most of the sewing and needlework 

course Is devoted to providing the girls with Information 

about international fashions and models, and that no 

attention has been paid to the development of the girls' 

own ideas and thoughts. it Is such observations which 

have stimulated me to attempt to offer a more thinking- 

oriented HE curriculum. To tackle the Issue of this 

aspect of HE, teaching CTSs should be given major 

consideration in the curriculum to solve practical 

everyday problems. Teaching of Sewing and Needlework 

should involve methods such as debate, which provides a 

good opportunity for girls to explain, critiCi3e and 

defend their thoughts and ideas in this area. 

3.4.2. Cooking and Food Preparation 

Cooking and food preparation is considered as a 

single course in the secondary HE curriculum. It is one 

Of the major subjects emphasised In any HE programme in 

the Sudan. Topics identified under this aspect Include 

methods of cooking, food preparationt and methods of food 
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preservation. Special emphasis has been placed on 

sanitation and hygiene. Cultural practices are also 

considered, as are food preferences. In addition, food 

garnishing, decoration and food presentation are 

included. The specific objectives of the discipline are 

to enable girls to: 23 

a) demonstrate cooking and preparation of foods In 

order to help them to acquire and to develop 

their skills In this area; 

b) become aware of the common foods in the Sudan; 

c) improve their skills in dealing with kitchen 

equipment; 

d) acquire the ability to plan meals for various 

occasions. 

These objectives reveal that cooking and food 

preparation involve the girls actively In real practice 

and demonstration. flowevers one missing area in this 

course is the development of ability to create new dishes 

rather than merely following other people's ideas and 

thoughts. This means that by the end of the course, 

although girls will have developed the skills and 

abilities to cook and prepare food, these skills and 

abilities do not, in fact$ involve the girls' own 

thoughts or Ideas. it has been suggested that food 

preparation is highly rewarding for a person who has a 

lively interest in this activity and who has Well- 

developed skills. 24 My argument is that foods which have 

been rejected as disliked or uninteresting can be 
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transformed by a thoughtful person and skilful hands Into 

a delicious and attractive menu. The introduction of CTSs 

skills in cooking and food preparation could make it 

possible to produce low-cost food and dishes that are 

enthusiastically accepted. For example, in teaching this 

aspectq problem-solving could be a pertinent method. This 

is because developing PS skills While learning nutrition 

would solve many of Sudanese expensive and poorly 

nutritious dishes. 

This suggests that, the development of thinking 

skills should be nurtured through the teaching of cooking 

and food preparation. opportunities for developing 

inventiveness, manipulative skills and ample discussion 

about preparing and cooking food should therefore be 

given considerable attention. Working with each other 

would also provide a chance for girls to encounter 

various degrees of interest and different levels of 

skill. 25 Sharing ideas* experiences and skills with 

others could also facilitate the development of 

creativity, thinking, reflectiont and invention, as well 

as powers of self-expression. All these elements can meet 

together in the teaching of cooking and food preparation 

using CT approaches, such as tenchinp for transfer, which 

enables students to convey what they have learned In 

schools to their homes and community. Using writinjz of 

Ideas as a method in teaching of cooking and preparation 

could also help students in developing their CTSs while 

learning 11E. 
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3.4.3 Family Education 

Family education is basically concerned with the 

welfare of the family. Although HE programmes world-wide 

share the common desire to help people to Improve their 

family living conditions, it is difficult to teach this 

aspect in Sudanese schools. The reason is that the role 

of each family member Is clearly defined by Islamic laws, 

as well as by tradition; the father is the breadwinner 

and decision-maker, while the mother is responsible for 

taking care of children and carrying out household 

responsibilities. Children are to help their parents in 

doing their work and are obliged to support them when 

they become older. 26 

Topics offered under family education include: 

family development; family structure; traditions and 

Social habits; the cost of family living; the role of men 

and women in the family; friendship formation. The 

curriculum, however, emphasised teaching the three first 

topics. Issues of concern in this unit include: marriage; 

divorce; child care; women's employment; obedience to 

parents and elders that the teacher tells students 

factual information about them. The aims of the 

discipline are: 27 

a) explication of the girl's role and obligation in 

her family; 

b) encouragement of the girl to gain knowledge of 

family problems and the ways to solve them; 
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c) identification of the role of each family member 

with a special emphasis on the role Of mothers 

and wives; 

d) promotion of knowledge essential for girls to 

choose good husbands; 

e) acquisition of basic skills necessary for the 

establishment of a healthy family; 

f) acquisition of knowledge and skills about how to 

plan, manage and overcome each stage of family 

development; 

9) training of girls to be successful family and 

social leaders. 

Although the second aim clearly states the target of 

family education is to help girls to solve family 

Problemst the behavioural aspect of how to achieve this 

aim is not expressed. As a resulto in practicet girls' 

Involvement and contribution to family issues have often 

been unrecognised, unrewarded and under-utilised. in some 

parts of the country, women have not yet been involved in 

making decisions concerning family issues. Men are always 

considered as the decision makers because they are the 

bread winners for their families. Even if the woman is 

the real financial supporter, the taking of decisions is 

'still considered the man's function. Thus* much remains 

to be resolved about family education if we want to 

convince Sudanese society that women are capable of 

making good and sound family decisions. Because of 

woments long disadvantaged position in the Sudan, there 
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Is an urgent need for serious steps to enable girls to 

contribute in solving family problems. I believe the best 

way to attain these aims Is to widen the horizons and 

experiences of girls through the provision of a CT- 

oriented curriculum. Sudanese women should acquire CTSs 

in order to achieve positive changes In the family. For 

example, one aspect of promoting a good family living 

involves an understanding of and justification for the 

concept of family planning. Sudan has a very high birth 

ratet particularly among poor people, leading to the 

doubling of the Sudanese population between 1956 28 

(1395009000) and 1990 29 (26 million). At the same time, 

food and economic resources have become increasingly 

limited. If women perceive the relationship of family 

Planning to the available healtho economic and 

educational resources, they will probably make a positive 

change In the country. This Is particularly important If 

we note that the culture gives women responsibility for 

children. Aim number (f)q acquisition of knowledge and 

skills about how to plan, manage and overcome each stage 

Of family development needs to involve students in 

thinkilng activities in order to be achieved. 

Let us now turn our attention to the way family 

education Is being taught. One of the shortcomings in 

teaching this unit Is that teachers do not like to 

discuss private matters such as family relations and 

divorce with girls. This attitude is due mainly to the 

fear of religious beliefs and the traditional outlook 
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which exists towards family affairs. The unit is 

therefore taught by rote-learning, and does not even 

explore, let alone improve, Sudanese f amily conditions. 

In practice, the teaching of this course does not attempt 

to promote discussions of or deepen insights into family 

issues in an open or liberal manner. Even when concepts 

such as equality or division of labour among family 

members are raised, they must be dealt with carefully. In 

the context of the Sudanese family, such issues are 

perceived as very sensitive and should not be openly 

discussed. Certainly, cultural and religious values are 

very important in every society so, free expression and 

rational solutions to family issues. are very important in 

maintaining them. In other words, CT about and reflection 

on family issues would not jeopardiso the survival of our 

family values, but would help to protect them by solving 

the problems that hinder their continuation and, perhaps, 

their survival. 

In short, the task of teaching family education in 

secondary HE curriculum is really difficult. Obstacles 

and constraints that face thinking-oriented family 

education in the Sudan therefore should be a major 

teaching concern. The teaching of family education could 

be enhanced by using methods such as open discussion, 

simulations and role--playina will enable students to identify 

their family problems and to develop moans to solve them. 
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3.4.4. Food and Nutrition 

The general focus of the food and nutrition element 

of the school HE curriculum is twofold: to develop 

pupils, awareness of the importance of Improving the 

standard of Individual nutritiong and to maintain better 

health and growth for a productive population. The 

syllabus of this aspect of HE has been designed to embody 

the following specific objectives: 
30 

a) increasing understanding of the role of nutrition 

in improving the health of Sudanese familiesi 

b) correcting false ideasl bad habits and misguided 

traditional taboos and practices In relation to 

the Sudanese diet; 

c) enabling pupils to develop and prepare a balanced 

diet from the local food resources to meet the 

needs of all family memberst 

d) familiarising pupils with the different food 

groups and their functions in the human body; 

e) providing knowledge and Information about food 

poisoning, food perishability and food 

preservation; 

f) fostering an appreciation of the utilization of 

modern food equipment; 

g) developing an understanding of Interdependence 

and interaction within family and community 

establishing good nutrition. 

These objectives# are clearly 3oundo particularly 

the first one. This is because improving the nutritional 
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status of many Sudanese people, who are currently 

struggling to survive should be one of the central 

concerns of Sudanese education. Recently, there has been 

increased awareness of the relationship between good 

nutrition and physical fitness. Also nutrition education 

has now become a powerful weapon to fight malnutrition In 

most developing countries. 31 lloweverg in the Sudan, 

despite the attempts to promote this units nutrition 

educators continue to be frustrated by a lack of evidence 

that their message has been heeded or even heard. 32 This 

suggests that such a message might not have been 

delivered properly or some Important elements might have 

been neglected. In a report introduced to the SudanC3C 

National Council for Research on nutrition in schools It 

was found that: 

In the Sudan, the diet Of the people living In 
the rural areas is largely based on 
carbohydrate foods. In many areas the diet 
lacks animal protein, plant protein, vitamins 
and mineralst which are all important to 
children's growth. Social and cultural factors 
also have their influence in the dictt 
especially the consumption of some valuable 
foods. Therefore there is a need to increase 
food productiont especially vegetables, fruits, 
Poultry and eggsq since all of these items are 
of good nutritive value. 33 

Although this was published two decades ago, the 

situation in the Sudan with regard to food and nutrition 

is still the same or even worse. The evidence is that 

currently, nine million lives in the Sudan are expected 

to be lost as a result of malnutrition. 
34 This confirms 

that the inclusion of food and nutrition education in the 
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Sudan is absolutely vital. Nevertheless, although# 

teachers are aware of the fact that nutrition in the 

Sudan requires active reflection and participation of the 

Pupils, in practice, they tend to stress only the 

teaching of factual information about nutrition. Teachers 

do not emphasise discussions encourage debate, and/or use 

problem-solving that help students to suggest ways of 

handling controversial nutritional issues. 

My own approach In looking for Successful tactics to 

promote food and nutrition education in the Sudan 

consists of two parts. Firstlys the curriculum should 

cover a much wider range of nutritional aspects. For 

Instance, critical thinking about how to introduce 

concepts of food and nutrition education to the Sudanese 

citizen should be given priority; food and nutrition 

education should be used as one of the key elements for 

helping to solve the problem of malnutrition prevailing 

all over the country. Secondlyt in teaching this 

discipline, pupils should be given ample opportunity to 

discuss and argue about food and nutrition issues in an 

open manner. They should be taught the skills of creating 

means for increasing food productiong using food 

alternatives, maximising the nutritive value of available 

foods, analysing prepared meals from the nutritive value 

viewpointt justifying food choice$ and evaluating food 

products based on different scientific criteria. Teaching 

CTS3 using methods such as these I have Just underlined 

Is one of the best ways, if perhaps not the only way, to 
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achieve these objectives. Methods of teaching CTSs would 

equip pupils with all the skills needed to resolve the 

problems associated with issues of food and nutrition. 

Indeed, teaching these skills Is of particular importance 

in introducing aspects of food and nutrition in the 

curriculum. Fostering CTSs simply means teaching Pupils 

how to argue, act on reasonst recognize and avoid vague 

reasoning, make decisions and offer justifications when 

facing a problem. 

3.5 The Ounlifications and Training af -Tenchers 
of SeCond"EY 11 

Nearly all teachers of secondary HE in the Sudan 

fall into one of three categories. The first includes 

women ( Egyptians as well as Sudanese) who learned this 

subject in its traditional form (mostlY cooking and 

sewing). This group have no advanced qualification In the 

f ield and some of them have never had formal teacher 

training, but rely on their talentt skill. and their 

enthusiasm and ambition to promote the subject. The 

second category is of those who were originally not home 

economists, having majored in other subjects. but began 

to teach HE because of the shortage of specialised 

teachers. It is assumed by the Sudanese educational 

authority that any female teachers irrespective of her 

training and-educational background, can easily teach 11E. 

The third and smallest group Is that of recruited HE 

teachers. This group includes those who have graduated 

from HE departments in the higher educational 
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institutions. These graduate teacherst are however, not 

in large enough supply to satisfy the demand for HE 

teachers in the whole country. They tend to take 

assignments in the central part of the Sudan. The reason 

for this is that, because of transportation difficulties, 

the Sudanese educational authority tends to appoint 

teachers to schools In their home areas. As the majority 

of graduate teachers are from Khartoum and the 

surrounding areasq those teachers are more available in 

the central part of northern Sudan. it is to be hoped 

that the number of this category will be Increased as 

recently proposed by the Higher Educational Revolution 

Project. 35 

The most common arrangement of the secondary 

teachers in the Sudan is for one HE teacher to be 

responsible for one or more aspects of 11E, for example, 

cooking, food preparation and nutrition education, for 

the entire school. Organisation based on a specialist 

approach of teaching HE Is very rare. but it could be 

developed as the number of recruited graduate teachers 

rises. 

It can be seen from the above descriptiong that the 

large majority of HE teachers have never been 

professionally trained. Even the graduate teachers have 

never been involved In any in-service training programme. 

Whereas other subject teachers are offered annual 

training opportunities provided by Khartoum University as 

well as the Ministry of Education, there 13 not a single 
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in-service training programme available for HE teachers, 

even though funds for training HE teachers are available. 

The problem is simply that no one has tried to develop 

in-service training programmes for HE teacherst perhaps 

because of the assumption, referred to earlier, that any 

woman can teach HE without special training. 

The general pattern of in-service training 

programmes for secondary school teachers consists Of two 

kinds. In one of these, teachers are brought from their 

regions to Khartoum to be trained by the lecturers of the 

different departments In the Faculty of Education, 

Khartoum University. This is the more common approach to 

secondary school teachers' training. In the less common 

methods lecturers are sent to train teachers in their own 

regions. 36 In this regards it may be said that the 

omission of HE teachers from In-service training 

programmes is one of the reasons why the teaching of HE 

has not developed beyond the traditional approaches. This 

Is Particulýrly true for the traditional teachers who 

have had no teacher training in progressive methods of 

teaching or, perhaps, no HE educational background. 

The severe deficiency of in-service teacher 

education hinders the ability of HE teachers to cope with 

the new educational trends. In this respects Stenhouse 

argues that the "classroom cannot be battered except 

through the agency of teachers: teachers must be the 

critics of work In the curriculums not docile agents. "37 

lie states that "there can be no educational development 
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without teacher development; and the best way of 
development Is not by clarifying ends but by criticising 

practice". 38 This suggests that a radical reform of the 

HE curriculum in the Sudan would also involve the 

development of teacher training in HE as one of its 

priorities. 

The most important resource In the development of HE 

education remains the teacher in the classroom. Thus, 

Sudanese educators as well as teachers must be aware of 

the problems posed by the hidden curriculum that 

reinforces discrimination against HE among its peer 

subjects. This Is because the teacher's role and 

perception are central to the development of a positive 

approach to teaching HE. in fact, the crucial role of the 

teacher places a major responsibility on the quality of 

his/her training. Both initial and In-service teacher 

training must be given greater consideration. In this 

regard, it will be particularly important to provide in- 

service training programmes that focus on teaching 

thinking. In implementing this suggestion, the emphasis 

must be put on fostering a positive approach to teaching 

CTSs rather than simply eliminating the traditional rote- 

learning method. That is to say9 the approach of teaching 

CTSs must be perceived In the process Of teacher 

education as a more advanced and more positive 

alternative to traditional methods, This trend should be 

given priority to ensure that teachers will be able to 

enhance pupils' skills and Inculcate Positive attitudes 
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towards HE. If the teaching of CTSS is to be implemented 

in the Sudanese HE classroom, teachers will need to 

understand and find some solid basis for planning and 

implementing the process. In short, it does not seem 

Possible that the teaching of CTSs can be implemented 

unless teachers have full professional preparation in 

this area. How and when to break the traditional HE 

teacher trainir)g pattern could pose some problems in the 

routine of Sudanese teacher education. It is essential to 

challenge the present widely-accepted marginal role of HE 

teacher education at the secondary level, if equality of 

school subjects is to be achieved. 

i. 6 Methods of. Teaching-HE 

Although', HE is a practical SUbJeCt, the most 

commonly used method of teaching is by lecturing. 

Typically the teacher stands in the front of the class, 

and imparts information, while students listen to her. 

Sometimes the teacher writes information on the board for 

students to copy. Teachers seldom ask students to copy 

information from posters or diagrams. Quite often, 

teachers dictate notes for students to write in their 

notebooks. This is considered as a golden opportunity for 

teachers to develop CTSs in their students. This can 

easily be done by asking girls to write their own notes, 

which will involve them with developing, organising, 

sequencing and reflecting on their thoughts and ideas in 

learning cooking and food preparation for instance. 
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The only occasions of teacher-student interaction is 

when the teacher. asks students brief and simple 

questions. In most cases, these questions require 

students to recall given information, rather than to 

think for themselves. Broadly speaking, in the 

teaching/ learning process, pupils are merely recipients 

of information whilst the teacher is always the source of 

this knowledge. Girls are seldom encouraged to talk about 

their work, ideas or interests. instead, many of the 

activities involve either writing or listening to the 

teacher. Even in the lessons that could involve the girls 

actively, such as arts and handicrafts, the teacher 

always gives instructions for the students to follow. An 

objection here, is that because the aim of HE is the 

enhancement of the quality of lifep students could be 

encouraged to think about fundamental problems of life 

and living. The teaching of HE should ensure that pupils 

acquire more than, just information. It could incorporate 

approaches such as discussion, thinking alou and debate 

in teaching nutrition education for example. These 

methods help students to interpret, evaluate, analyse, 

reason, Justify, reflect, search for evidence and produce 

something new from the given knowledge. These ideas must 

become central to our teaching activities in HE classes. 

In current practice, HE teaching in secondary 

schools in the Sudan focuses on two goals: the 

transmission of facts, and the management and control of 

the classroom. In future HE classes, students should be 
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encouraged to learn more than facts or basic knowledge. 

It is not disputed that facts and basic knowledge are 

fundamental to any academic discipline; nevertheless, 

students should learn how to manage and Interpret them in 

a meaningful manner. This is the only path by which the 

students can attain an adequate perspective of what the 

given fact or information represents. To achieve these 

aims, I believe that teachers should encourage critical 

reading In their HE classes. Teaching pupils to interprets 

transfer and to seek evidence behind the facts and 

Information should be an integral part of our 

expectations in teaching 11E. For example, in teaching 

home management, students should be given the opportunity 

to debate and think aloud about current economic eventsi 

to investigate the causes that shape them. the political 

and environmental facts that reinforce them and the 

reasons why we are affected by them. Above all, the 

teacher should help the students to think Of Ways Of 

solving these Problems. This could only be attained by 

introducing CTSs into our teaching approaches, helping 

students to formulates express and connect their 

thoughts. 

Although CTSs have been taught in subjects such as 

science and mathematicat this Is not sufficient If 

students are to address adequately many family problems. 

Indeedq in viewing HE in terms of a family-oriented 

subject, we can see the gap between what 11C currently is 

and what it ought to be. This gap is created by the 
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traditional instructional approaches that have been used 

in teaching this subject, which emphasise the provision 

of information rather than thinking and reflection. 

Such methods ignore the active role that pupils 

should play in order to make use of what they have 

learned. My personal observations since 1981 have found 

no sign of willingness among secondary HE teachers to 

invite their students to participate in open discussion 

or investigation. Recently, in America HE educators 

argued for the development of a critical thinking-centred 

curriculum for secondary' schools. 39 In this regard, 

teachers of secondary HE are urged to emphasise 

"discussion that focuses on practical reasoning,, sound 

Judgement and action". 40 However, in the Sudan none of 

these ideas has been considered in teaching HE so far. 

Consequently, teaching approaches are perpetuated which 

leave students closed-minded, which is to say 

indoctrinated. Students are expected to accept and 

memorise the information delivered by their teachers, but 

not to reflect on it. In this respect, Costello is 

correct when he argued, "omitting to offer children 

explicit teaching which is aimed at fostering their 

thinking and valuing processes,, may have serious 

implications for their intellectual dovelopment". 41 

In short, many Sudanese 118 teachers still subscribe 

to the preservation of traditional methods of teaching 

HE. A teaching method need not be new in order to be 

effective, but it must be suited for what it is designed 
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to accomplish. Certainly, it is a waste of both teachers' 

and the learners' time if lectures are used merely to 

present, without analysis, explanationt or practical 

application using material that is already available for 

them in the textbooksg for Instance. Lectures could be 

used to elucidate basic principlest to emphasise 

Important issues and to Illustrate novel ideas. While 

lecturing, a teacher should foster the habit of 

listening, reasoningo the art 'of expression and the 

organisation and pursuit of thoughts. These arguments 

give rise to questions regarding the curriculum design. 

This is because the historical process of the HE 

curriculum design in the Sudan has been part of I ts 

teaching tragedy. Whilst teachers of other subjects seek 

to update their teaching methods, those of HE have never 

been given the opportunity to do so. Accordingly, there 

Is a lack of suitable teaching methods. This shortcoming 

of the HE curriculum must be corrected. When setting the 

HE syllabus, the designer must have two main points in 

VI cw: the intended product, and the wo-Y It 13 to be 

achieved. 

However, teaching practices in the Sudanese 

secondary HE classroom suggest that the teaching process 

is predominantly teacher-based. Although some books are 

usedg the teacher is the major knowledge provider. The 

kind of knowledge provided in concentrated on basic 11E. 

This type of content may be useful and probably necessary 

when dealing with first year students. particularly as 
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the majority of girls entering the secondary schools have 

little knowledge about 11E. 13ut, as the girls progress 

within their studies, their mode of learning should 

gradually become resource-based and 3elf-oriented. It is 

worth noting In this regard that this argument does not 

mean that the teacher would become obsolete, but rather, 

that teaching will increasingly take other forms which 

are no less -important than direct lecturing. The 

teacher's effort in this case could be directed towards 

involving her pupils In activities such as investigations 

and Projects that provoke their thinking and ideas 

instead of Imposing on them the available knowledge 

practiced in the traditional period. 

3.7 Teaching Resources 

Although HE is a practical subject that require 

materials and media to enrich the teaching/learning 

process, the main, Indeed, almost the only teaching 

resources used In HE classrooms are chalk and blackboard. 

Posters are sometimes used as facilitators in teaching 

some aspects of Us but there is no involvement of other 

teaching aids such as computerso overhead projectors and 

other audio-visual equipment. In recent yearso the Idea 

has been promoted in the educational media that teaching 

aids are essentialt particularly if the subject taught 

involves practical lessons or If the aim of using a 

specific resource is to provoke students' thinking. In an 

article entitled 'When Reason Sleeps: Arguments for the 

Introduction of Philosophy into Primary Schools'q 
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Costello points out "diagrammatic representation (e. g. 

overhead projector transparencies) may be used to 

initiate discussions". 42 

As far as reasoning and discussion are concerned# 

the teaching materials used In our secondary HE 

classrooms do not seem pertinent for developing such 

aspects of thinking. Certainlys there are many examples 

of teaching materials suitable for use with secondary JIB 

Pupils such as overhead projectors and computers. It does 

not seem appropriate to prescribe any particular teaching 

material for use In the Sudan, as there Is such diversity 

In students, schoolsý teachers and environmentst it is 

likely that no single set of teaching materials could 

achieve the aim of fostering CTSS in the Sudan. Moreover# 

the multifaceted nature of the HE subject suggests that 

it may be exemplified in a variety of ways. Thusq it 

seems that, It Is more appropriate to draw attention to 

Possible teaching materials than to prescribe them for 

teachers. 

3.8 Asiessmcnt of the Students 

The system of assessment of HE in secondary schools 

is through written examinations. Even in 30MO practical 

areas such as cookings paper and pencil tests are the 

only means of evaluation Used for Assessing the students' 

performance. In such examinations questions are mostly 

designed in terms of multiple choice or the yes/no type 

of questions that ask students to define terms, state 
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facts and so forth. In very few caseso short essays are 
Included. Most of these questions require direct answers 

taken directly from the notes that have already been 

dictated to the pupils. Indeed, the focus of the tests is 

usually on recalling the given information on basic 11E. 43 

There Is no involvement of questions that require 

students to discuss, reflect on or evaluate the basic 

knowledge In relation to the circumstances that exist in 

their communities. The current assessment methodst in my 

Judgement, reinforce the belief that HE is an easy 

subject which every girl is capable of passing without 

any difficulties or constraints. Students need only to be 

able to recite what is written in their notebooksg since 

the system of examination does not demand more than this 

from them. This assessment practice indicates that 

without having any evidence, HE curriculum producers 

assume that students are not capable of pursuing thinking 

in the HE context. Indecds that is why the educational 

Policy allows girls who are unable to pursue any other 

subject because of their low grades to major in HE 

It is central to my argument that the current focus 

of the assessment is on the extent to which girls know 

about the subject rather than on how they react to It. 

The purpose of the tests seems to be to compare pupils 

with each other i. eq selection rather than competence. 

Girls have never been stimulated in such examinations to 

think about, to discuss, or to seek evidence about the 

information required in the tests. The emphasis of the 
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tests is on recall rather than on the analysist 

Interpretation, reflection and synthesis of knowledge. 

Used properly, assessment could be a fundamental part of 

the HE curriculum, incorporating various methods of 

assessment to assess different skills. Provision of a 

variety, of assessment instruments, such as practical 

tests, would give all students adequate opportunity to 

show their achievement in different Ways. 

3.9 Summary 

This chapter has emphasised the need for the 

development of CTSs among Sudanese secondary HE students. 

Although this involves many aspects such as objectives. 

content, teaching materials and so on, the present thesis 

emphasises teaching methods, because It is the area that 

is most neglected, and most deficient in the curriculum 

at present. 

It has been discussed that the major problem with 

the curriculum of HE stems from the belief that the 

subject requires no thinking effort for girls to learn. 

HE is therefore, taught only via rote-learning, as the 

subject is perceived to be learned spontaneously. For the 

same reasong the teachers of HE have been given no 

opportunity for teacher training in using advanced 

methods of teaching. The consequence of this situation Is 

that the image of the subject Is very poor and is 

selected only by academically low-achievers. It has been 

suggested that in order to improve pupils' attitudes, a 
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change in teaching methods should be given priority. Such 

change Is urgently requiredo since the methods Used in 

teaching HE have never been updated or even thought of 

with deep Insight. 

Another related shortcoming In the teaching of HE Is 

the lack of in-service training for its teachers. This 

problem has adversely affected teaching practices in the 

HE classroomsq because many teachers are traditional In 

their outlook and methodology. 

Based on the various constituents such as the 

teaching methods and materials that have been presented 

In this chapter, it can be argued that HE is a practical 

subject that has the potential to integrate theory with 

practice to build knowledge and skills to solve real life 

problems. This suggests that the teaching of HE should 

involve both theoretical and practical perspectives that 

allow students to be trained to develop abilities and 

skills such as inquiry, Investigations argumentation, 

reasoning, clarification, analysis, Interpretation, 

making inferences, justification and so on. However, In 

the current HE curriculum, the notion of teaching CTSs is 

totally neglected. Whatever the causes of this neglect, 

we need to minimize the threat to HE curriculum 

development, by introducing the teaching of CTSs. The 

assumption is that as HE is a multi-disciplinary subject, 

the interrelationship between these disciplines could be 

brought about by teaching the subject via critical 

thinking approaches. 
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At this point two questions arises 'Can teachers of 

11E, accommodate CTSs in their lessons? ' and 'Can students 

learn fr9m these new methods? ' In the next chapter the 

research design and the methodology Used for 

demonstrating that teachers can learn to teach CTS3 in HE 

lessons and that students can benefit from them will be 

presented. 
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Chapter Four 

Desijtn and MethodoloRy of the Empirical-Study 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the problem and an overview of 

the research conducted. Alsot the chapter explains the 

development of both the research hypotheses and 

questions. Moreover, It describes the research dC31&n and 

the methodology of the empirical study conducted in 

Sudan. In addition, the instruments used for data 

Collection and the samples of the study are included. 

4.2 The Research Problem 

The problem which the present research Is focused on is the 

fact that In Sudanese educational practice HE has been exempted from 

methods of teaching CTSs, namely the PS approaches and has only 

been taught through traditional methods. 

4.3 The Research Questions 

This research was designed to answer the following 

questions: 

a) Can secondary teachers be trained In teaching PS 

In HE? 

b) Is there any difference In the learning of HE 

between students taught HE topics In PS-style 

and students taught the same topics in a more 

traditional style? 
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4.4 Overview of the-Research 

This study investigated the teaching of Critical 

Thinking Skills In the Sudanese secondary Home Economics 

curriculum. A four-day In-service training course in 

teaching HE through Problem-Solving was conducted for 

secondary HE teachers of Omdurman. During the course, 

teachers planned HE lessons according to the PS-style. 

After the course, the planned lessons were taught and 

tested. Data were collected from classes by mean3 Of 

achievement tests and teachers' diaries. Teachers' views 

were collected by means of questionnaires and interviews. 

4.5 Research Hypotheses 

a) Formulated Hypothesis 

The hypothesis formulated for the first question is 

that: after receiving a training programmes secondary HE 

teachers would be able to teach HE using PS approaches 

and would be confident to plan and Implement PS-style 

lessons. 

b) Null Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis for the second question is that: 

there is no difference In achievement tests between 

students taught HE topics In PS-3tYIC and students taught 

the same topics in a more traditional style in their mean 

scores on existing HE achievement tests formulated 

according to the current pattern. 
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4.6 Explanation of the Research Itypothese-s 

Hypotheses are defined as "educated guesses about 

possible differences, relationships or causess"I 

According to Borg and Gall, the research hypothesis is 

the prediction derived from a theory under test. It has 

also been suggested that "formulation of an hypothesis, 

and gathering of relevant evidence to test the 

hypothesis, is usually the most productive approach to 

throwing light on educational problems. "2 

In the formulation of the present study the 

researcher hypothesizes that after a programme of in- 

service training, Sudanese secondary HE teachers will be 

able to plan lessons on current topics of HE that include 

the teaching of PS. Teachers will feel confident in their 

ability to plan and deliver the new-style lessons and 

will believe that, compared with more traditional 

lessons, pupils derive greater enjoyment and benefit from 

them. It will be demonstrated that pupils learning in the 

new-style lessons Is not less than In traditional lessons 

on the same topics of 11E. 

This means that the research is planned to be a 

quasi-eXperimental study in which the researcher 

hypothesizes possible differences between the traditional 

and the PS-style methods. Consequently, a null hypothesis 

will be used to state that no difference will be found 

between the new and the traditional methods In relation 

to students achievement tests. In this regard it Is worth 
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noting that the null hypothesis Is defined as "hypothesis 

of no difference, '3 

4.7 The Research Design 

The term 'design' "refers to the plan and strategy 

used in an attempt to solve a research problem. "4 The 

literature on research In education confirms that 

pretest-posttest-experinental-control-group design Is a 

suitable design for the current study. in this regard, 

Borg and Gall argue that : "Nearly every study that can 

be conducted using a single-group design can be carried 

out satisfactorily by using a control-group design. "5 The 

authors also argue that: "The protest-postte3t-control 

group design is among the most commonly used experimental 

designs in educational research. if properly carried outq 

it effectively controls for the high threats to Internal 

validity identified by Campbell and Stanley: historyq 

maturation, testing, instrumentations regression, 

selection# mortality and Interaction effects. "6 The 

researcher agrees that prete3t-P03ttC3t experimental- 

control-group design is Important for the achievement of 

the internal validity of the experimental study In 

educational research. NevertheIC339 she felt unable to 

use this design In her present study for two major 

reasons. The first was that the sample of the teachers 

involved In the study was very smallo only sixteen. This 

meant that if this design was implemented, the sample 

would be divided into two groups of 8 teachers each. A 
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sample of 8 cases is very small for statistical analysis. 

The second reason was that it was not possible to 

randomise the pupils and the teachers to classes as 

requested by exper imenta, 1-cont ro I -group design. Insteado 

the study used intact classes, the teachers' regular 

classes. This design Is better described as a quasi- 

experimental design. In which, each teacher taught her 

two regular classes both before and after the in-service 

programme. 

In order to cover the diversity of 11E, three 

different topics: A (nutrition)t B (cooking and food 

preparation) and C (sewing and needlework) were taught 

without conducting any pretest. Since the classes were 

considered equal, teachers taught and tested topic A In 

class I and topic B in class 2, using traditional methods 

(see diagram 4.1). As the classes were treated as equal, 

it was assumed that results of pretest A (posttest A 

traditional) in class I could be compared with Posttest A 

(Posttest A PS) in class 2. Similarly, results of pretest 

B (Posttest 13 traditional) in class 2 could be compared 

with posttest D( Posttest 13 PS) In class 1. This meant 

that for each teacher, classes I and 2 acted as a 

cOnt 01-Aroup for one of the topics* A911, and 

experimental-group for the othert D. A. Therefore, the 

terms 'pre- and post-tests' referred to in this thesis, 

Were actually comparison s of traditional with PS 

POSttests. 
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To check for equivalence of the classes, a test on topic 

C was conducted for all groups as a covariate. Full 

details about this test will be presented in Chapter 6. 

The quasi-experimental design Is summarlsed In Diagram 

4.1. The design was Implemented In three major steps 

which are presented below in chronological sequence. 

a) Negotiations With Teachers Prior To The In-Service 

Course 

Prior to the in-service course negotiations with 

teachers regarding topics and tests to be included in the 

study were conducted. Teachers were then encouraged to 

select 3 topics, A, B, and C. As every teacher had two 

Parallel classes in the school on which the experiment 

was based, she was asked to teach topics A and D by the 

traditional method in clas3 I and 2 respectively. 

Teachers were also asked to test their students using 

achievement tests suggested by teachers and approved by 

the researcher. Because the classes were 'intact' , they 

were not matched in any way beyond the school's normal 

arrangements. In this regard, 'Parallel' classes means 

similar or analogous in terms of academic achievement, 

age# sex and background. Topic C was planned# taught and 

tested after the in- service course took place. 
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b) During the in-Service Course 

An in-service training course was conducted. The 

programme showed teachers how to plan HE lessons having a 

substantial input of PS. Lessons on three topics Aq D and 

C were prepared during the programme. A test on topic C 

was also developed by the teacher3q discussed In the 

class and approved by the researcher. Teachers then 

returned to their classrooms and taught the topics 

according to their lesson plans. They tested topics A and 

B using the same tests that had been Used before the 

course. Results on topics A and D were considered as 

forms of posttests. Topic C was taught to all classes 

involved In the study. Full details about the in-service 

course are provided in the following chapter. 

C) After-the In-Service CourRe 

On the last day of the in-service programmeg the 

researcher distributed the Pqst-Lesson Diary Report Forms 

to the teachers. She explained briefly how and when the 

forms were to be filled in. The purpose Of Using the 

diaries was to find out how far the new-style les3on3 

were implemented in the classroom. The diaries covered 

three topics. 

When each teacher had finished teaching and testing 

her 3 topics, she was interviewed. Each teacher also 

completed a questionnaire. Both instruments were used to 

assess teachers' reactions to their experience with 

teaching Ps. In short, the design of the research can be 

summarised as follows: 
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- Prior to the-in-service course: 

Meetings with teachers in their schools 

Class I Topic A Is taught (trad) Test on topic A 
Class 2 Topic B is taught (trad) Test on Topic B 

- During the in-service course: 

Teachers plan lessons on Topics A, B and a further 

Topic C. All lessons to include elements of PS. 

Class I Topics B and C taught PS Tests on Topics B+C 
Class 2 Topics A and C taught PS Tests on Topics A+C 

- Following the in-service course: 

a) Collection of posttests and diary forms from 
schools. 

b) Conducting Individual interview with each 
teacher. 

c) Administration of a questionnaire to each 
teacher. 

4.8 Research instruments 

Because of the breadth of this study, the 

investigator has used a variety of research methods to 

collect the required data. This use of multiple methods 

is In keeping with the opinion of Van Dalen who argued 

that: 

One does not master a single method of 
obtaining datat such as the questionnalrej and 
apply It to every problem that arises. Each 
tool is appropriate for acquiring particular 
data, and sometimes several Instruments must be 
employed to obtain the information required to 
solve a problem. Researchers, therefore, must 
possess considerable knowledge about a wide 

7 variety of techniques and instruments . 
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To test the formulated hypothesis, instruments 

Included the following: 

a) Ouestionnaires to assess teachers' opinions about 

PS as a result of the in-service course on 

teaching PS In HE as well as their experiences 

In their own classes. 

b) Tnterviews with the teachers who participated In 

the course to find out their views on what they 

had learned about the PS skill as well as their 

experiences in class. The purpose Of Using the 

interview as a method for collecting data from teachers 

was that "the interview as a research method in survey 

research is unique In that it Involves the collection of 

data through direct verbal Interaction between 

Individuals". 8 Also, it is reported that "in a small 

scale survey, a researcher may decide to carry 

out his own interviews. lie knows better than 

anyone else the purpose of his questions, and 

may be better than anyone else to resolve 

quires that arise during the Interview. "9 

According to Jaber and Kadhim, the interview Is 

necessary In order to ensure the validity and correctness 

of the information collected from independent sources. "10 

Dunham and Smith indicated that "the unique strength 

and weaknesses of both interviews and questionnaires 

suggest that a combination of the two techniques 

provides the most effective organisational survey 
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programme. " II Accordingly, the researcher has decided 

to use the interview as one of the methods in her study. 

c) The diary studyq was a survey designed to 

investigate teachers' responses to a Post- 

Lesson Diary Report Form in order to know PS- 

planned lessons were Implemented in the HE 

classrooms. 

d) To test the null hypothesist achievement tests 

using both PS and traditional HE questions were 

given to the students of the parallel classes 

before and after their teachers had offered the 

in-service course. if a difference is found 

between students taught 11E topics In PS-style 

and those taught similar topics In a more 

traditional style then the null hypothesis 13 

false. Consequentlyq the null hypothesis will 

be rejected in favour of concluding that the 

difference between mean scores reflects a true 

difference. 

4.9 Samples of the Study 

The sample of the present study included: 

a) Secondary HE teachers in the Omdurman area. This 

sample Included teachers of both technical and 

academic schools. 

b) Second-year students of parallel HE classes. 
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4.10 Tests for the Students 

PAbective 

The objective of testing students was to demonstrate 

that pupils' learning in the new-style lessons that 

incorporate a substantial input of PS is not less than in 

traditional lessons on the same HE topics. 

The idea behind the above mentioned objective was 

that teachers who participatel. in the in-service course 

might be concerned that their pupils would in consequence 

of the new-style lessons, do less well than pupils taught 

in more traditional styles. Thus, this possibility was 

investigated using existing tests that had been reviewed, 

updated, and approved by the researcher. The reason for 

this was to satisfy teachers# authority. Some extra 

questions were added to test, PS because a special test 

for measuring PS was not available. 

4.11 Devellopment of the Achievement Testa 

The purpose of this section is to provide a clear 

description of the procedures followed In order to 

develop the students' achievement tests in the present 

study. 

As it has just been mentioned, one of the most 

crucial problems facing the present research was largely 

concerned with developing a suitable measuring 

instrument. This is because there was no available 

standardized test that can be used to measure the skill 

Of PS. This suggests that the researcher had to develop 

her own evaluation instruments. Therefore, constructing 
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reliable and valid achievement tests played a central 

role in the evaluation of the student's learning 

outcomes. This reliability and validity based essentially 

on the procedures of planning and preparing the tests. 

Subsequently, the following points were followed: 

a) To balance between traditional HE and PS contento 

the same number of traditional questions on 

basic HE was also constructed on PS and 

included in the tests. 

b) The initial items chosen for each test were 

carefully reviewed by the researcher and 

discussed with the teachers to check that they 

were considered suitable and were likely to be 

understood by the students. 

C) As a means for carrying this check further, four 

Sudanese independent judges including two 

secondary HE teachers and two lecturers of HE 

at Khartoum University were asked independently 

about the suitability of the test Items in 

terms of the expected difficulty level and the 

cognitive skills to be measured. This procedure 

in particular was aimed at developing tests 

with a high content validity. 

d) To ensure the provision of a common ground of the 

study, it should be remembered that the tests 

were developed on the topics included in the 

aspects which had commonly been taught across 

the schools. This was particularly important 
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since not all aspects included in the HE 

curricult; m had been taught in all schools. 

In short, the appropriateness of the presentation of 

the test items was ensured following the suggestions and 

comments that were provided by the independent judges. 

The tests were marked and scored by the researcher. 

30. 
4.12 Procedure for Conductingthe Tests 

The procedures for conducting the tests are 

summarised in the following stGPs: 

a) The Pretests 

Before the course, tests on topics A and B in 

classes 1 and 2 were conducted. The results of the -tests 

were considered as forms of pretests f or those particular 

topics and in that pair of classes. 

b) The Posttests 

After the course, new-style lessons were given on 

Topics A, B to classes 2 and 1 and af urther Topic C to 

both classes. The same tests on Topics A and B which had 

been used as protests were conducted. Bearing in mind 

that the two classes were parallel, the tests results of 

Topics A and B were considered as poottests and were then 

compared to those of the protests. Topic C was post- 

tested in both classes. 
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4.13 Procedure of Markinit the Tests 

Each test consisted of six questions corresponding 

to the six levels of questioning Identified in the method 

of teaching PS. These included: recall, descriptive, 

synthesizing, judgemental (evaluation), and open-ended 

questions. In reviewing many test paper3t the researcher 
has found that the range of 0 to 6 points for each 

question was reasonable to mark the test since It 

provided a chance for all levels of answers to be 

adopted. Accordingly, each question of the tests was 

marked as follows: 

6 points a full answer was provided. 

5 points the answer lacked a small amount of the 

required information. 

4 points = the answer Included about two thirds of 

the required information. 

3 points half an answer was provided. 

2 points the answer included about one third of 

the information required. 

I point = the answer included a small amount of the 

required information. 

0= the answer was wholly incorrect or there was no 

answer. 

To get better insights Into markingo two independent 

markers were involved. They were lecturers of biology in 

the Faculty of Education in Sudan living in Britain. The 

purpose of independent marking was Important for the 

validation of the procedure followed. Thuse copies of 222 
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test papers were given to the Independent markers after 

they had been marked by the researcher. They Included pre 

and post tests on topics A and B as wel I as posttest3 on 

topic C. The level of agreement between the researcher 

and the independent markers was over 95%. 

4.14 Interpretation of Tests' Results 

The process of Interpreting the findings in the 

students' study can be illustrated by the results 

themselves. For example, If classes taught by traditional 

methods get significantly lower scores In the learning 

achievement tests In the same HE topics than classes 

taught by PS methods, the researcher could conclude that 

there was no lowering In students' academic achievement 

in HE as a result of the Implementation of the new 

Planned lessons. It would also be concluded that there 

was a Positive relationship between the teachers' use of 

PS approaches and students' learning (achievement) in HE 

lessons. This means that the null hypothesis stated in 

this study that there is no difference between the 

achievements of students taught HE topics in PS-style and 

those taught the same topics in a traditional style would 

be rejected in favour of PS- group. 

4.15 The Diary Study 

The diary study, a survey of HE les3onst was based 

on the teachers' responses, to the Post-Le33on Diary 

Report Form (which will be referred to as the PDRF). Each 

teacher filled in 3 Forms for her three topics (At B and 
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C). The major aim of the diary study was to investigate 

how far planned lessons were implemented In the classroom 

based on the following concepts: lesson durationt lesson 

type, resources used by the teacher, resources used by 

PuPilsq homework set for the lesson, level of lesson 

satisfaction for teachers as well as for students and 

lesson activities which included both teachers' and 

Pupils' activities. 

5.16 Interviews with the Teachers 

ObJect Ive 

The major objective of conducting interviews with teachers was 

to find out their views on what they had learned about the PS skill 

as a result of the in-service course, and also their experiences of PS 

in classes. 

The teachers who participated in the in-service course were 

interviewed to provide an Immediate feedback on the course 

and to help fuII understanding and interpretation of 

their responses. 

4.17 Type and Focus of Interviews 

The interviews were semi-structured ones that 

allowed the interviewer (researcher) to record notes. 

They also allowed the respondents to express themselves 

at some length. The Interview schedules Included initial 

questions followed by . probes (see Appendix' for 

questions), which investigated teachers' opinion about 

the: 
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a) Enjoyment of their experience with PS methods. 
b) impact of PS on the way they will teach 11E. 

c) Necessity and the role of teaching PS in 11E. 

d) Participation of PS input In planning HE lessons 
and In solving Sudanese problems associated 
with 11E. 

e) Effectiveness of PS In the students' learning of 
11E. 

4.18 Judgements of the Interview Schedules 

The major purpose of conducting Judgements Of the 

Interview schedules was to assess the content validity of 

the Interviews. When the Interview schedule was assembled 

the researcher conducted judgemental consultations, in 

three stages. In the first stage, the schedule was written in 

English and was passed to 2 experienced lecturers in the School of 

Education at the University of Ifull. The comments and Judgements of 

these People on the wording, content and pertinacity of concepts 

were taken into consideration. In the second stageo the 

researcher translated the interview schedule into Arabic. 

She conducted one consultation with the group of Sudanese students 

studying in Britain. Another consultation was also carried out with 

two experienced lecturers in the Faculty of Education at Khartoum 

University. The comments of these people on the wording of the 

questions were also taken into consideration. In the third, stage 

a further consultation was conducted with three typical 

respondents. These were Sudanese secondary mathematics 

teachers who taught PS in their own classes. The comments Of this 

group were positive and they Involved no further changes in the 
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schedule. The final form of the interview schedule is 

provided in the appendices. 

4.19 Procedure of Conducting the Interviews 

In conducting the interviews the points below were 
fol lowed: 

a) At the beginning of each Interview the researcher 

explained to the interviewee the objective of 

the interview. 

b) The interview was then conducted by asking the 

Initial questions and following probes. For 

example in question 3c, the question was: 'Do 

you think that Problem-Solving is necessary in 

teaching Home Economic? ' and if 30, 'Why? ' 

c) Each teacher was asked if she had any commento 

suggestion or question. 

d) At the end of each Interview the researcher 

assured the teacher that the interview was 

confidential and that her answers would only be 

used for the purpose of the present research. 

Each interview lasted for 15-20 minutes. 

4.20 Recording of Data 

In conducting the interviews, the researcher 

recorded the answers as they were given. This point was 

particularly Important because trying to remember answers 

and fill them in later might lead to inaccuracy. It was 

also important for the open-ended questions to be 

recorded In full and In the respondents' own words. 
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4.21 Construction of the Questionnaire 

The objective of the questionnaire was to asses 

teachers' opinions about PS as a result of the in-3ervice 

course as well as their experiences in their own classes. 
The question of the construction of the 

questionnaire was very important in this study. This is 

because the questions must be framed in such a way as to 

obtain the necessary material without unduly Influencing 

the respondents. In this regardt Evans argued that 

of statements on questionnaires collected through 

investigation must be relevant to the specific objectives 

of the invest igat ion.,, 12 Also, Oppenheim has stated that 

"a questionnaire is a scientific tool and therefore must 

be constructed with great care In line with the 3pecif ic 

aims and objectives of invest igat ion. "13 These arguments 

Suggest that the questionnaire is not merely a list Of 

questions, but is a scientific tool constructed for a 

specific purpose. 

Since much of the information required for this 

aspect of Investigation was In the form of opinions and 

Views, it was decided that the Inquiry should be 

conducted by means of a questionnaire. To this end, the 

researcher conducted a search of current literature 

related to questionnaire design. This search helped to 

identify the various key issues in the area. The 

Procedures followed In the development of the 

questionnaire were, essentially those recommended by 

Oppenheim. 14 Such procedures consider that the first stop 
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In the design stage, is to list the specific objectives 

and to relate each question to these objectives. 

According to Oppenheim, "a questionnaire has a task to 

do, Its function Is measurement, therefore, the 

specification should clearly state the main variables to 

be measured. 1115 In addition, Cohen pointed out that "a 

good questionnaire should be easily understood, short, 

uncomplicated, reliable and valld. "16 

After an extensive review of a number of exploratory 

studies of literature availableo the first version of the 

questionnaire was developed. in developing such a 

version, the researcher used an outline of the topics 

that had been Identified as important in relation to the 

teachers' opinions and views on their experience in 

teaching PS. The final version of the questionnaire was 

designed as a self-completion one that consisted of two 

major parts. The first part sought teachers' answers 

about their opinions on the experience with PS. The 

second Part is concerned about teachers' demographic and 

personal information. A copy of the questionnaire Is 

included In Appendix C. 

The Items of the questionnaire were in the forms of 

statements rather than questions. Since the questionnaire 

was designed to measure teachers' opinions, the 

researcher would expect a range of answers. Thuss the 

Likert scale of rating partial agreement was used for 

answering the questionnaire. Indeed, It has been argued 

that "in Likert scaling the respondent Is not asked to 
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decide Just whether he agrees or disagrees with an Itemo 

but rather to choose between several response catesoriess 

Indicating various strength of agreement". 17 This means 

that respondents were asked only to respond to each item 

by choosing the category representing their own opinion. 

The questionnaire consisted of four sub-scales 

(concepts) that measured different areas of teachers' 

views about their. experience of teaching PS lessons. The 

sub-scales Included the following concepts: 

a) Teachers' reactions to the in-service programme 

and to the challenges of preparing and teaching 

the new-style lessons (12 items). 

b) The success of the new-style lessons (14 items). 

0 Pupils' reaction to the new-style lessons (12 

Items). 

d) The need for further teacher training (10 items). 

4.22 Judpements and pilot Studies 

The central purpose Of conducting Judgemental and 

pilot studies has been based on the following argument: 

"the creation of good questionnaires does not have to 

rely solely on perspective researchers. At some stage in 

the design process the questionnaire should be subjected 

to a field test". 18 Thus, pilot tests and the opinions of 

Judges were particularly important in this study since 

the questionnaire was constructed by the researcher 

herself. Indeed, the advantage of piloting was that it 

was very useful in "refining the wording, ordering, Jay 
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out, filtering and so on and in helping to prune the 

questionnaire to a manageable length". 19 Pilot and 

Judgements were conducted In the following stages: 

a)-The First Stage 

In this stage, consultation was conducted with two 

lecturers In the School of Education at the University of 

Ifull including an expert in research methodology. The 

comments provided by these two persons on the wording, 

appearanceo the congruity of the Items of the 

questionnaire to the main research theme and the length 

of the statements were taken into consideration. 

b) The Second Stage 

The second stage the questionnaire was translated by 

the researcher into Arabic as It is the language of 

Instruction in the Sudan. After thi3s consultation was 

conducted with 10 Sudanese teachers studying for higher 

degrees in Britain. This group was asked to comment on 

the wording and other linguistic aspects of the items 

Included in the questionnaire. The comments and 

uggestions provided were also considered. Indecdv these 

omments involved a further consultation with the team of 

the lecturers at the University of Ifull before the 

researcher returned to Sudan. 
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. C) The Third Stage 

At this stage consultation was undertaken in the 

Sudan with two lecturers In the Faculty of Education at 

the University of Khartoum. These Included an expert in 

research methodology and a HE lecturer. They were asked 

about the wording and other linguistic aspects of the 

Items included In the questionnaire. The comments 

provided required no further changes to be made. 

A)_The Fourth Stag 

It was found necessary to carry out a preliminary 

test of the interview to locate any ambiguities In the 

schedule. Thusq in this stage, a final consultation was 

conducted with typical respondents that Included 4 HE 

teachers in Bahri, another area of Khartoum State. The 

central purpose of this pilot study was to make sure that 

all items included in the questionnaire were 

understandable by a sample of the target population 

respondents. This consultation was found positive and it 

involved no modifications. 

4.23 VaIldity-of 
-the- 

scale 

Moser and his colleague pointed out that: 

By validity is meant the success of the scale 
in measuring what Is sets out to measure, so 
that the difference between individuals' scores 
can be taken as representing true differences 
in the characteristics under the 3tudy. 20 

In the present study content validity Was Used as an 

approach for Measuring the validity of the Likert scale. 

In this respect, It has been reported that: "The 
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assessment of content validity is essentially a matter of 

judgement; the judgement may be made by the surveyor or# 

better by the team of judges engaged for the purpose". 21 

Thus, the judgements that had been provided by the two 

teams of lecturers at the University of Ifull and the 

University of Khartoum, Sudanese teachers studying in 

Britain and the HE teachers were considered as a means 

for measuring the validity of the questionnaire. 

4.24 Administration or the Questionnal 

The questionnaire was administered Immediately after 

conducting the interview with each teacher. The reason 

for this was threefold, firstlyt to get fresh memories in 

answering the questionnaire secondly; to save time in 

distributing and collecting the questionnaire and 

thirdlyt to obtain 100% responses important in a small 

sample. 

4.25 Summnry 

The problem of this research is focused on a 

practical issue in sudanese secondary IIE education. This 

issue has been the absence of methods of teaching CTSs 

and the concentration on traditional approaches. ThU39 an 

empirical research has been designed and conducted by the 

researcher in-her home country. The implementation of the 

design of the study involved 3 major Stages. Firstly, 

negotiations with teachers regarding topics and testa to 

be conducted prior to the in-service course. Results Of 

such tests were to be considered as forms of prete3tB. 

, 
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Secondly, during the course, teachers were involved with 

developing 3 HE topics using the PS-style. Thirdlyt after 

the course had been conductedt teachers taught and tested 

their new-style lessons. Results on such tests have been 

considered as forms of posttestso To assess how far 

lessons had been implemented In the classe3t Post-Les3on- 

Diary-Report-Forms were provided to the teachers to fill 

in Immediately after each class. Teachers were also asked 

for their views about being participated in the in- 

service training programme and their experience with 

teaching PS in 11E. These data were collected by means Of 

a structured interview and a self-report (Likert) 

questionnaire. 
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Chapter Five 
The In-Service Irraininq--Course-In Teaching-Problem- 

Solving In Home Economics 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the methodology followed in 

conducting the in-service training programme in Sudan. It 

presents the method followed in teaching PS and the 

sessions that were undertaken during the course. 

While in-service education is increasingly 

recognised as an important part of tea: cher education, 

there seems to be different views regarding its 

definition. However, Edelfelt and his colleagues use the 

term "In-Service Education' as a synonym for the other 

terms when they define it as follows: 

In-service education of teachers (or in-service 
training, staff development, continuing 
education, professional development) is defined 
as any professional development, activity that 
a teacher undertakes, singly or with other 
teachers, after receiving his or her initial 
teaching certificate and after beginning 
Professional practice. ' 

Although development of in-service training may 

prove to be valuable to the teaching profession and 

education, it is still doubtful whether any initial 

training can fully prepare a teacher for a life career. 

It has been recognised that teachers should be involved 

in a continual learning process throughout their 

careers. 2 Many, educationists have also argued that pro- 

service training is often too theoretical and reflects 
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more personal views of the faculty member3w rather than 

dealing with the practical situation that arises in the 

classroom which must be faced by the teacher. Borg for 

example, argues that pre-service training suffered mainly 
from the following deficiencies: 3 

a) Emphasis Is usually on telling rather than doing 

and Instruction Is largely divorced from actual 

classroom behaviour. 

b) Instruction Is general rather than specific and 

most teacher-training progr8MMC3 deal with 

vague generalities. 

c) Effective models are not provided. 

e) Effective feedback Is not provided. 

Regarding the need for in-service training, 

advocates argue that, even in countries with a teacher 

surplus such as Americaq there 13 still need for further 

in-service training. The Innovations that have been 

introduced as a result of curriculum development have 

left many American teachers III equipped to implement 

them without further training. In this regard, a survey 

conducted by the National Educational Association, 

revealed that large numbers of classroom teachers had 

received too little preparation in using Instructional 

methodst materials and equipment. 
4 Taking Into account 

the complexity of the teaching task in a rapidly changing 

world, it Is evident that many teachers are poorly 

prepared for their tasks even In the developed countries. 

According to UNESCO, the provision of In-3ervice training 
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Is based on the assumption that It will help teachers to 

meet changes in the curriculumo changes in school 

organisation, teaching and personal changes due to 

progress In their career3.5 The above mentioned arguments 

suggest that there is no alternative other than to put 

into operation the concept of in-service training Used in 

the present study. This is particularly true if we note 

that no single in-service training programme has been 

provided, so far, for Sudanese secondary HE teachers. To 

show the feasibility of training HE teachers through in- 

service training, the researcher decided to conduct an 

in-service course for training teachers on the 

implementation of PS approaches. 

5.2 The Tn-Service Course 

The in-service training programme for secondary HE 

teachers was planned and undertaken In Omdurman, one area 

of Khartoum State. 

The major objective of the course was to train 

teachers in planning HE lessons which incorporate a 

substantial input of PS. To achieve this objective, 

teachers were trained In the PS method that will be 

presented in the next section as approaches for teaching 

PS in the HE context. 

As has been explained In the previous chapter, the 

hypothesis formulated for this part of the study was 

that: after receiving the training programmeq teachers 

would be able to teach HE using PS approaches and would 
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be confident to plan and implement PS-StYle lessons in 

their secondary HE-classes. 

5.3 The Method of Teaching P 

The method of PS presented in this section was 

developed by two American HE experts, Dewald-Link and 

Wallace in 1983. This method has been implemented in 

teaching PS in the present study. In developing the 

method, the authors suggest that it could be adapted for 

teaching all areas of HE. Thus, they provide examples of 

proble ms in which the HE student may be engaged. These 

problems as quoted include: 1) controversial issues, such 

as abortion; 2) management isSUOS# such as dual roles; 3) 

consumer issues, such as the use of credit; 4) human 

relations issues, such as stereotyping; 5), nutrition 

issues, such as f ad dieting; and 6) parenthood issues,, 

such as discipline. 6 

In using this method, the authors suggest that PS is 

first taught as a concept to provide an opportunity for 

the pupils to see all the strategies that they will be 

using. In the present studyt this suggestion had been 

applied. This is because besides being recommended in the 

method, it is also advocated by the experimental 

researchers for the following reason. The training of 

subjects in simple instructions for a short time prior to 

the start of the experiment provides an excellent chance 

for them to be transferred to the set required by the 

experimental task. 7 The method followed and was explained 
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to the teachers consists of three parts: the basic steps 

in teaching the PS process, the teacher's role and the 

Implementation of PS. 

a) The Process of PS 

As presented in the methodt the process of PS 

includes the following steps: 8 

_Identifying the Problem 

This step Is described as the critical first one. If 

a person has a goal and an obstacle to that goal existso 

a problem surfaces. Obstacles to goals take many formse 

For example, they may be mentalq emotional, financialt 

managerial, or related to other peoplet things$ places or 

time. People often confuse dilemmas with problems. While 

it is true that a dilemma can cause one to be puzzled, It 

does not interfere with the goal and it does not have a 

solution. 

- Interpret the Problem 

After the problem Is identified, one must collect 

data about the problem in order to interpret it in a 

valid manner. Quite often, when two people are engaged in 

a discussion concerning a problem, one can be heard to 

remarke "but that's not the issue. " Obviouslyq each is 

focusing on a different aspect of the problem. The more 

information that Is availables the easier it is to 

identify the real issue, the real problem. 
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- List Alternatives 

Listing alternatives whether figuratively or 

literally, allows one to consider the opinions available. 

After identifying the alternatives, the advantages and 

disadvantages of each can be weighed. This step is often 

overlooked when people sense a problem. Frequentlyp the 

most obvious solution Is chosen as reflective thought 

processes are by-passed. 

- Select the Solution 

When selecting one solution, the consequences Of 

each alternative solution must be considered. The 

solution to the problem should be the one which is most 

nearly associated with attaining the desired goal. It is 

Often helpful to identify the criteria that the solution 

must satisfy before making a final decision. 

- -Implement the Decision 

This step focuses on the solution selected. Implied 

in the chosen alternative is a plan of action to be 

followed, a direction. 

- Evaluate the ConsequenccS 

Evaluation of the consequence relies on the criteria 

related to the desired goal. Within the criteria related 

to the ultimate goal is the means for judging its success 

or failure. If the goal is not satisfactorily achieved, 

one must consider the other alternativess or possibly, 

the re-interpretation of the problem itself. 
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b) The Teacher's Role 

In teaching PS the major role of the teacher focuses 

on helping students apply basic skills and knowledge 

necessary for solving the problems. Thus, "teachers need 

to supervise the selection of problems, provide guidance 

In the problem-solving process, reinforce problem-solving 

behaviour, assist the students In seeking the limitations 

imposed by the problems themselves, and encourage 

structured argumentq i. e. thinking aloud, in an 

environment of mutual respect. "9 

Among the activities identified to foster PS 

abilities are: simulations, values clarification, case 

studies, games, debatest projectst brain storming and 

group discussions. From these many alternatives, Dewald- 

Link and her colleague emphasised the use of group 

discussion for the following reason. They said discussion 

of helps students understand their own perceptions and 

perceptions of others related to a specific problem". 10 

Discussion is also recommended because it "assists 

students In understanding that there may be several 

Possible solutions to a problem depending upon the 

ultimate goal of the problem solver". 11 In this respect, 

the role of the teacher is to create a suitable climate 

that stimulates the expression of divergent ideas and 

thoughts that lead to open discussion. To do so, 

"teachers must be willing io spend time when teaching the 

problem-solving process"012 The point is that, learning 

how to think and learning content at one and the same 
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time requires more time than merely being taught about 

thinking. 

c) Implementation 

Questioning is found to be the key for the teachers 

as they implement PS. In this regard, various levels of 

questions have been provided to the teacher3 further to 

become familiar with. These questions are perceived as 

crucial for the teacher to understand what he or she is 

really asking of the students. The questions are 

classified to include the following categories: 13 

- Recall Questions 

This category is designed to see if students have 

acquired information. Questions that begin with "who", 

"what", or "where" are at the recall level. They ask 

students to recall given information or knowledge. This 

knowledge is essentiaig because it gives students 

something about which to think. 

- Descriptive Ouestions 

Descriptive questions organise prevIOU31Y gathered 

facts and ask for them to be described. Questions that 

begin with "Describe ... ? "S "HOW is-? " , or "Compare ... 

are of a descriptive nature, 

- Explanatory guestions 

The category of explanatory questions helps to seek 

cause and effect. This requires analysis. Examples of 
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beginning phrases at the explanatory level are "Explain 

what you mean ... 1f 9 "Why did you choose ... ?"9 "Why do 

these things happen? ", "What causes...? "s and "What 

other alternatives ... ?" 

- Synthesizing Questions 

Synthesizing questions requires students to combine 

Information. Questions that begin with "flow would you sum 

UPS* 0? 
019 

"What implications ... ? ", and "What conclusions 

can you make about ... ?" are at the synthesizing level. 

- Judgemental-Questions 

A Judgemental category question students to choose 

among alternatives. As students are choosing, the 

criterion for judgement must be previously established. 

Questions that begin with "Which statement ... ? "# "Which 

Of the following ... ? ", "on what grounds ... ? "I or 

"Should 
... ?" are at the Judgemental level. 

Open-endedQuestions 

The category of open-ended questions encourages 

divergent thinking that involves searching for non- 

obvious relationships. Questions that begin with "What 

might happen If ... ? "I "If you werco..? "t "Why do 

some ... ? ", or I'llow would you ?" are of often an open- 

ended nature. 

The method of teaching PS indicates that the 

categorisations of questions mentioned above enable the 

teachers to make valid distinctions between levels of 
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questions. Nevertheless, it has been argued that it is 

not sufficient for the implementation of PS. The reason 

is thato the "questions which teachers ask should cause 

students to think in terms of the identified problem- 

solving steps.,, 14 This means that the teacher should be 

alert enough to raise the right questions and at the 

right time. At the same time, the questions that students 

raise "should indicate to the teacher that students are 

using reflective Inquiry and the problem-solving 

process. 1115 

5.4 Location of the In-Service Course 

The training was held at the Home Science 

Department, Faculty of Education at Khartoum University 

at the beginning in September 1992 (see letter in 

appendix A). For practical reasons, the Schools near this 

department were chosen to be included In the study. The 

course lasted for 4 consecutive days. Programmes Of the 

in-service course and the activities that had been 

carried out in each day throughout the course are 

presented. 

5.5 The Session of the First DAY 

At the opening of the first session of the courses 

the researcher introduced the teacher-traineC3 to the 

movement of critical thinking education In general and 

the teaching of CTSs in particular. Participants were 

also told briefly about the teaching methods being used 

to explore and develop students' CTS3. Moreover, the 
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purpose and the methodology of the present study were 

briefly explained. In addition, participants were 

informed about the significance of the course in the 

present research and that their cooperation would be 

appreciated greatly. Indeed, in the first session, the 

researcher introduced the teacher-trainees to the concept 

of PS as a process, the six steps of the PS process that 

has been i1pluded in the method. In introducing these 

steps the researcher provided teachers with further 

explanation for each step. opportunity for discussion was 

also provided. 

5.6 The Session of the-Second Day 

The major objective of the second session was to 

show teachers how a PS lesson can be taught in HE and to 

get them to participate in its implementation. 

The , second session therefore focused on the 

implementation (teaching) of an HE lesson that 

incorporated a substantial input of pS (copy of lesson is 

included in appendix A. ý This lesson was selected and 

developed within the HE topics included in the secondary 

HE curriculum. The idea behind this was to train teachers 

in teaching a topic similar to those they had been 

teaching in their own classes. To do so, emphasis was put 

on selecting a topic that involved a great deal of the PS 

skill to be pursued. Accordingly,, the *unbalanced meal' 

that characterized the common diet for the majority of 

Sudanese families was chosen as a good topic in nutrition 
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education aspect (see lesson on unbalanced meal in 

appendix A). 

The researcher then helped and guided the teachers 

to go over the rest of the steps of the PS process that 

have been discussed in the previous session. This process 

was carried out in the context of the unbalanced meal. 

Questioning was also applied in the lesson according to 

the way suggested in the PS method. Moreover, the 

strategies that had been selected from Richard Paul's 

list, which were included in the lesson were briefly 

explained and discussed with the teachers. In this regard 

teachers were told that Richard Paul is an American 

educationist, who is interested in the area of developing 

critical thinking skills in school children. lie developed 

a group of 35 strategies for teaching CTSs in classroomss 

which he published in his book Thinking Handbook-4-6 

Grades: A Guide for Remodel 1 ing-Lessons in Arts, Social 

Studies & science. A full list Of these strategies was 

translated into Arabic, distributed as handouts and 

discussed with the participants during this session (see 

both versions of the strategies in appendix A). In 

addition, development of tests that involved all levels 

of cognition included in the format were fully discussed 

With teachers. To facilitate this discussion, the test on 

balanced meal that had been constructed by the researcher 

under the supervision of two lecturers at the University 

of Hull was presented (see appendix A on the test 

development). The discussion of test construction was 
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considered as a central activity in this Session. This Is 

because as a part of the research designt teachers were 

asked to develop test questions on topic C by themselves. 

In the lesson of the in-service course the 

researcher emphasised the Use of debates and discussions 

as activities to help to develop the PS skill. Emphasis 

was also put on helping teachers to apply their knowledge 

and skills in the context of the identified problem. This 

Is because the researcher wanted the teachers to improve 

the way their students think through a problem. Thus, 

students would be convinced that HE is for thoughtful 

students rather than just for the low-achieving ones. 

What the researcher intended to convey throughout 

the in-service course was encouragement to the teachers 

to cultivate the love of thinking In their students. The 

Idea behind this was to achieve the "lasting value"16 of 

thinking that has been advocated by many HE educators 

such as Hall and Paolucci. Teachers were also encouraged 

to help girls to develop the ability to reflect on each 

other's thinking and to be confident to think through our 

difficult problems in order to improve the desperate 

situation In the Sudanese society. 

Towards the end of the second session, the 

participants were given another opportunity to discuss 

and ask questions about the PS approaches and all 

features of this phase of the study. In addition, 

teachers were encouraged to discuss the application of 

critical thinking concepts in education. 
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Since this session represented the core of the 

researcher's personal work in the in-service courses the 

lesson presented and the test developed on the unbalanced 

meal have been translated into English. They are 

Presented In the appendix. As an assignment for the 

second day session the teachers were asked to attempt to 

develop their lesson plans in the three chosen Topics# At 

B and C according to the given method explained in the 

first day session. The purpose of this assignment was to 

save time for the next session by getting teachers to 

think over their lesson plans prior to the session that 

had been Identified for this purpose. To facilitate 

planning lessons for the teachers, teachers were 

recommended to use handouts on strategies of teaching 

Consequently, by the start of the third days teachers had 

prepared tentative lesson plans which made it easier for 

the researcher to review and comment on all of them. 

5.7 The Session of the Third-I)ny 

The objective of the third session was to provide a 

chance for the teachers to plan their own lessons which 

incorporated a substantial input of PS. In this session 

each teacher presented her new-style lessons on the three 

tOPic3q A, 13 and C that had been selected before the 

course. During the session the researcher supervised each 

teacher In producing a final form of her lesson plans on 

topics A and B. flowevers teachers were encouraged to 

develop lessons an Topics C without the help of the 
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researcher. one reason for doing so was to f ind out 

whether or not teachers had become capable of producing 

their own lesson plans that incorporate the PS skill. 

This particular interest was to be assessed by tests on 

topics C as well as the diary study. 

This session took the full day because the 

researcher discussed two lesson plans with each teacher 

individually and also provided adequate time for 

feedback. Afterwards, for the purpose of generating 

discussion, and as a further opportunity for the teachers 

to weigh, diagnose and re-look at their lesson plans, PS 

was compared with traditional methods through an open 

group discussion. 

As an assignment for the next session, teachers were 

asked to construct their test on topic C. They were also 

reminded to bring their schedules for teaching and 

testing of the three topics. After collecting all 

schedules the researcher developed a general schedule for 

all teachers. One reason for developing such a schedule 

was to organise visits to schools for the purpose of 

ensuring that no organizational problems interfered with 

the teaching of the lessons prepared in the course. 

Indeed, the intention for conducting these visits was to 

create a good rapport with the teachers that was 

Perceived to be important for further co-operation. 

Another reason was to organise the collecting of the 

Posttests, the conducting of the interviews and the 

administering of the questionnaires to the teachers. 
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-. 
8 The Session of the Fourth Da 

The aim of the fourth session was to provide a 

chance for each teacher to present her new-style lesson 

plans and to discuss them with the rest of the teacher- 

trainees under the researcher's supervision. 

The fourth session provided an opportunity for 

discussion, comment and feedback on the lesson plans and 

the test on topic c. rt also assured the researcher that 

the lessons were planned according to the intended style. 

This opportunity was considered as essential for the 

success of the instruments of the whole study including 

the Posttests, the diary study, the Interviews, and the 

questionnaires. 

The teachers were encouraged to teach and test their 

lessons very soon after they finished the course. This 

was considered as an Important point for getting fresh 

memories from the teachers in the interviews and the 

questionnaires. Participants were also reminded to fill 

in the diary forms Immediately after teaching each of 

their new planned lessons. 

At the end of the session, the schedules of teaching 

and testing the planned lessons that had been collected 

earlier were reviewed with the teachers before they left. 

Guided by the general schedule that the researcher 

developed, she was able to organise her visits to 

schools. 
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5.9 Summar 

The course conducted in this study aimed to train 

Sudanese secondary HE teachers in teaching PS. In a four- 

day comprehensive course, sixteen teachers were trained 

in the implementation of the method of teaching PS that 

has been developed by two American HE educators. The 

training course included four sessions each of which 

focused on specific activities. In the first session, the 

emphasis was put on introducing teachers to the movement 

of teaching CTSs. Teachers were also introduced to the 

purpose of the study. Moreover, participants were 

involved with PS as a method of teaching CTSs. The second 

session was focused on teaching teachers the lesson 

developed by the researcher on the unbalanced meal. The 

third session provided opportunity for the participants 

to develop their own PS-lesson plans and test on topic C. 

In the final session, teachers were given an opportunity 

for ample discussion in presenting their new-style lesson 

plans and tests. The teachers' reactions to the in- 

service course revealed that good communication and 

cooperation between teachers and the researcher had been 

established. 
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Chapter Six 
Analysis of the Achievement Tests 

This chapter presents the procedures used in analysing the 

testis conducted in the present study and the results obtained. As 

mentioned in Chapter Four, the objective of conducting the tests was 

to demonstrate that pupils' learning in the new-style lessons that 

incorporate a substantial PS input is not less than in traditional 

lessons on the same HE topics. The theory the study addresses Is 

Presented by the null hypothesis which states that there Is no 

difference in achievement between students taught HE topics in PS- 

style and students taught the same topics in a more traditional style 

as measured by their mean scores of a HE achievement test. 

Accordingly, three achievement tests were carried out. Tests A 

and B were conducted to compare the mean scores between students 

taught HE topics in traditional methods and those taught the same 

two topics in PS-style. Test A represented the first topic while test B 

represented the second topic. Test C that represented the third 

topic, was conducted to test whether the pairs of classes involved in 

the study were matching groups. Each test included 6 questions and 

each question had a maximum score of 6 points. Thus, the maximum 

score for each test was 36 points. 

6.1 Analysis Procedures Used for the Tests 

The analysis of the tests was based on comparing the 

mean scores in the HE theoretical achievement tests 

between classes. The researcher is interested in 

comparing the mean scores of the achievement tests that 

were conducted prior to (pretC3tS) and after the 

experimental treatment (posttests). The purpose i to 
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determine whether they are significantly different. Thus 

analysis of variance was conducted to find ' out 

differences between mean scores of the tests. In this 

regard, Minium argued that: "Analysis Of variance is a 

powerful aid to the investigator. it enables him to 

design studies more efficiently, to generalise more 

broadly and to take account of the complexities of 

interacting factor. Analysis of variance is a class of 

techniques, designed to aid In hypothesis te3ting. "I it 

has also been stated that: "Analysis of variance enables 

average scores of several groups to be compared. "2 

6.2 Test on-Topic C (Test C) 

The researcher Is Interested in determining whether a 

difference between the two groups on the experimental treatment can 

be explained by another difference that exists between these groups. 

To Investigate this possibilityo test on topic C was conducted. The 

purpose of this test was to correct for possible between-clas3 

differences for example, one class might have been of higher overall 

ability than the other. If the groups are different, results on a 

common test (the covariate) are used to compensate for differences. 

The covariate should be a test that is expected to correlate strongly 

with the results to be corrected for this reason test C was in other 

HE topic. Thus, analysis of covariance was proposed to be used to 

test the possibility just mentioned. In this regard Best reports that: 

"This method permits the experimenter to eliminate initial differences 

on several variables between the experimental and control groups by 

statistical methods. 0 Similarly# Borg and Call state that "analysis of 
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covariance is often used to determine the statistical significance of 

mean score differences between the various treatment groups In an 

experiment. #4 Indeed, the need of using analysis of covariance in the 

present study was that the researcher was not able to select 

comparison groups of students that were matched with respect to all 

relevant variables except the one that is the main concern of the 

investigation (the experimental treatment). This Indicates that 

comparisons of results on topics A and D would be better interpreted 

with the aid of results of another test. Thus, test C was considered 

as a possible compensatory variable. The idea behind conducting test 

C after the in-service course (posttest) rather than before It 

(pretest) was to demonstrate that classes were parallel with regard to 

PS rather than traditional learning of 11E. Accordingly, the mean 

scores of test C on 'sewing and clothing construction' , were obtained 

after teachers had attended the In-service course on teaching PS. To 

investigate If there were differences between groupso a two tailed t- 

test was made on the means of the scores on test C for the two 

classes of each teacher to find out whether the difference was 

significant. From the results shown in Table 6.1, it can be seen that 

in classes of fifteen of the sixteen teachers there was no significant 

difference between the means of the scores of the two classes. Only 

in one of the teacher's classes (teacher 6) was a significant 

difference found (P= < 0.05). The finding of one significant result 

with P=0.05 (Le 1/20) is quite likely in the making of 16 

comparisons even when no true difference exists. Thust this one 

result from 16 can be disregarded. in confirmation of this, the t-test 

made on the means of the scores for the classes of all teachers, the 

difference was found to be not significant (Ps . 680). This confirmed 
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that the pair of second-grade classes of 15-year old girls, were also 

parallel in terms of their academic achievement as they were in their 

sex and age. Therefore, there was no need to correct for between- 

class differences by using test C as a covariate. Accordingly, analysis 

of covariance was not conducted In the tests described In the 

remainder of this chapter. 

Table 6.1 

Summary of results of t-tests on the mean scores of test C by 
teacher. 

Teachcr No. of Tcst C Tcst C T-test 
No. St/Cl. Classt Class2 p 

I is 29.0 29.6 . 671 
2 15 30.6 28.6 . 108 
3 it 32.3 31.7 . 501 
4 12 31.5 30.6 . 279 
5 17 27.7 29.3 . 742 
6 10 32.3 29.5 . 020 
7 14 31.8 31.5 . 726 
8 10 30.5 28.3 . 142 
9 16 30.0 30.5 . 696 
10 17 28.8 28.5 . 787 
11 17 29.1 29.1 1.000 
12 27 29.6 29.5 . 966 
13 13 32.8 31.8 . 214 
14 11 29.6 29.0 . 605 
15 12 27.0 28.0 . 743 
16 17 29.1 29.5 . 357 

All ' All 29.1 29.5 . 680 

(*) P=< 0.05 (Significant difference). 

6.3 Tests on Topics A and--B (Tests A and-P) 
The approach to the problem of comparing two or more groups 

with only one paper In common has been argued by Birnbaum. The 

central issue of this argument is that marks on the paper not taken 
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by a group are estimated from their Joint marks on the common paper 

and the paper specific to their group. The author also discussed the 

case of "two groups taking a common paper each, but generallsation 

to more complex cases will be straightforward. "S lie explained that: 

"these papers are measuring the same thing, albeit on a different 

scale. Thus, if they were tests of mathematics, we could need to 

assume they were all measuring the same compound variable which we 

might call 'mathematical ability and attainment'. "6 Based on this 

argument the pretests were compared with the P03ttCStS In the 

present study although these tests were conducted In different 

classes. 

To compare the students' learning of HE topics taught in 

traditional fashion and students' learning the same topics In PS-style, 

the tests on topics A and B were conducted before and after the 

teacher-training course in PS. The purpose of using two topics 

rather than one was twofold. First, to provide a wider opportunity in 

order to get more reliable comparisons. Secondo to include more topics 

of HE for the generalisation of the results. By carrying out the tests 

on two different HE topics, It will be easier to generallse results to 

the whole of HE curriculum. Thus, the mean scores of the pretests 

and posttests of both topics were obtained. To Investigate the 

differences between these scores, a t-test was conducted for the 

parallel classes of each teacher separately. 
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Table 6.2 

Summary of results on the mean scores and the t-tests of pre- and 
post-test on topics A and B by teacher. 

Teac. No. of PreA PostA 

No. St/Cl Trad PS 

1 15 21.7 31.7 

2 15 24.8 29.3 

3 11 23.2 28.7 

4 12 25.5 28.3 

5 17 19.3 17.8 

6 10 26.3 33.5 

7 14 21.4 28.9 

8 10 22.8 30.9 

9 16 23.8 30.5 

10 17 21.4 24.7 

11 17 21.1 23.0 

12 27 24.6 30.5 

13 13 23.7 28.0 

14 11 25.4 29.2 

15 12 26.5 32.4 

16 17 20.4 21.2 

T-test PreD PostU T-test 

Sig Trad PS Sig 

27.2 24.4 NS- 

27.4 28.7 NS+ 

23.5 30.7 so* 

NS+ 26.9 30.4 st 

W 24.4 26.4 W 

22.3 29.9 

19.3 26.9 

23.8 29.8 

25.0 31.0 

NS+ 17.2 30.5 so* 

NS+ 23.6 31.0 sss 

23.1 28.8 *** 

18.8 27.9 st, * 

25.5 30.9 

23.7 29.0 

NS+ 24.0 27.8 

----------------------------- 

All All 23.1 27.7 23.4 28.9 

P= < 0.05 (sign. ) (**) Ps < 0.01 (highly sig. ) 
(***) P= < 0.001 (vcry highly sign. ) 
(NS+) = not sign. gain. (NS-) c not sign. loss. 
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The data presented in Table 6.2 show that in test A (nutrition) 

in all between-class comparisons, higher scores were achieved In 

those classes taught after the teachers' period of training evident by 

the higher mean scores of the posttest compared with those of the 

pretest. However, the significance of the difference between pretest 

and posttest scores varied from one teacher's classes to the other. 

For example, for seven of the teachers (1,6,7,9,12,13, and 

15) the t-tests indicate that the differences between students' gain in 

the posttest were very highly significant (Pz < 0.001). In the classes 

of two teachers, 3, and 8, the difference was found to be highly 

significant (p= < o. ol), whereas in teachers 2 and 11 the t-tests show 

that the difference between the mean scores of the pre- and post- 

test was significant (P= < 0.05). only the t-tests made on the mean 

scores for classes of teachers 4,5o 10,11 and 16 show that the gain 

of these groups in the posttest were not significant. These results 

are referred to by NS+ in Table 6.2. Thus, on this test, eleven of the 

sixteen results were in favour of the posttest group with five results 

showing no significant difference. - There was no instance, of the 

pretest group showing a higher score. The t-test that was conducted 

for all teachers' groups indicates that the difference between the 

mean score of the students in the pretest compared with that of the 

POsttest was very highly significant (Ps < 0.000). This confirms that 

the differences between the students' mean scores of pretest A and 

Posttest A were real differences. 

In comparing the mean scores of groups on test B, the data in 

Table 6.2 show that In the first teacher's classes the mean score of 

the pretest was higher than that of the posttest. Nevertheless, the t- 
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test result confirms that such a difference Is statistically not 

significant. 

In the classes of teachers 2 and 5 Table 6.2 shows that 

although students gained In their mean scores on the posttest, the t- 

tests made indicate that these gains were also statistically not 

significant. For the remaining 13 of the 16 groups, the differences 

between the classes ranged from significant to very highly 

significant, all in favour of the classes taught via PS after the In- 

service training course. 

For instance, In the classes of teacher 16 the difference was 

found to be significant. While In classes of teachers 4,6,9 and 14 

the differences were very significant (P= < 0.01). The individual t- 

tests for half of the teachers (teacher 3,7,8,10,110 12,13, and 15) 

indicate that the progress that happened in students' mean scores of 

Posttest B compared with those of the pretest were very highly 

significant. 

As a further check for differences between the groups, a t-test 

on the mean scores for classes of all the teachers was made. The 

result obtained as seen in the Table proves that the difference 

between the mean score of students in pretest D compared with that 

of the posttest was a true difference, a very highly significant one, 

In favour of teachers' training in using methods of PS. 

Based on the results obtained in comparing between groups' 

mean scores, of pretests and posttests on topics A and B9 we can 

conclude that students' mean scores in the posttests, after teachers 

were involved In the In-service training course, were higher than 

those of the pretests, before the conduction of the in-service 

programme in teaching PS. Consequently, we reject the null 
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hypothesis that there is no difference between students taught HE 

topics in PS-style and students taught the same topics in a more 

traditional style In their mean scores of the HE achievement tests. 

The direction of the difference shows that pupils' learning in the 

new-style lessons that incorporate a substantial PS input Is greater 

than in traditional lessons on the same HE topics. 

.4 Comparisons of the Mean Scores of the First Three-Questions on 
Basic HE Between Pre- and Post Tests A and B 

As indicated in earlier chapters, the traditional HE tests 

concentrated on the basic knowledge and skills of 11E. This part was 

tested by question I (recall), question 2 (explanatory) and question 3 

(descriptive). Thus part I of each test represented the traditional HE 

achievement tests on topics A, B and C. The second part of the same 

tests was concentrated on problem-solving. This part was assessed by 

question 4 (synthesizing), question 5 (evaluation) and question 6 

(open-ended). While students mean scores on the whole achievement 

tests were improved after lessons were remodelled to include PS, it 

could be claimed that this improvement may be at the expense of 

students' learning of basic HE provided by the traditional methods. 

In other words, the improvement in the posttest results as a whole 

could be explained as a very large improvement in PS (second part) 

together with a modest fall In students' performance in traditional HE 

(first part). To test for the claim made at the beginning of this 

thesis that there will be no lowering in students' mean scores in the 

traditional part of HE achievement test as a result of PS input, t- 

tests on the mean scores of the first 3 questions (total score = 18) of 

tests A and B were conducted. 
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As seen in Table 6.3 the t-tests show that In comparing the 

mean scores of pretest A with those of the posttest, In twelve of the 

teachers' classes there were true differences In favour of the PS (Le 

Posttest) group. The significance of these differences varies from one 

teacher's groups to another. For example, in the classes of two of 

these teachers (I and 7) the differences were very highly significant 

(P= < 0.001). In the classes of seven of teachers (5,6,8,12,13,14 

and 15) the differences were highly significant (P= < 0.01) while in 

groups of three of the teachers' classes (3,9 and 10) the differences 

were significant (P= < 0.05). 

The t-tests show that although In two of the teachers' classes 

(2 and 11) there were improvements in the mean scores of the 

Posttest, this progress was statistically not significant. Similarly, the 

lowerings in the mean scores of groups of two teachers (4 and 16) 

were found not to be significant. These are referred to by NS- In 

Table 6.2. Thus, there were twelve significant differences in favour of 

the PS group, four cases of no significant difference between the 

groups and no instance in favour of the traditional (non-PS) group. 

Moreover, the t-test conducted on the combined mean scores of 

classes of all the teachers indicates that the difference between the 

scores of pre- and post-test A on the basic HE was very highly 

significant. It'can be concluded that the mean scores of the students 

on the traditional part of posttest A (PS) were higher than those of 

the pretest (traditional methods). 
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Table 6.3 

Summary of the results of the t-test on the mean scores of the first 
3 questions on the basic HE of pre- and post-tests A and B. 

Teac. No. of PreA PostA T-test PreB PostD T-test 

No. St/CI Trd PS Sig Trad PS sig 

1 15 11.8 16.8 13.3 13.1 NS- 

2 15 13.3 14.4 NS+ 14.0 14.0 NS 

3 11 13.5 15.5 14.2 15.5 

4 12 14.2 13.9 NS- 14.7 14.2 NS- 

5 17 09.1 12.2 13.4 13.7 NS+ 

6 10 14.3 16.8 13.9 17.3 

7 14 11.5 14.7 10.3 12.0 

8 10 12.1 16.3 13.9 16.6 

9 16 14.3 16.2 15.1 16.6 NC 

10 17 13.1 11.1 10.0 15.5 *s* 

11 17 12.0 12.3 NS+ 12.6 16.1 

12 27 14.1 15.9 14.0 14.9 NS+ 

13 13 12.7 14.9 09.7 12.4 *** 

14 11 13.3 15.9 15.0 16.7 NS+ 

15 12 14.2 16.5 15.3 16.1 NS+ 

16 17 12.8 11.3 NS- 13.3 14.0 NS+ 

----------------------------- 

All All 13.1 14.1 13.2 14.8 S.. 

(*) P= < 0.05 (**) P= < 0.01 (***) P= < 0.001 
NS+ not sig gain NS- = not sig loss 
NS not sig when no difference was found. 
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In comparing the mean scores of pretest B with those of the 

Posttest, the t-tests conducted indicate that in seven of the parallel 

classes the differences vary from significant to very highly 

significant. These are the groups of teachers 3,6,7,8,10,11 and 
13. In the classes of the other nine teachers the difference were 
found not to be significant whether there was a gain or loss. 

Notwithstanding this, the t-test of the mean scores for all of the 

teachers' classes confirms that the difference between pre- and post- 

test B on the mean scores of the first three questions on traditional 

part that represented the basic HE was very highly significant (P= < 

0.001). 

According to the findings obtained in this Investigation, it 

Could be concluded that we will accept the claim that: there will be 

no lowering In students' mean scores In the HE achievement tests as 

a result of the incorporation of PS. In fact, this result is strongly in 

favour of the introduction of PS methods in teaching HE evident by 

the significant progress that happened for most of the students' 

scores on their posttests after their teachers had planned and taught 

the lessons to include PS. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the improvement of learning HE 

as a result of using methods of teaching PS was not at the expense 

of learning basic HE. Indeed, learning basic HE was improved as a 

result of teaching PS. This is particularly Important since we have 

noted In Chapter Three on the curriculum of HE that the basic 

knowledge of HE is essential for learning CTSs (PS). 
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6.5 Comparisons of the Mean Scores of the Second Three Questions 
on PS Between Pre- and Post-tests A and B 

As a further investigation of students' learning, it was decided 

to compare the mean scores of pretests A and B with those of the 

Posttests on PS questions. These were questions 4 to 6 Included in 

the second part of the tests. Accordingly, t-tests on the mean scores 

of tests A and B for each pair of classes were conducted. The results 

presented In Table 6.4 indicate that In comparing pre- with post-test 

At students of all teachers' classes gained in their mean scores of the 

Posttests. In 14 of the teachers' groupst the t-tests show that these 

gains vary from significant to very highly significant. 

Only in classes of teachers 5 and 14 the gains were found to 

be statistically not significant, which were referred to by NS+ In 

Table 6.4. The t-test made on the mean scores of all teachers classes, 

confirms that the difference between pre- and post-test A, was a 

very highly significant of P= > 0.001. 
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Table 6.4 

Summary of the results of the t-test on the mean scores of the 
second three questions on PS of pre- and post-tests A and 13. 

Teac. No. of PreA PostA T-test PreD Post B T-tcst 

No. S t/cl Trad PS Sig Trad PS Sig 

I is 9.9 14.8 14.1 11.0 

2 15 11.4 14.8 13.3 14.6 

3 11 9.7 13.1 9.2 15.1 

4 12 11.2 14.4 12.1 16.1 

5 17 7.1 8.6 NS+ 11.0 12.7 NS+ 

6 10 12.0 16.7 8.4 12.6 

7 14 9.8 14.2 9.0 14.6 

8 10 10.7 14.6 9.9 13.2 

9 16 9.5 14.2 9.8 14.3 

10 17 8.2 13.6 7.1 15.0 

11 17 9.0 10.7 11.0 14.9 

12 27 10.4 14.6 9.1 13.8 

13 13 11.0 13.0 9.0 15.4 

14 11 12.0 13.3 NS+ - 10.5 14.1 *** 

15 12 12.3 15.8 8.4 12.9 

16 17 7.5 9.9 10.7 13.8 

---------------------------- 

All All 9.9 13.4 *** 10.2 14.0 *** 

(*) P= < 0.05 (sign. ) (**) P= < 0.01 (highly 

sign. ) (***) P= < 0.001 (very highly sign. ) 
NS+ not sign. gain 
(+) in favour of traditional methods 
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In comparing the mean scores of pre- and post-test B, Table 

6.4 shows that like test A, the t-test results indicate that In 14 of 

the 16 teachers' classes the gains vary from significant to very 

highly significant with a majority of the latter. in classes of teacher 

5 the gain in the mean score of the posttest was calculated to be 

statistically not significant. only in the first teacher's classes, was 

there a loss in the mean score of the posttest. Nevertheless, the 

result of the t-test conducted on the mean scores of pre- and post- 

test B for groups of all the teachers fully confirms that the 

difference between the, mean scores of pre- and post- test B was 

very highly significant (P= < 0.001). 

The mean scores for all groups of both posttests A and B were 

far higher than those of the pretests. Clearly, the results obtained in 

the investigation of students learning of PS indicate that teachers 

succeeded in planning and teaching PS lessons that resulted in gains 

of students' achievement. The evidence is reflected by the very 

highly significant gains in the mean scores of posttests A and B, 

which were conducted after the training course in teaching PS. 

Indeed, the t-test results obtained validate the formulated theory 

that has been presented in the methodology chapter which states 

that: after receiving the , specially designed training programme, 

teachers would show they will be effective to teach HE using PS 

approaches and would be confident to plan and Implement PS style 

lessons in their secondary HE classes. 

6.6 Threats to the Validity of the F. xperiment 

Borg and Gall state that: "The scientist in his laboratory may 

rigourously control all the variables in an experiment. However, this 
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is not always possible in studies of human behaviours. 4 This 

argument indicates that in experimental research, there are often 

variables other than the independent ones which may powerfully 
influence the results. These inevitable dangers are known as the 

threats to the validity of the experiments. in this regard, Campbell 

and Stanley explained that the major purpose of experimental design 

is to impose control over conditions that would otherwise cloud the 

true effects on the independent variables upon the dependent 

variables. Important to the present study Is when the authors argue 

that: 

clouding conditions that jeopardise the validity of 
experiments are of greater consequence to the validity of 
quasi experiments (more typical in educational research) 
than to the true experiments In which random assignment 
to treatments occurs and where both treatment and 
measurement can be more adequately controlled by the 
researcher. 8 

Based on the above quoted argument, the researcher decided to 

encompass this section in her thesis. As Identified by Campbell and 

Stanley the threats to the validity. of experiments consists of internal 

and external dangers each of which will be discussed briefly in the 

following sections. 

6.6.1 Threats to the Internal Validity of -the 
r.. xperiment 

Internai validity is concerned with whether the experimental 

treatments do in fact, make a difference in the specific experiments 

under scrutiny. This implies that, the experiment can only be 

Internally valid when the results within Its own confines are credible. 

The threats Identified in this part Include: history, maturation, 

statistical regression, testing, Instrumentation, selection and 

experimental mortality. 
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a) History 

The threat of history is represented by events other than the 

experimental treatments that occur during the time between pretest 

and posttest observation. Such events produce effects that can 

mistakenly be attributed by researchers to differences in treatment. 

This is particularly important when the experimental treatment 

extended over a period of time. This factor could threaten the 

experiment of the present study. As topics A and B were taught and 

tested one after the other before topic C, students could have 

learned PS from the former topics (A & B). This could improve the 

students' scores in the tests of the later topic (C), which given to all 

classe - The researcher admits that students might have gained from 

their previous experiences with PS. Nevertheless, this possibility has 

a weak effect for the following reason. As shown in Diagram 6.1 the 

interval time between the occasions of teaching and testing topics A 

and B according to the PS- style (aftir the training course), 

compared to the teaching and testing topic C (PS) in the present 

study was designed to be a brief one, it was only 15 days. In short, 

history did not constitute a real threat to the internal validity of the 

present experimental study. 

Diagram 6.1 

Summary of the design of the study based on the time factor. 

Teach Pre Train Teach Post Teac & 
Trad Test (PS) (PS) Test Test 

class Topic Topic Topic Topic Topic 
One AABDC 

class Topic Test Topic Test Te/-Ts 
Two BBAA Topic C 

Time/ 10 5 to 5 10 
Day 
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The second reason is based on the fact that the pre- and post- 

test for each topic were conducted on different groups. This means 

there was no chance allowed for the students involved in the 

experimental study to learn from the pretests. In short, history did 

not constitute a real threat to the internal validity of the present 

experimental study. 

b) Maturation and Statistical Regression 

Statistical regression often happens when test-retest produce Is 

used to assess change as an effect of the experimental treatment, the 

Probability exists that statistical regression can occur for observed 

gains in learning. The effect of statistical regression on test scores 

Is that if the same students are tested again, on a similar testo they 

will earn a higher mean score because of statistical regression with 

or without an intervening experimental treatment. Since the pre- and 

Post- tests were conducted on different groups in the present study, 

there was no way of knowing whether the differences in students, 

mean scores reflect a differential statistical regression rather than, 

or in addition to the effect of treatment, the problem-solving method. 

Thus, statistical regression did not jeopardise the Internal validity of 

the Present experimental study. 

Often in the educational research, while the experimental 

treatment is in progress, biological or psychological changes in 

students are likely to occur. For example, they may become stronger, 

more cognitive able, more self-confident and more independent. The 

effect of this factor on the subjects of the experimental study is 

known as maturatJon. As the experimental study of the present 

research was very brief, coupled with the fact that students were at 
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the same grade level, this extraneous variable was not a problem to 

threaten its validity. 

0 Testing 

The threat of testing occurs when pre-tests at the beginning 

of an experiment can produce effects other than those due to 

experimental treatments. Such effects can include sensitizing subjects 

to the true purpose of the experiment and practice effect which 

produce higher scores on posttest measures. This means that the 

procedure of testing could Influence the variable being measured and 

the effect on a subject of having been tested may influence its 

further performance. Although testing could have been a threat to 

the present experimental study, this probability was minimized for the 

following reasons. Firstly, because the pre- and post-tests were 

conducted on different groups. Secondly, because of the fact that no 

real pretests were conducted for all the groups before teaching 

topics A and B according to the traditional style. Indeed, this why it 

has been noted in Chapter Four on the methodology and research 

design that the terms pre- and post-tests used in this study were 

forms of pretests and posttests rather than real ones. Finally, the 

three topics in which the tests were conducted were different. They 

were nutrition education' representing topic A; 'cooking and food 

preparation' representing topic B; and 'sewing and clothing 

construction' representing topic C. Thus, the testing factor had no 

Positive effect on the progress of the mean scores upon the posttests 

d) Instrumentation 

Unreliable tests or instruments can introduce serious errors 

into experiments. With human observers or Judges, error can result 
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from changes in their skills and levels of concentration over the 

course of experiment. In other word, over a period of time, the 

instrument used to investigate an aspect of behaviour may become 

out of date, or the entire technique may become Inappropriate as a 

result of a clearer understanding of the subjects to the theory 

behind the phenomenon being testing. These arguments suggest that 

the time factor as well as the test construction are central to the 

threat of instrumentation. As discussed earlier, the experiment of the 

present study was a brief one. The procedure followed in tests' 

construction discussed in Chapter Four deny the danger of 

instrumentation factor. This Is because of the comprehensive 

consultation conducted in developing the tests which ensured their 

validity. 

e) Selection 

The arguments provided in the effect of selection variable 

confirm that because it is rarely feasible to test an entire population, 

to which it is hoped that the finding may be generalised, It is always 

possible that bias is accounting for results which are being 

attributed to the influence of the independent variables. Bias may be 

introduced as a result of differences In the selection of the subjects 

for the comparison groups or when intact classes are used as 

experimental or control groups. This implies that the effect of 

selection procedures rather than that of the experimental variables 

may bias the result. As the researcher as well as the teachers did 

not employ any selection for the subjects included in the tests' study 

coupled with the fact that each of classes was treated as a control 
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and an experimented group, this factor constituted no contamination 

to the validity of the present quasi experiment. 

f) Experimental Mortality 

The threat of experimental mortality is the loss of subjects that 

often occurs in long-running experiments, which may result in 

confounding the effects of experimental variables, for whereas 

initially the groups may have been randomly selected, the residue 

that says the course is likely to be different from the unbiased 

sample that began It. Similar to the maturation and history, clearly 

experimental mortality is also associated with the Increasing time 

interval between pre- and post-test. For the same reason of the 

short-running of the present experimental study that has been 

discussed earlier, the experimental mortality had no effect, 

whatsoever in threatening its internal validity. 

6.6.2 Threats to the External Validit 

External validity Is the extent to which the findings of an 

experiment can be applied to particular settings. The threats to the 

external validity are likely to limit the degree to which 

generalisations can be made from the particular experimental 

conditions to other populations. This Indicates that, a researcher must 

always question the extent to which his/her results are 

representative and whether results obtained with on set of subject 

can be generalised to the population as a whole. Put it another way, 

the results of an experiment can only be generallseable beyond the 

confines of this particular experiment when It is externally valid. Six 

factors that can jeopardise the external validity to experiments have 

then been Identified by Campbell and Stanley. They include: 
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a) Failure to Describe Independent Variables Explicitly 

The threat of this variable Is that unless independent variables 

are adequately described by the researcher, future replications of 

the experimental conditions are practically Impossible. Since the major 

variables are fully defined in the tests' study this threat did not 

cloud its external validity. 

b) Lack of Representativeness and Target Population 

Whilst the subjects involved in the experiment may be 

representative of an available population, they may not be 

representative of population to which the experimenter seeks to 

generalise his/her findings. This means that the sample of the study 

should be representative of Its population in order to generalise the 

findings. Once again, the full definition provided for the sample of 

the present study, which indicated that the tested groups were 

secondary HE students of Omdurman secondary school HE teachers 

who participated in the in-service training course in teaching PS, 

denies the threat of this factor. 

C) Hawthorne Effect 

The literature reviewed for this variable asserts that Hawthorne 

effect often occurs when researchers perform experiments to 

determine th& effectiveness of innovative educational practices. In 

explaining the threat of this factor Borg and Call report the 

following: 

This effect Is produced where subjects of the experiment 
become aware that they are participating In an 
experiment. Consciously or unconsciously subjects may 
change their behaviour to conform to the behaviour 
which they feel the experiment is looking for. The effect 
may not be noticed In the cause of an experiment. 
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However, should a replication study be carried out and 
the effect not apply, then quite different results may be 
obtained. 9 

This indicates that Hawthorne effects threaten to contaminate 

experimental treatments in educational research when subjects realise 

their role in the experiment. The effects of the Hawthorne variable 

suggest that it could have had threatened the external validity to the 

experiment of the present study. This is because from the beginning, 

teachers were informed that the purpose of the study was to find out 

the difference between teaching specific topics of HE using their own 

methods and teaching the same topics using PS approaches on 

students' learning. Thus, it could be claimed that improvement in the 

mean scores of the posttests on topics A and B is due to the effect 

of teachers' enthusiasm on return from the in-service course, rather 

than the treatment of teaching HE using the PS methods. The 

researcher agrees that this factor very likely had a positive effect in 

teachers' way of teaching particularly the teaching of earlier lessons 

that carried out immediately after the in-service course. However, she 

would argue that this possibility was not responsible for all pre-post 

test differences. The reason is reflected by the results of the t-tests 

obtained for classes of all teachers in tests A and B which are found 

to be very highly significant (Pz < 0.001) compared with the positive 

effect of teachers' enthusiasm. Thus, the probability of having a 

Positive effect of teachers' enthusiasm in the improvement of 

students' mean scores of posttests If It were found would be very 

minor. It can then be concluded that at least the greater part of the 

improvement that happened to the students in their mean scores of 

the poSttests can only be attributed to the methods of problem- 

solving. 
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d) Inadeguate Operationalisiniz of Dependent Variables 

With regard to the above threat, it has been discussed by the 

authors that dependent variables that the experimenter 

operationalises must have validity in the non-experimental setting to 

which he/she wishes to generalise his/her results. This suggests that 

the researcher should operate dependent variables that are 

representative to the population or setting of his/her study In order 

to generalise the findings. This threat was carefully tackled by the 

full definition of the major variables of the present study. 

e) Sensitizing to ExPerimental Conditions 

The data reviewed for this threat Indicate that in some 
instances the pretest may act as part of experimental treatments and 

thus effect the research results. For example, as with threats to the 

Internal validity, pretests may cause changes in the subjects' 

sensitivity to the experimental variables and thus cloud the true 

effects of the experimental treatment. As far as the present study Is 

concerned, the conduction of the pretests on groups that were 

different from those of the posttests refutes the threat of this factor. 

In fact, the avoidance of this threat was one of the important reasons 

for choosing the present design. 

f) Interaction Effects of Extraneous Factors and Experim2ntal 
Treatments 

All of the above threats to the external validity represent 

interaction of various clouding factors with treatments. Interaction 

effects may also arise as a result of any or all of the above factors 

identified under the section on threats to Internal validity. This 

suggests that all of the factors included as threats to the validity of 
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experiments make It nearly impossible to operate out the effects of 

the experimental variables. It also suggests that with a careful 

precaution, such threats could be minimized. 

6.7 Summary 

This chapter has described the purpose and the theory for 

conducting the tests in the present study. The sample of the study 

is represented by the students included in the parallel classes of the 

sixteen teachers who had been trained in teaching PS. For the 

assessment of the students' academic achievement In 11E, three 

achievement tests (A, B and C) were conducted. These tests Included 

an equal number of traditional as well as PS questions. Tests A and D 

were Conducted on two different occasions, before and after the 

course as forms of pre- and post-tests to compare between the 

groups. Test C was conducted to investigate for possible in-between 

class differences. 

Analysis of variance using a two-tailed t-test was conducted to 

investigate whether there were differences between classes. 

The t-test results made on the mean scores of test C for each 

teacher separately showed no significant difference for 15 of the 16 

teachers' groups. The same test conducted on the combined mean 

scores for all teachers also showed no significant difference between 

the classes. These results support the claim that the classes of each 

teacher were parallel. Thus, It was not necessary to use covariate 

analysis. 

The very highly significant differences (Pa < 0.001) obtained by 

the t-test conducted on the mean scores of tests A and B for all 

teachers' classes and also for overwhelming majority of the separate 
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teacher by teacher comparisons, falsifies the null hypothesis that 

there Is no difference between students learning of HE lessons taught 

in the PS-style and students learning the same topics in a more 

traditional fashion in their mean scores of the HE achievement tests. 

The direction of this rejection Is In favour of the PS groups. 

The very highly significant difference (p z< 0.001) obtained 

from the t-test made on the mean scores of all groups In the 

tradition& questions that concentrate on the traditional part of basic 

HE verifies the claim that: there will be no lowering In students' 

mean scores in the HE achievement tests as a result of a substantial 

PS input. 

Like the basic HE, the t-tests conducted on the mean scores of 

the second part on PS revealed a very highly significant difference 

between the pre- and post-tests A and D for classes of all teachers. 

This result verifies the formulated theory stated for this study that 

after receiving the specially designed training-Programme, teachers 

would be confident to teach HE topics using PS approaches and would 

be confident to plan and implement PS-style lessons in their 

secondary HE lessons. it also reinforces the validity of the in-service 

course in teaching PS. The point is that the success of teachers in 

doing so, is reflected by the results of the students achieved in the 

Posttests. Thus, It could be concluded that teachers were effective in 

teaching PS in their HE classes. 

As a result of the discussion about the threats to the validity 

of experimental research, It has been concluded that history, testing, 

instrumentation and llawthorne effect were unlikely to be serious 

threats to the validity of the present experimental study. Against 

these threats the researcher has argued that the short-running 
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experimental research, the very highly significant t-test results 

obtained in all teachers' classes on the posttests (after the 

conduction of the in-service course), the use of different topics and 

the conducting of pretests on different groups than the posttests, 

are all conditions that minimize these threats. It has been explained 

that the threats to the validity are quite small in comparison with the 

strong effects obtained. Thus, she concluded that at least a great 

deal of the improvement achieved by the students on their mean 

scores of the posttests can only be associated with the new methods 

Of teaching PS. It was also concluded that the consistency of the 

findings obtained across all the 16 teachers is in favour of the in- 

service trafnfniz programm and the use of Problem-solving methods 

In teaching home economics. 

Based on the encouraging results obtained in the tests' study, 

the researcher hopes to generallse the training of all Sudanese 

secondary HE teachers in using PS method In teaching their HE 

lessons in all their classes. The application of this would include both 

technical and academic schools for girls In urban and rural areas. 
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Chapter- Seven 

The Diary Study 

7.1 Background to Diary Research 

Collecting information about actual classroom practices is one of 

the more important parts of curriculum evaluation and research on 

teaching. In conducting investigations of classroom practices, direct 

observation and questionnaires have been commonly employed as 

methods of educational research. Recently, many rescarchers have 

found that each of these approaches suffers serious limitations. For 

example, In criticising the use of these two methods Tamir argues 

that: 

Direct observations are very expensivet even when one 
wishes to procure a representative sample of lessons of a 
single teacher and certainly so as one purports to 
characterize the instruction pertaining to a particular 
curriculum. They require observers who need careful 
training and the kind of Information obtained greatly 
depends on the bias of the Instruments used and/ or of 
the observer's Interpretation of the observed situations. 
Although the use of questionnaires is relatively 
inexpensive, the results obtained with them tend to 
provide general and idealistic views which are highly 
susceptible to social desirability. 1 

Accordingly, the development of the idea of some form of 

teacher-reported diary study has been advocated by many 

researchers as an alternative to direct clas3room observation or 

questionnaires. Tamir designed the Self-lesson Report Form (SLRF) 

instrument in an aim to collect information about classroom 

transactions In Israeli secondary schools. One purpose of his study 

was "to Illustrate the kinds of information that can be obtained 

through the use of SLRF using the example of science teaching. 4 
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Similarly, Stewart argues that observation and self-recording 

using a diary are "Likely to be more reliable than self-estimate, and 

also have the advantage that they can show variations in how 

individuals spend their time., 3 in comparing the diary method with 

observationt the author pointed out the following advantages of the 

former approach: 4 

a) It Is less time-consuming, less expensive and much less 
restricted In locality. 

b) The length'of study Is less restricted; with observation the 
longer the periodo the fewer the number of people that 
can be studied. 

c) Classification is made by those who know what they are 
doing. For some types of analysis the observer would 
have to ask them to explain their actions. 

d) All time can be recorded, whereas an observer may be 
excluded from confidential discussions. 

In a recent survey conducted by Moore, the researcher 

designed a structured diary-like instrument study entitled the Lesson 

Diary Report Form (LDRF). The objective of the development of this 

instrument was to facilitate teachers' reporting of computer studies 

lesson in some English secondary schools. The form was then broken 

down to collect data about the location and duration of lesson, the 

style of lesson, the use of resources, homework assignment and the 

time distribution of lesson activity. In conducting his study, Moore 

argued that "the results of the diary study demonstrate that the 

LDRF collected significant and reliable information about the teaching 

Of computer lesson studies for 16 year old pupils. "5 

Based on the above arguments put forward by researchers in 

favour of the use of the diary Instrument. a diary study, the Post 

Lesson Diary Report Form (PLDRF) was designed by the researcher of 

the present study to collect data from teachers about their 
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implementation of PS lessons. The reason for developing a new diary 

instrument, rather than adopting those already been developed by 

previous researchers is attributed to the unsuitability of the 

instruments to HE. For instance, In Moore's studyq the LDRF was 

designed to collect data on computer studies, which is a totally 

different subject from HE. Thus, It. was found necessary for the 

researcher to devise her own instrument that matches with her 

subject as well as other resources available in her home country. 

The aim of the PLDRF survey was to discover to what extent 

PS lessons were implemented In HE classes. It was hoped that 

information about how teachers teach PS-style lessons could be of 

use In the development of Sudanese secondary HE education. Most of 

the Items Included In the PLDRF were structured so that the teacher 

had to select and tick the appropriate option. In this manner, 

information was obtained on: 

- Lesson duration. 

- Lesson-type. 

- Resources used. 

- Homework. 

- Teacher lesson -satisfaction. 

- Teachers' view on student lesson-satisfaction. 

- Lesson activities. 

Copies of Arabic and English versions of the Post Lesson Diary 

Report Form are presented in appendix 13. 

7.2 Validity and Reliability of-the Instrument 

The content-validity of the diary instrument was ascertained 

through an in-depth consultation made with two lecturers in the 
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School of Education at Ifull University. Similar consultation was also 

carried out in Sudan with three lecturers in the Faculty of 

Education, including an expert In 11E. These two teams examined the 

categories of the diary and found them to be adequate descriptors of 

HE classroom Interactions. The final diary was based on simple 

elements that could be clearly explained to the teachers. Through this 

procedure, content-validity was obtained. 

The reliability of the data was significantly enhanced by the 

fact that teachers were asked to relate their responses to one 

particular lesson at a time, rather than to make generalisation3 for 

their teaching as a whole. The clear items Included in the PLDRF aids 

the reliability too. This Is because teachers clearly understood the 

items they were asked about before providing their responses. 

7.3 Administration of the PLT)RFs 

Three copies of the diary PLDRF were given to each of the 

sixteen teachers on the last day of the in-service training course in 

teaching PS. Respondents were asked to complete one copy of the 

PLDRF after teaching each of the three lessons they had planned 

during the course. Because the researcher had developed Systematic 

contact with the teachers in their schools throughout the research, 

all 48 PLDRFs were returned. All the forms were usable and the items 

were analysed for frequencies. The results obtained are presented In 

Tables 7.5 to 7.10. 

7A Lesson Duration 

In all the returned PLDRFst teachers reported that In teaching 

each of the three lessons, they had a double-period totalling 90 

minutes. Thus, the same length of time was provided for all students 
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In learning the three PS topics. This finding permits easier 

generalisation of other results of this study. 

7.5 Lesson-Type 

The PLDRF listed six lesson-types from which the teacher was 

asked to choose one type that best described the lesson that had 

Just been taught. A seventh categoryt "Other- please describe" was 

also included in the forms. The results arc presented in Table 7.1. 

Table 7A 

Summary of the teachers' choice of lesson-type arranged by number 
and percentage. 

Less Lesson-type Description NO M 
Type 
I Teacher tal ks/d emon st rates; 2 4.2 

Pupils observe/listen. 
2 Teacher tal ks/d emonst rates; 8 16.7 

pupils do some talking/ 
demonstration. 

3 Teacher asks questionst 3 6.3 

pupils answer these 
questions. 

4 Pupils express ideas/ 4 8.3 
thoughts; teacher listens. 

5 Pupils pursue PS, teacher 27 56.3 

guides class by questioning. 
6 Class debate/discussion. 4 8.3 
7 Other 0 0.0 

Table 7.1 shows that some lesson-types were comparatively 

rare. Four types of lesson denoted in the Table as numbers It 3,4 

and 6 together account for less than 30%. As might be expected, the 

use of lesson-type 5 obtained the highest response frequency, this 

type alone accounting for more than 55% or the sampled lessons. The 
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use of lesson-type 2, which accounted for more than 15%, followed. 

These results indicate that the predominance of teacher3' talking and 

demonstration In HE classes, discussed in Chapter Three had begun 

to be abandoned in teaching PS lessons. This can clearly be seen in 

the low response rate (4.2%) given to the first lesson-type, Tencher 

tal k/d emon st ration, pupils observe/listen. 

As seen in Table 7.1t teachers did not use the category "Other" 

to record any lesson type. This indicates that the respondents were 

satisfied to use the lesson activities included In the list. In shorto in 

the teachers' view, the typical lesson-type used In teaching the PS- 

style lessons was: Pupils pursue PS, teacher Ruldes classb 

questioninR. 
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7.6 Resources 

Information about teachers' and pupils' use of resources in PS- 

lessons Is summarised in Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2 

Summary of the resources used by the teachers and students. 

No. Resource Description Frequency 

T 01 Sewing machine 1 2.1 
T 02 Food Items 0 0.0 
T 03 Textbook 0 0.0 
T 04 Published materials 0 0.0 
T 05 Kitchen equipment 0 0.0 
T 06 Patterns 5 10.4 
T 07 Garments 1 2.1 
T 08 Hand needles 1 2.1 
T 09 Posters 4 8.3 
T 10 Diagrams 1 2.1 
T 11 Written handouts 0 0.0 
T 12 Chalk and board 47 97.9 
Other 0 0.0 
----------------MM- 

P 01 Sewing machines 1 2.1 
P 02 Food items 0 0.0 
P 03 Kitchen equipment 7 14.6 
P 04 Garments 1 2.1 
P 05 Hand needles 1 2.1 
P 06 Patterns 4 8.3 
P 07 Pens and notebooks 39 81.3 
Other 0 0.0 

T =teacher's resource Pa pupils' resource. 

The data in Table 7.2 show that in PS lessons, teachers rarely 

used resources other than chalk and board. Indeed, none of the 

resources numbered o2 to 05 was used by the teachers throughout 

their three lessons. This finding verifies the claim made In Chapter 

Three that, apart from a few simple teaching materials such as 
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posters, only board and chalk were available for teaching 11E. The 

absence of textbooks confirms the urgent need for a fully-developed 

curriculum and accompanying texts. It can, then, be concluded that 

most information in HE classes was taken from the teachers. This 

finding highlights the great importance of providing a wider range of 

teaching materials in HE classes. This is particularly true since we 

noted earlier in this thesis that HE is a practical field that requires 

students to carry out learning activities. The lack of reources also 

restricts the use of some methods of teaching critical thinking skills 

for example, Reading. 

The information about pupils' use of resources shown In Table 

7.2 indicates that although seven resources were listed, their use, 

with the exception of kitchen equipment, was low. Once again, this 

finding supports the claim that, as with the teachers, resources were 

not available for the students in their HE lessons. The high 

frequency of the answers given to the seventh resource in the list, 

fully confirms earlier claims that almost the only resource used by 

students throughout HE lessons are pens and notebooks. 
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7.7 Homework 

in this part of the form, teachers were asked to circle the 

alternative that best described the homework set. Table 7.3 shows the 

results obtained. 

Table 7.3 

Summary of homework assignment set by teachers. 

Homework Homework Description No 

I Reading from textbook 00 

2 Writing notes/def 06 

3 Revising/learning 26 

4 Writing answers to qu 02 

5 Open enq/search for Info 07 

6 Making/neediework. prod 01 

7 None 06 

0.0 

12.5 

54.2 

4.2 

14.6 

2.1 

12.5 

Table 7.3 shows that the first category, Reading from textbook 

received no responses. This result Is further support for the claim 

that no HE textbooks are available for students to use in schools, 

which in turn, restricts homework reading activities. This finding 

again suggests that In the development of HE education. the issue of 

resources should be given priority. Bevisloo was the most common 

homework type, assigned for more than half of the lessons. pren 

enquiry/search for information was used as a homework for about 15% 

of the lessons, indicating that teachers had begun to Involve their 

students actively in collecting relevant data and information by 

themselves, rather than simply giving them such data. This finding is 
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considerable importance If we remember that the collection of data by 

students Is a crucial step In their learning of PS skills. 

7.8 Teacher Lesson - Satisfaction 

For each of the three lessons, teachers were asked to rate 

their own level of satisfaction on a five point scale. The data 

collected were analysed In terms of frequency distribution based on 

number and percentage. The results are presented In Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 

Summary of teachers' level of lesson-satisfaction. 

Level of Teacher Lesson-Satis faction 

IfIgh or SlUghtly Above Average Rather Below Low 
V. High Average Average Dis 

(1) 

N. 36 

% 75 23 

I 

2 

Table 7.4 shows the level of teachers' le3son-satisfaction was 

generally high, evident by the three-quarters of the responses given 

to this category. Satisfaction was above average (rating 2) for more 

than one-fifth of the lessons. This means that 98% of the answers 

were grouped under Iligh/Very Ilfgh and Slightly Above Average 

categoriesq while only for one lesson was the degree of satisfaction 

found to be only Average (rating 3). No rating was reported at the 

lower end of the scale. it is encouraging to conclude that teachers 

were highly satisfied with using PS methods in teaching HE after 

only a brief experience provided in the in-service training course. 
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7.9 Student Lesson-Satisfaction 

Using the same scale, teachers were also a3ked to estimate 

their students' level of satisfaction with each of the lessons taught. 

These data were also analysed using a simple description based on 

frequency of use. The results are shown In Table 7.5. 

UbLle M 

Summary of students' level of satisfaction estimated by their 
teachers. 

Level of Students' Lesson- Satisfaction 

High or Slightly Above Average Rather Below Low 
V. High Average Average Dis 

(1) 

42 5 

88 10 2 

As seen in Table 7.5, the level of students' lesson-satis faction 

as estimated by their teachers was very high. Indeed, nearly 90% of 

the lessons were rated under the category High or Very Ifigh. 

Satisfaction was Above Average for five of the lessons, while only for 

one lesson, was satisfaction estimated to be Average. It may be 

observed that, as with the teachers' Ualet no answer was given to 

categories 4 and 5. Hence, it is Interesting to conclude that teachers' 

estimation of their students' level of satisfaction was high. In fact, 

this is one of the most Important findings of the present study, since 

it was stated in Chapter Three that students used to be dissatisfied 

with HE lessons because they believed that the subject is only 

chosen by the low achievers. Taking Into account that this previous 
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perception was associated with the use of traditional methods in 

teaching HE, the new finding should encourage teachers to use PS 

approaches in teaching the subJect. 

7.10 Lesson Activities 

At the end of each PLDRF, eighteen teaching and learning 

activities, plus a nineteenth category, "Other- please name" were 

listed. Respondents were asked to check more than one column If the 

same activity was used more than once for the reported lesson. 

Teachers' use of the activities is summarlsed In Table 7.6. 
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Table 7.6 

Summary of the teachers' use of the teaching/learning activities. 

No. Lesson Activity FSTN Fq 

01 T explains PS process 25 13 05 02 43 

02 T poses questions for class 07 27 06 02 40 

03 T writes alternatives 02 14 22 09 38 

04 T dictates notes 03 08 30 07 41 

05 T asks individuals quest. 09 10 17 10 36 

06 T listens to students ideas 05 18 22 10 45 

07 T asks for a final decision 00 05 36 04 41 

08 T asks to evaluate alternt. 00 01 38 07 39 

09 T requires writing notes 00 04 13 29 17 

10 T requires copying notes 00 10 13 26 23 

11 T stands in front of class 30 09 01 08 40 

12 P make notes from textbooks 00 00 00 41 00 

13 P read from textbooks 00 00 00 43 00 

14 P lead discussion alone 01 06 04 34 11 

15 P ask each other questions 00 it 13 22 24 

16 P work out a problem togeth 03 20 15 07 38 

17 P use other resources 00 04 11 24 15 

18 Class discussions/debates 01 09 27 08 37 

19 Other activity 00 00 00 00 00 

Total number of lesson activities used a 529. 
Fs S and T show use of activ. in the first, second 
& third part of lesson. Nz not used Fqz frequency 
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The data in the Table show how each activity was used In the 

first M, second (S) and third (T) part of the reported lesson. A 

fourth column, not used (N) was also included in the list to allow 

teachers to indicate if the activity was not used. 

As seen In Table 7.6 the frequency of use of the activities 

numbered 01 to 08,11,16, and IS Is approximately the same at about 

40 Instances each. Activity number 06, teacher listens to students' 

Ideas andthoughts was most frequently used. This finding Is 

Important because It indicates that, contrary to what has happened In 

the past In these lessons, teachers provided time for students to 

talk. Indeed, the data show that an important dimension of expressing 

thoughts and Ideas in developing PS skill was greatly Involved in 

teaching the remodelled lessons. 

The Table shows that activities numbers 12, Pupils 
-mnke--notes 

from the textbooks, (N=41) and 13, Pupils read from-the textbooks, 

(N=43) were not used at any time in any of the reported lessons. 

Again, this finding fully supports teachers' earlier answers that 

textbooks were not used as a teaching/ learning resource throughout 

the Ps lessons. 

With regard to the lesson activity. Tencher explains PS Process 

the high frequency of answers were given to the first (25) and 

second (13) parts of the lesson. on the contrary, lessons activities 

such as: Teacher writes alternative, Teitcherask,. s for a final-decisfon, 

and Teacher asks to evaluate activities were frequently used in the 

last part of the lessons. These findings Indicate that teachers apply 

the method of PS correctly, as discussed in the in-3ervice training 

sessions. 
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Class 
-discussions and debates that encouraged by the 

designers of the problem-solving methods and also by the researcher 

in the In-service course, was a frequently (37) used activity. This 

result is in favour of the validity and usefulness of the in-servicc 

course. 

7.11 Discussion 

Obtaining a description of the actual lesson-type was the most 

challenging and perhaps the most important task of the PLDRF. This 

is because it sought to get a complete description of what actually 

happened in the reported lesson. Moreover, the data had to permit 

useful generalisations about teaching PS, beyond the mere description 

of a single lesson. In this regard, the results obtained indicate that 

leacher-stu ent interaction seemed to be a common teaching activity 

In PS classes. 

Although teachers' use of chalk and board, was widespreadt the 

use of other resources was rare. Similarly, few examples were found 

of students' use of resources other than pens and notebooks. These 

two results indicate that resources did not constitute a major feature 

Of the teaching/learning of PS lessons. The lack of resources could 

also restrict the implementation of other approaches of teaching CTSs 

such as laboratory work, writing and reading. 

The survey has shown that only about one-tenth of the classes 

received no homework assignment for the three lessons. It also shows 

that when homework was set it was most likely to be 

Revising/learniniz, Open enquiry/seArch for Information or W-1-ritins 

notes/definitions. The absence of involvement of any reading 

assignment fully supports the TR 11 result shown in Table 7.2 that 

. 
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no written handouts were given to the students to read in learning 

the three topics. 

Teachers were very satisfied with their PS lessons and they 

believed they achieved the same level of satisfaction for their 

students regarding HE lessons planned according to the PS-style. 

This finding is very important since these variables are considered 

the key to the successful development of PS skills In learning 11E. 

The results obtained with regard to lesson activity indicate 

that most of the teachers had followed the method of teaching PS 

provided In the in-service programme. The chief evidence for this 

claim is found In the result of the first activity, Teacher-explains PS 

Process, where the highest frequency of the responses was for the 

first and second parts of the lessons. This finding is in agreement 

with the PS method that encourages the use of this activity in the 

early stages of PS-style lessons. Further evidence is provided by the 

pattern of use of the following activities: TeAcher-writes alternatives, 

Teacher asks for a final decision, and Teiicherajýs to 
--evnlunt 

alternatives. These activities were most frequently used in the final 

part of the lessons, confirming that most teachers had Implemented 

PS as it is desired by the designers of the PS method and offered in 

the In-service course. Since cln,; s discussions/ debates obtained a 

high frequency of 37 uses throughout the lessons, It Is reasonable to 

expect that these activities would lead to meaningful PS learning. The 

point is that In the format of teaching PS, discussions and debates 

were identified as central teaching/learning activities. This result 

matches the low use of resources in lessons. 

One of the most encouraging findings In the diary study was 

that a few days of in-service training in teaching PS can positively 
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change the teachers' habit of using traditional methods in teaching 

11E. The finding is consistent with the claim that the practice of 

teaching of HE through traditional methods only, was mainly 

attributable to the lack of teacher training in more advanced 

methods. 

In a general comment on the diary study, the researcher 

believes that there should be limited observation to confirm teachers' 

use of the diary form (PLDRF). Alsot it would interesting to use the 

diary form to compare other teachers' activities before and after the 

attending of an In-service training course. Moreoverg as teachers 

become more accustomed to the using of PS methods, the categories 

of lesson-type and perhaps, the pattern of lesson-activity could be 

refined. 

7.12 Summary 

The major purpose of the diary study was to obtain information 

on how far PS teaching ideas had been implemented In the HE 

classes. Thus, the structured PLDRF was developed to collect 

descriptive information about the lesson duration, lesson-type, 

resources used, homework assignment, teacher IC3son-satisfaction, 

student lesson-satis faction and lesson activities. 

The content-validity of the data was ensured by the Intensive 

consultation conducted with the two teams of the Universities of Ifull 

and Khartoum. Reliability and validity were achieved by the fact that 

teachers were asked to relate their responses to one particular lesson 

at a time, rather than to make generalisation for the series of 

lessons. The data presented in Table 7.6 shows that in teaching their 
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PS remodelled lessons, teachers were approximately consistent with 

the PS methods provided In the training programme. 

The pattern of teachers' use of the lesson activities Indicates 

that they had implemented the major features of the method of 

teaching PS correctly. 
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Chapter Elitht 
Teachers' opinions-About the-In-service courficand the 

Teaching of Problem-Solvinit-in Home Economics 

This chapter presents teachers' opinions about the In-service 

training course and the teaching of home economics using problem- 

solving method. The data of the chapter were collected by means of 

interviews and questionnaires. The chapter consists of two parts, 

Part one presents the analysis of the interviews and Part Two 

presents the analysis of the questionnaire study. 

Part One 
Analysis of the-Tnterviews 

The interview investigation was planned to explore Sudanese 

secondary HE teachers' opinions about teaching PS In their classes. 

To this end the sixteen teachers who participated In the in-service 

course on teaching PS were Interviewed. The teachers' views were 

sought on several aspects of their experience with teaching PS in HE 

classes. As has been indicated in Chapter Four, these aspects were 

the: 

a) Enjoyment of their experience with PS methods. 

b) Impact of PS on the way they will teach 11E. 

C) Necessity and the role of teaching PS in 11E. 

d) Participation of Ps Input In planning HE lessons and in 

solving Sudanese family problems associated with IIE. 

e) Effectiveness of PS in the students' learning of 11E. 

To gain information from the teachers, A semi-structured 

interview technique that Included 7 major questions with probes was 

used. Copies of English and Arabic versions of the Interview schedule 
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are presented In Appendix C. Opportunity for comment by the 

Interviewees was also provided. 

8.1 Analysis Procedures of the Interviews 

The interviews were first written In Arabic and then translated 

into English. Descriptive analysis in terms of frequencies (numbers 

and percentages) was conducted. As the respondents gave a wide 

range of responses to many of the questions they were asked, these 

responses have been categorised by the researcher. In reporting the 

interviews, only the names of the categories are mentioned. Examples 

of the answers given to each of the categories that received the 

majority (50% or more) of the responses are Included in this chapter. 

The teachers' comments are presented. 

Q la: Having participated In the in-service course on teaching PS In 

HE, what did you enjoy most? and Why? 

The opening question of the conversation was on the teachers' 

enjoyment of the in-service course. To this question all the teachers 

answered that they had enjoyed the course, providing 50 answers. 

The responses obtained have been grouped under five statements 

composed by the researcher as covering the reasons for the teachers' 

enjoyment. The first one was that: the-methods of PS Provided a 

, good opportunity for discussion. 
-sharing- 

different viewmint3 and 

debate. All the respondents Indicated this. The second statement# Jbi 

In-service training course on 
- 

teAching-PS-was uiefyl, sums up the 

opinions given by half of the respondents (50 %). An example of these 

answers was: "Excellent planning and implementation of the In-3arvice 

course. " Teachers' outcome of tbe--in-service oqur-, se represents the 

third opinion, which ten responses (62.5%) gave. Some of the answers 
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given to this statement were: "Break in the routine of being In 

schools continuously since recruitment. " ; and "Discussing issues of 

common concern and interest. " 

Lesson Planning and test construction represents the fourth 

group of opinions offered by half the teacher-Interviewees (50%). 

Examples of these opinions were: "Deep thinking about lesson 

Planning, collecting enough data about the planned lesson and 

developing the skills of analysis. " ; "Abandonment of the habit of 

sticking to what Is in the textbook or the traditional curriculum as 

well as the routine of preparing notes to dictate to students. " ; and 

"Improvement of test construction". The fifth group of answers come 

under the heading: implications for students In-the classrooms,. Some 

of the answers Included: "Stimulation of learning In the classroom. " 

and "Elimination of the feeling of hesitancy or failure. " Similarly to 

the second group, eight teachers (50%) responded with this point. 

Q. 1b: What part did you enjoy least? 

In answering this question all the sixteen teachers interviewed, 

(100%) agreed that they had highly enjoyed all parts of the course. 

Q. 2a: Was There any part that You would have liked to be longer? 

In reply to this question all of the respondents agreed that the 

whole course needed to be longer. The reasons they gave included: 

First, to-identify more problems-in 11E. This reason was provided by 

two teachers (12.5%). Second, to Practise -more-PS 
Around this reason 

eleven answers (68.8 %) were clustered. Third, to lfsten--to_mor 

viewpoints. This reason was given by three respondents (18.6%). To 

Jearn more methods similar to-PS was the fourth reason provided by 

four respondents (25%). 
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Q. 2b: Was there any part you think should have been shorter? 

To this question all the teachers, (100%) answered that they 

would not have liked any part of the course to be shorter. 

Q. 2c: Had you ever used PS approaches in teaching HE before this 

in-service course? 

In answering this question, fourteen respondents (87.5%) 

answered that they had had no experience with teaching PS before. 

Two teachers (12.5%) explained that they had encountered PS as a 

general method of teaching during their college education. 

Nevertheless, these respondents admitted that they had not been 

trained in teaching PS in the context of HE before the In-service 

course. They confirmed that they had never used It in their teaching 

before. 

Q. 3a: To what extent do you favour/not favour teaching PS as a 

means of promoting CT In HE? 

A total of 28 answers were given to this question in which, all 

the teachers indicated that they favoured teaching PS to a great 

extent. The reasons they provided to explain their answers were 

grouped Into three major Ideas. The first one was that: PS-Is an Ideal 

method_f6_r teaching HE. This was affirmed by thirteen respondents 

(81.3%). Among the answers provided were that "PS process is clear 

for teachers to Implement" ; "It provides an opportunity for teachers 

to estimate the extent to which their lessons have been understood" ; 

"It provides a good opportunity for teachers to better understand 

their students' background, which will help in solving students' 

individual or family problems" ; and that "PS is appropriate for 

teaching HE and within the existing schools' limitations. " The second 
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idea, around which ten answers (62.5%) were grouped was that: PS 

will enhance students' -learning of HE. One of the answers given to 

this idea was that "PS helped students to think seriously about 

problems In the context of HE and to better understand the content 

of this subject. " 

The third idea was that: PS approaches disclose the dally-life 

Problems of students as well as those of -teachers, 
This idea was 

supported by five teachers (31.3%). It represents the smallest group 

of the answers given to this question. 

Q. 3b What do you think the Impact of PS will be on the way you 

teach HE? 

In reply to this question all the respondents expressed their 

firm Intention to continue using PS in teaching HE. They explained 

their satisfaction with PS approaches since they had Implemented 

them in teaching their first lessons. The 45 answers provided were 

grouped under five headings. The first one pertained to: teetching PS 

In the classroom. On this topic all of the Interviewees (100%) gave 

answers. Some of these answers included: "PS 13 an advanced and 

satisfactory method In teaching HE in the classroom" ; "PS banished 

the silence and routine that had characterised HE C1433es" I and "PS 

facilitated the transmission of knowledge and understanding to 

students In the classroom. " The second heading represented students' 

learning of PS. To this group thirteen respondents (81.3%) argued 

that PS skills develop students learning of 11E. Some of the points 

they made were that: "PS enabled students to think about solving 

problems in HE as well as In other subjects. " and that "PS stimulated 

and encouraged students' learning of PS skills. " The third group of 

opinions concerned the development-of lesson-Planning and--Procedure 
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of assessment. This heading covered the responses of four teachers 

(25%). The feasibility of teaching PS in HE in terms of the available 

limitations and funding of the schools. represented the fourth 

heading of the answers provided, under which four responses (25%) 

were grouped. Finally, half of the teachers (50%) gave answers that 

fell under the fifth heading, which concerned the positive implications 

of teachinR PS in HE In the Sudanese 
-societ . An example of these 

answers was that: ITS is useful In solving bitter problems currently 

existing in Sudanese society. " 

Q. 3c Do you think that PS is necessary in teaching 11E, and if so, 

why? 

In responding to this question, all the teachers argued that PS 

Is necessary for teaching IIE, and provided a total of 34 reasons. 

These reasons have been grouped by the researcher under five 

statements. The first one Is that: PS Is 
- necessitry - 

for izenerating 

discussion about problems and searching for-alternative. s. On this 

statement half the interviewees were agreed. An example of the 

responses given was that: "PS Is necessary in teaching HE because It 

provides an opportunity for students to discuss problems openly. " 

The second statement was that: teaching-PS In JJE- deals-with the 

-realities of Sudanese fa . This statement represented the largest 

agreement- that of ten teachers (62.5%). Among the reasons provided 

in explaining this statement were that teaching PS in HE is necessary 

because: "it simply means fostering the skills for confronting 

problems that exist in Sudanese famWcs" ; "It will encourage the 

students to think about alternatives regarding their family problems 

In terms of priorities" ; "it will enable students to think seriously 

about solving other problems outside the classroom" ; and "ps is 
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appropriate to the teaching of practical and theoretical aspects of 

HE. " The third statement represented the necessity of teaching PS In 

HE in relation to: the development of secondar-y--HE curriculum. on 

this point four positive responses (25%) were given. Transference--o 

PS skills into other contexts or subjects represents the fourth group 

of positive answers provided, again the responses were given by four 

teachers (25%). Teaching PS In HE is necessary because it Provoke 

thinking and' understanding of this -subject was the final reason 

Identified in the answers. This responses characterlses the opinions 

of eight teachers (50%). One of the answers provided here was that: 

"Teaching PS encouraged students to involve their minds In learning 

HE. " 

Q. 4 What do you think should be the role of teaching PS In the 

task of developing our current secondary HE curriculum? 

In responding to this question all the participants answered 

that teaching PS should play a central role in the development of the 

current secondary HE curriculum. The Interviewees believed that 

teaching PS could make a turning point in the history of secondary 

HE education In the country. All of the interviewees suggested that 

teaching HE through ps approaches should be the threshold to Its 

curriculum reform. 

There was a total of 33 answers pertaining to the role of PS 

teaching and represented by five ideas. These ideas revealed that the 

role of Ps teaching In developing the current secondary HE 

curriculum should be: firstly, to link the curriculum with-the 

communit . Eleven teachers (68.8%) argued for this idea. In their 

arguments these teachers explained that to achieve this goalg the 

implementation of PS should be based on "The existing needs of the 
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family and the community, " should aim at "The confrontation of 

current problems of the Sudanese communityt" and that "The 

curriculum should be based on the philosophy and ideology of the 

community. " 

Secondly, the aim of teaching PS-shouldbe the improvement-of 

students' thinking and learning skills This aim was supported by 

five respondents (31.3%). Improvement of teaching 
-methods as-well 03 

teacher training represented the third aim supported by six 

responses (37.5%). Fourthly, answers given were also clustered 

around this aim: the improvement of the Image of-the JJE curriculum. 

Similarly to the second idea, five responses (31.5 %) were grouped 

under this aim. Fifthly, some teachers argued that the role of 

teaching PS in the task of developing the current curriculum should 

be: the development of students' assessment-and curriculum 

evaluation. Six responses (37.5%) gave this as an alm. 

Q. 5 What should be the role of PS BkW in the planning of HE 

lessons? 

After preparing the first transcript of the 40 answers given to 

this question, the researcher categorlsed the responses Into four 

groups. Each one revealed the teachers' views about the role that PS 

should play In planning HE lessons. The first category comprised ILe 

Prerequisites for lesson Plannin . All the teacher-interviewees (100%) 

indicated involvement In this area. Some of the answers given 

included: "Involvement of teachers In a continuous search for data 

and Information regarding the problems to be solved" I "Collecting 

data from various sources" ; "Examining the problem r-arefully before 

teaching the lesson" ; and "Abandonment of the traditional style of 

planning HE and the Involvement of various levels of thinking. " 
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The second category comprised opinions on the teacher's 

behaviour_fn the classroom that should be considered in planning PS- 

style lessons. For example, "Providing time for students' participation 

and discussion" ; "Listening to students' Ideas and thoughts" ; and 
"Listening as well as making use of different viewpoints. " Answers 

grouped under this category represented the opinions of- twelve 

teachers (75%). involvement of social problems and local-famUy noeds 

was the third category to which six (37.5%) of the responses were 

given. The same number and percentage of responses were also 

provided in the fourth category, which asserted that the role of PS 

In planning HE lessons should be: the development of student. -O skills 

and knowledge. 

Q. 6 What do you think will be the effect of teaching PS In HE on 

the Sudanese family? 

In the 36 answers given to this question, all the respondents 

indicated that the effect of teaching PS in HE would be a positive 

one for the Sudanese family. The- responses have been grouped into 

three categories. The first one concerned the effect of-tenchinit-PS In 

relation to the development of family awareness and unde Mandl ng. 
In this category fifteen responses (87.9%) were clustered. Some of the 

answers predicted: "Development of family resources and culture" 
"Development of the nutritional status and means of living of the 

family" ; and "Development of family ability to pursue thinking and to 

nurture PS skills. " 

Solution to many problems of Sudanese families represented the 

second heading, which characterised fourteen responses (87.5%). 

Among these were confident predictions on: "Solution - of family 

problems and thinking deeply about family problems based on a more 
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thoughtful foundation" ; "Better understanding of Sudanese family 

problems" ; and "Thinking seriously about solving family problems 

systematically, rather than spontaneously. " The third category, 

improvement of the image of HE amonit-its peer subjects was viewed 

to be one of the positive effects on Sudanese families of teaching PS 

in HE. In this category the opinions of seven teachers (43.8%) have 

been placed. 

Q. 7 According to your own experience of teaching PSO how effective 

do you think this skW has been in your students' learning of HE? 

In providing a total of 47 answers to this question all of the 

interviewees agreed that the effect of PS on students' learning was 

certainly positive. These answers were grouped Into four areas. The 

first one represented learning in relation to--the understandiniz of if 

and Ps. In this area fifteen positive responses (87.9%) were grouped. 

Respondents explained that: "PS encouraged students' understanding 

of HE problems" and ITS allowed learning of HE based on individual 

level as it involved personal thoughts or viewpoints. " 

Learning HE in relation to classroom activities covers the 

second area of the responses. To this group ten positive responses 

(62.5%) belong. Among the answers given here were that: "PS allowed 

learning from each other in the classroom as students were engaged 

in debate, questioning and discussion. " and "PS encouraged students 

to express their ideas and to become independent learners rather 

than unthinking followers of their teachers. " The same number and 

percentage of positive responses were also given to the third area, 

learning in relation to the implementation of PS In this area some of 

the answers given included: "PS facilitated learning the practical 

aspects of HE by the pursuit of thinking skills as well as the 
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transference of ps skills into solving personal and family problems. " ; 
"The implementation of PS encouraged learning of collecting relevant 

data from various sources. " ; and " PS Implementation Involved 

learning to become patient in approaching a problem. " The fourth 

area in which good reports were grouped concerned: learning 
-in 

relation to the development of students' skills and abilities. In this 

area, twelve positive responses (75%) are placed. Respondents 

answered that teaching PS in HE encouraged learning through 

developing: "Thinking rather than recitation" ; "PS skills under a 

Systematic guidance" ; "The skills of questioning as a key to pursue 

PS" ; "Discussion and reasoning" ; and "Creativity through the 

development of thinking skills. " 

8.2 Comments of Teachers on the Interviews 

The general comments offered bY teacher-interviewees wero 

processed and the number of respondents (N), who gave similar 

comment are indicated. The comments are presented below: 

LI think that training in teaching PS In JiE needs more time than 

was provided in the course. (N=3). 

2. We are in need of a well-organised curriculum that should Include 

all the disciplines of HE in order to get the maximum benefit of 

teaching PS. (N=4). 

II found that the in-service course was marvellous because the 

format provided for teaching PS was clear. (Nx12)- 

4.1 found that the strategies that were given as handouts during 

the course were helpful In developing lesson plans. (Nzl2). 
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5. Although the in-service course was short, it covered many 
imPortant issues regarding the teaching of PS In HE. (N=13). 

6.1 believe that the construction of HE tests, that Included all levels 

of thinking, was excellent. Thus, my suggestion to my colleagues is to 

maintain developing this type of tests. (N=11). 

7. The regular contacts that were carried out by the researcher with 

teachers In schools improved the image of HE of both students and 

Staff. (N=6). 

8. We need regular In-service training similar to the one that we had 

in teaching PS. (N=16). 

9.1 believe that I have now learned methods that I had been seeking 

for a long time. Being trained In teaching PS has finally answered 

many of my questions and concerns about teaching IIE. (N=5). 

10. Being trained in teaching PS in HE helped me to d13cover that the 

weakness of HE education Is not merely the fragmented curriculum, 

but also the methods of teaching thIS 3ubject. (Nx4). 

11.1 wish that the researcher could attend the classes where 

teachers were giving ps-style lessonso for the provision of further 

comment at the stage of their actual implementation. (N=3). 

12.1 suggest the development of project works for Students over the 

Summer vacation to help In solving local community and 

neighbourhood family problems. -(Nxl). 

13.1 suggest the training of all HE teachers in Sudan in teaching PS. 

(W). 
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14.1 found a big difference between my previous methods and the PS 

approaches in teaching HE. I believe that by using PS we can achieve 

the goals of secondary HE education. (N=2). 

15. The in-service course on PS renewed and reinforced my ambition 

for the development of teaching HE. (Nul). 

The general impression provided by the above comments can bo 

subsumed In three major points. The first one Is that teachers were 

satisfied with their experience with teaching PS In the in-service 

training course as well as in their own classes. The second one Is 

that the teachers expressed their great desire for further training. 

The third point is that the interviewees indicated their urgent need 

for a well developed curriculum. 

Discussion 

One of the main findings of the interviews study is that all 

teachers indicated that they had enjoyed the in-service course and 

the teaching of HE using PS method. Also, participants expressed 

their intention for developing the teaching of HE courses In their 

schools. These two findings suggest that the Issue of development of 

in-service training for secondary HE teachers should be given 

consideration by Sudanese educational authorities. This Is particularly 

important since teachers had emphasised in their conversation the 

Positive effect of the new method on students' learning providing the 

evidence of high gain of their students in learning HE lessons taught 

by Ps. 

It was found that two graduate teachers Indicated that they 

heard about PS as a general method of teaching, but they had never 

used it before this In-service training course. This finding has 
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implication for HE departments that provide initial teacher training 

courses. These departments can emphasise the use of PS as a specifi 

rather than general method of teaching In Its Initial training 

programmes for teaching HE. 

The interviewees Indicated that the development of PS skill Is 

necessary for teaching/learning of HE and the need for this skill in 

the Sudanese society. Among many other reasons, for the sake of 

community development, the researcher believes that PS should be 

part of Sudanese home economics education. 

8.4 Summary 

The sixteen teachers who participated in the In- service course 

on teaching PS in HE were interviewed by the researcher. 

Respondents' views were soUcited on several areas, including: the 

enjoyment of teachers' experience with PS; the Impact of PS in the 

way they Will teach HE; necessity and the role of teaching PS in HE; 

participation of PS input in planning HE lessons and In solving 

Sudanese family problems associated with HE; and effectiveness of PS 

In the students' learning. 

Teachers were Informed about the purpose of the enquiry and 

were encouraged to express their Views without hesitancy. By using 

these measures, the full confidence and cooperation of the 

interviewees were gained. As a result teachers talked freely on a 

range of topics regarding their experience with teaching PS In 11E. 

The answers provided have been processed and translated into 

English by the researcher. After a critical revision, responses to 

many questions have been categorlsed to facilitate the reporting 

procedure. Examples of the answers of the categories are presented 
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In the chapter if they received at least 50% of the responses. As the 

teachers were also asked if they had any comments to add, their 

Comments given have also been presented In this chapter. Discussion 

of the major findings of the interviews study and the Implications of 

these results were included. 
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Chapter EiRht: Part Two 
Analysis of the OUestionrialro 

In the questionnaire study the opinions of the teachers' sample 

were investigated by means of writing rather than conversation. The 

questionnaire consisted of 48 items, plus questions seeking personal 

data about the teachers. Opportunity for comment was also provided 

for the respondents. Copies of the Arabic and English versions of the 

questionnaire are included In Appendix D. The questionnaire booklets 

were administered by the researcher immediately on completion of the 

interviews. Because the booklets were collected In presence of the 

researcher, all were returned and all of the responses received were 

usable. 

1-5) 
-Gieneral Demostraphic Characteristics of -t e : iam 0 

Tables 8.1 to 8.3 summarise the personal data supplied by the 

teachers. 

Respondents were allowed to indicate they had more than one 

area of responsibility. The data presented in Table 8.1 show that over 

nine-tenths of the teachers had a major instructional responsibility in 

Nutrition Education, nearly seven-tenths in Cooking and Food 

Preparation, slightly over six-tenths In Sewing and Needlework, and 

none of the sample was involved in teaching Arts and Handicrafts. 
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Table 8.1 

Instructional responsibility of the teachers' sample. 

Instructional responsibility No. M 

Sewing and needlework 10 62.5 

Cooking and food preparation 11 68.8 

Nutrition education 15 93.8 

Childhood and motherhood 09 56.3 

Textile & clothing construction 06 37.5 

Home management 08 50.0 

Arts and handicrafts 00 00.0 

First aid 03 18.8 

Family education 03 18.8 

Health education 02 12.5, 

The results shown in Table 8.1 validate the claim that the three 

topics which were selected, taught and tested in the students' study 

were those most commonly taught In the schools. The fact that none 

of the sample taught Arts and Handicrafts supports the claim that not 

all branches of HE are taught in schools. 

The respondents were also asked how long they had been 

involved In teaching HE. Table 8.2 shows that slightly over one-third 

of the teachers had from 2 to 7 years experience of teaching. The 

same proportion had from 14 to 19 years. Only one-tenth of tho 

respondents had been teaching HE for 8 to 13 years. The same 

percentage had been teaching HE for over 19 years. 
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Table 8.2 

HE teaching experience of the teachers' sample. 

Teaching Exp Number Perc 

(years) (N=16) M 

2-7 6 37.5 

B-13 2 12.5 

14-19 6 37.5 

19+ 12.5 

The data presented In Table 8.2 show that the sample 

represented a wide range of length of teaching experience. 

The academic and teacher training qualification3 Of the sample 

are summarised in Table 8.3. The largest group of respondents (five) 

was those who had General Diploma In Education, while only one 

teacher had "other" degree, a Diploma in Home Economics. 
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Table 8.3 

Teachers' academic qualification in HE. 

HE Academic Qualification 

Degree NO M 

BSc. in HE Education 3 18.3 
and Social Work. 

Bachelor of Nutrition 6.3 
and Dietetics. 

Diploma of Higher Teachers' 3 18.3 
Training institute 

Ahfad Diploma of Family 2 12.5 
Science 

Ahfad Bachelor of Family 6.3 
Science 

General Diploma in Education 30.8 

Others 1 6.3 

The data presented in Table 8.3 support the claim made in 

Chapter Three on the HE curriculum, that the majority of Sudanese 

secondary HE teachers (30.8%) have no home economics educational 

background, insteadl they only have general educational qualification. 

8.6 Analysis of the ()uestionnalre Items 

As mentioned in the discussion of the methodologY chaptert the 

Purpose of the questionnaire was to assess the teachers' opinions 

about their experience of teaching PS as a result of belng Involved 

In the in-service training courset as well as their experience In their 
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own classes. The questionnaire consisted of four different sub-scales. 

They were: 

a) Teachers' reaction to the In-service programme and to the 

challenges of preparing and teaching PS-lessons (TR)o 

example: T feel confident in planning TIE lessons that 

incorporate a substantial input of PS. 

b) The success of the new-style lessons (LS)o for example: 

believe that teachiniz PS makes students better a 

thinkin . 
0 Pupils' reaction to the PS-lessons (PR)o for example: 

Students are interested in Pursuing debates In If 

classes that incorporate a PS input. 

d) The need for further teacher training (TT), for example: 

Training in using PS approaches makes teachers 
-actively 

seek new teachinit ideas. 

The first step in the analysis was to calculate the mean and 

the standard deviation for each item. A full summary of the results is 

shown In Table 7.4 (A and B) with the number of responses received 

In each response category. The means shown were obtained by 

assigning numerical values to the responses as follows: 

For the positive items (indicated by "+" In the Table): 

Strongly Agree 5, Agree = 4v Undecided = 3, Disagree a 2. 

and Strongly Disagree 1. 

For negative items indicated by "-"o the scale was reversed, 

Le: 

Strongly Agree 1, Agree x 2, Undecided a 3, D138gree a 4, 

and Strongly Disagree 5. 
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Table 8.4 (A) 

Description of the responses, with means and standard deviations, of 
the questionnaire items of scales (TR) and (LS). 

(Res pon se-Categories) 
Item* Scale SA A UD DA SD Mean St. Dv 
I+ TR 11 5 4.6 . 479 
2- 11 12 2 3.8 . 981 
3- 1874.2 1.000 
4+ 12 4 4.7 . 447 
5+ 10 6 4.6 . 500 
6+ 13 3 4.8 . 403 
7- 4 11 1 3.5 . 964 
8+ 10 6 4.6 . 500 
9- 3 10 3 3.8 . 981 
lo- 12 4 4.2 . 447 
11- 13 10 2 3.5 1.153 
12- 11 5 4.3 . 479 

13+ LS 16 5.0 . 000 
14- 2774.1 . 981 
15- 13 3 4.1 . 403 
16+ 86114.1 1.167 
17- 11 13 1 3.8 . 619 
18+ 10 6 4.6 . 500 
lq+ 13 3 4.8 . 403 
20+ 5 11 4.3 . 479 
21- 974.4 . 512 
22+ 5 10 1 4.1 . 750 
23+ 11 5 4.6 . 479 
24+ 44623.1 1.500 
25+ 794.4 . 512 
26+ 884.5 . 516 

L TR = teachers' reaction LS a lessons' success 
2. SA = strongly agree A= agree UN a undecided 

D= disagree SD = strongly disagree 
3. W positive Item. (-) a negative item 
4. = different scale 
5. see Appendix D for Items. 
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Ta le 8.4.03) 

Description of the responses with means and standard deviations, of 
the items of scales (PR) and (TT). 

(Res Pon se-Categories) 
Item Scale SA A UN D SD Mean Sd. Dv. 
27+ PR 13 3 4.8 . 403 
28- 6 10 4.6 . 500 
29+ 12 4 4.7 . 447 
30- 5 11 4.6 . 479 
31+ 9614.4 . 814 
32- 10 6 4.3 . 500 
33+ 10 6 4.6 . 500 
34- 3 10 3 3.8 . 981 
35+ 6824.1 . 957 
36- 21943.7 1.291 
37+ 11 414.5 . 841 
38- 11864.0 1.124 

------------------- m ------ 
39+ TT 974.5 . 512 
40+ 10 6 4.6 . 500 
41+ 15 1 4.9 . 250 
42+ 12 4 4.7 . 447 
43+ is 1 4.9 . 250 
44- 1 13 2 4.0 . 630 
45+ 7714.2 . 856 
46+ 13 3 4.8 . 403 
47- 12674.0 1.265 
48+ 12 314.5 1.031 

1. PR a pupils' reaction TT x teacher training 
2. SA a strongly agree Aa agree UN w undecided 

Da disagree SD w strongly disagree 
Ia positive item negative item 
4. )a different scale 
5. see Appendix D for items. 
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8.7 Discussion of Some of the Questionnaire Items 

As seen in Table 8.4, the highest response in the Strongly 

Agree category was given to Item 13,1- believe that teaching PS 

makes students better at thinkin , this rating being given by all the 

respondents. The largest response in the Strongly Disagree category 

was given to Item 30, by eleven respondents. 

Only two Items of the questionnaire, items 17, Average student 

are incapable of Pursuing PS, and 45, We should be 
-trained 

In 

teaching thinking skills and stop using traditional method , received 

responses in the Undecided category. The low frequency of responses 

observed for this category shows that the opinions of the teachers 

on the Items of the questionnaire were very clear. The low number of 

undecided responses also indicates the Items of the questionnaire 

were unambiguous. 

For both Items 41, More attention -Ashould 
be given-to-the 

training of HE teachers In ES skil and 43P All secondfiry l1r 

teachers should be trained in teaching P& almost all responses were 

"Strongly Agree" 0 while only one answer in each case was reported 

in the "Agree" category. Bearing In mind that the two Items were 

Positive, they had the same mean value of 4.9, the second highest in 

the whole questionnaire. 

Five of the eight items which had standard deviation values of 

1.000 or above (numbers 3# 110 36,38 and 47) were found to be 

negative. This finding indicates that the range of the responses 

given to the negative Items was wider than those provided for the 

Positive ones. 

In generalt the responses included in Table 7.4 show that the 

majority of the teachers reported their opinions as Strongly Agree or 
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Agree for the positive items. For the negative Items the answers were 

grouped in the Strongly Disagree and Disagree catesorie3. Th13 

finding is in an agreement with the high mean valuC3 of 4 or more 

for 40 of the 48 questionnaire items. 

8.8 The Reliability of the Scales 

The objective of conducting the reliability tests in the 

questionnaire study reflects what Youngman reports that: "Reliability 

estimates enable the consistency of a proposed tt3t to be 

determined. 111 The alpha reliability was calculated for each scale 

separately. 

8.8.1 The Reliability of the Scale-TR 

The TR scale (teachers' reaction) was represented by items I to 

12. The value of the alpha reliabWtY for this scale was: Alpha 0 

0.559. llowevero item 59 Teacblng 11F, lessons 
-requirei 

teachers to be 

skilful In_ PS had a low negative item total correlation, showing that 

it did not belong to the TR scale. Table 8.4 indicates that the range 

of answers given to this item was Strongly Agree to Agree. These 

responses suggest strong agreement in the attitudes of respondents 

towards the Item. Nevertheless, it seems that for no obvious reasono 

the Item was misinterpreted. Accordingly, this Item was deleted. This 

raised the value of alpha to 0.624. The mean was found to be 46.44 

and the standard deviation was 3.86. 

A. 8.2 The Reliability of the Scale I. S 

The LS scale (lesson success) included 14 itCM3. numbers 13 to 

26 In the questionnaire. In conducting the reliability test the result 

of the alpha value was found to be 0.659. When the reliability test for 
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this scale was conducted for the first time, item 13 showed no 

correlation with the scale, having zero variance. As seen in Table 8.4, 

this Item was the only one to which all the responses given were 

grouped under one category, the Strongly Agree. Consequently, It 

also had the maximum mean value of 5 points and the lowest value of 

standard deviation, . 000. Based on these results, the item showed no 

correlation with the scale and was deleted In conducting the final 

reliability test. Item 16 was also deleted, this time because of the 

wide spread of the answers given to the item, reflected in the high 

standard deviation value of 1.167. For a similar reason, item 24 was 

deleted from the scale. The evidence of the variation of responses 

given to this item, as seen in Table 8.4, was the lowest mean score 

(3.1) and the highest value of standard deviation (1.500) among the 

items. When these three Items were deleted, the alpha value became 

0.868. The mean was 48.25 and the standard deviation was 4.20. 

8.8.3 The Reliability of the scale PR 

Scale PR (pupils' reaction) consisted of 12 items, numbers 27 to 

38. The alpha reliability of this scale was 0.688. The reliability 

analysis showed that item 36 had no correlation with the scale. The 

reason, as shown by the data presented in Table 8.4. was the wide 

spread of responses, which ranged from Strongly Agree to Strongly 

Disagree, reflected In the relatively small mean value of 3.7 and the 

high value of the standard deviation, 1.291 (the second highest In the 

questionnaire). The deletion of this Item raised the alpha value to 

0.762. The mean was found to be 48.88 and the standard deviation 

was 4.35. 
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8.8.4 The Reliability 
-of 

the scale TT 

Scale TT (the need for further teacher training) was composed 

of 10 items, numbers 39 to 48. The results of the value of alpha 

reliability conducted on this scale was 0.466. In this scale, only item 

44 showed no correlation with the scale and was deleted. As seen in 

Table 8.4, the reason for this seems to be the Clustering of 15 

responses in one category of Strongly Agree. This narrow range of 

answers Is confirmed by the second highest mean value of 4.9 and 

the second smallest standard deviation value of . 250. The removal of 

item 44 Increased the alpha value to become 0.545. The mean was 

41.44 and the standard deviation was 2.92. 

The finding of the relatively low value of reliability in scale TT 

can be attributed to the use of a homogeneous sample of teachers 

regarding their training in teaching PS. This finding probably 

reflects the answers given to question 2c asked to the teachers in 

the interviews, about their previous training in teaching PS. In 

answering this question# 14 of the teachers (87.5%) responded that 

they had never been trained in teaching PS. which provides evidence 

of the homogeneity of the sample. This characteristics may also 

explain the lower value of the standard deviation found in this 

particular scale, if it is assumed that teachers with varying training 

experience will be more likely to provide a wider range of views. 
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Table 8.5 

Summary of the results of the means and rellabilitles. 

Scale NO or Scale-Range Obscr SD Alpha 
Name Items Mini. Maxi. Mcan ReUb 

TR 11 11 55 46.44 3.86 . 624 
LS 11 11 55 48.25 4.20 . 868 
PR 11 11 55 48.88 4.35 . 762 
TT 09 09 45 41.44 2.92 . 545 

(*) After deletion of Items with low correlations. 

8.9 Correlation Matrix 

As a further step In testing the content validity of the 

questionnaire, the scale-scale correlations were calculated. Indeed, the 

reason for Including the correlation matrix in the analysis of the 

questionnaire was to obtain an additional measure of the validity. The 

results obtained are presented in Table 8.6. 

Table 8.6 

Summary of the results of the scale-scale correlation test. 

Corrclation Uatrix 

Scale TR Scale LS Scale PR 

Scale LS . 008 

Scale PR . 253 . 002 

Scale TT . 28S . 014 . 001 

No correlation significant at 0.05. 
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From the data presented in Table 8.6, the four scales show no 

significant correlations -with each other. Nevertheless, compared with 

other correlation values, scale Teacher Reaction shows a higher 

correlation with scale Teacher Training. indeed, this result 

represented the highest correlation value obtained. The impression 

given by this result was that although the correlations were 

statistically not significant, this result suggests that both scales were 

investigating similar aspects of teachers' opinions about the in- 

service course in teaching PS. Putting it another ways the two scales 

were inquiring into teachers' views about their reaction to and their 

need for further In-service training in teaching PS. 

Scale Students Learning showed lower correlations with all the 

other scales. As noted earlier, this scale assessed teachers' opinions 

about the success of the Ps-style lessons. in the light of the low 

value of the correlation with other scaIC3o the result obtained 

confirms that the scale was assessing a different aspect of teachers' 

views. 

Table 8.6 shows that the second high value of Ps 0.253 Was 

found between scale PR with scale TR. Although it has Just been 

explained that none of the scale-scale correlations WAS found to be 

statistically significant, this result suggests that the two scales 

assessed nearly similar aspects, the reaction to the PS lessons. Not 

surprisingly suggests that the reactions of teachers and those of 

students (in the view of teachers) to the PS lessons were somewhat 

similar. 

Table 8.6 shows that scale TT had the lowest correlation with 

scale PRq correlation value w 0.001. This finding confirms that the two 

scales were Investigating teachers' opinions in totally different 
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respects. These were pupils' reaction to the PS lessons on the one 
hand and the teachers' perceived need for further teacher training 

on the other. 

From the correlation matrix results shown in Table 8.6, the 

conclusion could be drawn that, the four scales assessed different 

aspects of the teachers' opinions about teaching PS as a result Of 

having participated in the in-service training course, as well as their 

experience in their classes. Accordinglyt the results validate the claim 

raised earlier that the four scales of the questionnaire were 

developed to assess different areas regarding teachers views. Indeed, 

the non significant correlation values obtained for the SCaIC-3cale 

correlations, fully confirmed that each scale stands alone In assessing 

a different aspect of teachers' views. 

8.10 Teachers' Comments on the Questionnair 

At the end of the booklets, teachers were given opportunity to 

comment. The comments provided by all the respondents were 

grouped according to their similarity under the following headings: 

8.10.1 Teachers outcome of the In-Service-Tridninit-Cours 

a) The in-service training course Was Useful and 
successful. it provided an opportunity for the first time 
for the HE teachers to be trained In using now methods. 
The course also provided an opportunity for the teachers 
to meet together and to discuss issues of common 
concern. We suggest that the other teachers should be 
trained In teaching PS. (Nul2). 

This comment indicates that 75% of the teachers were 3atisfied 

with their participation In the in-service course and they wished to 

have further training. indeed, this comment Is in close agreement 
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with interview comment No. 3, provided by the same number of the 

teachers. This agreement supports the validity of the two comments. 

8.10.2 Teaching PS in HE Classes 

a) Teaching PS needs more time than allowed for the 
period. (N=2). 

This comment Is In consistent with the first interview comment. 

b) PS should be Included in the Secondary School 
Certificate Examination, this would have a positive 
Influence on HE education. (N=2). 

c) Teaching PS strengthens the link between the 
theoretical and practical aspects of IIE. (N. 4). 

d) I think that we need observers in the classrooms to 
correct and reflect on our implementation of teaching PS. 
(N=3). 

This comment verifies comment No 9 given in the interviews. 

e) PS should be a revolutionary method for the 
development of methods of teaching 11E. (Nx7). 

A similar comment was also made by the teachers In the 

interviews (comment No 12). 

In general, the comments provided under this heading indicate 

that a wide-range of views were given regarding teaching PS lessons. 

This variety of opinions are valuable in developing further research 

on the development of HE education. 

8.10.3 The Students' Learning Outcome 

a) PS will be a pertinent method of teaching HE in Sudan 
because it allows a good opportunity for students to 
think about problems In the context of this subject. We 
have got to abandon o4r old methods and generatise 
teaching PS because Sudanese families are in urgent need 
to foster these skills In their children. (Nz9). 

b) PS allows a good opportunity for students' action and 
reaction in HE classes. It encourages the exploration of 
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the skills of thinking and creativity. PS also encourages 
students to express their ideas without fear or hesitancy 
and to discover and create solutions based on a more 
structured framework. (N=8). 

of 

c) PS provides an active atmosphere in the classroom in 
which all students participate. It stimulates students to 
train their minds by thinking about their problems. (Nz8). 

d) The students expressed their interest in participating 
in the discussions and debates. (N=8). 

As at least one comment from this group was given by over 50% 

the respondents, these results suggest that the outcome of 

teaching PS on the teachers' perceptions of students' learning of HE 

was POsitive. 

Development of the HE Curriculum 

a) We need a complete and well-developed HE curriculum 
to be available for all teachers In order to generallse 
teaching PS. (N=16). 

This was the only comment made by all the respondents. It 

confirms the urgent need for a fully developed curriculum. 

b) The Ministry of Education should be urged to include 
teaching PS in the HE curriculum. (N=13). 

Once again, this comment confirms that, as well as In-service 

training in, using new methods of teaching IIE, teachers need to have 

a better-planned curriculum. This comment also fUllY supports the 

previous section. 

C) PS will improve the image of the HE curriculum, so 
many students will opt for it. (Nz6)- 

This comment fully supports the answers given to question 4 of 

the interviews, in which teachers expressed the view that the aim or 

teaching PS should be the improvement of the image of the Im 

curriculum. 
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8.10.5 The Influence of PS Input in HH-Lesson Plannin 

a) The stage of identifying the problem is very important 
because some topics may include more than one problem. 
Thus, teachers should be alert enough to manage this 
stage. (N=4). 

b) In planning their lessons, teachers should select a 
problem that will be appropriate to the level of 
knowledge and understanding of their students. (Na2). 

c) In planning PS lesson, I found that It Is important for 
the teacher to encourage her students to implement the 
most feasible rather than imaginative solutions to the 
problems. This is very important to convince the students 
about the positive outcome of learning PS skills. (W). 

The comments given to this group clearly reflect the extent to 

which teachers considered that pre-lesson preparation determined the 

success of their PS lesson. 

8.11 Discussion of the Finding 

A major finding of the questionnaire study is the confirmation 

that not all the HE disciplines included in the curriculum are being 

taught In schools. This suggests that if radical development of the 

curriculum is to be achieved, all branches should be taught In the HE 

Courses. 

Another fundamental finding Is that the majority of teachers 

had no home economics educational background. The researcher 

believes that this finding in particular aggravates the problem of 

methods of teaching HE since teachers had no adequate experience. 

This highlights the need for the development of In-service training 

education for HE teachers. 

, 
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8.12 Summary 

This chapter has described data obtained from the HE teachers' 

questionnaire. The data show that the majority of the respondents 

had no HE educational background. As regards teaching experience, 

the results indicate that a heterogeneous group of teachers was 

Included In the questionnaire study. The data in the teachers' 

instructional responsibility confirm that the topics selected for the 

tests' study were the ones most commonly taught across the schools. 

The chapter also described the four different scales of the 

questionnaire and presented an analysis of teachers' responses to the 

Items included in the booklets. The results suggest that for nearly all 

the items the meaning was clear and elicited clear responses. 

After removing selected items, three of the scales had 

acceptable reliabilities (alpha =>0.7) whilst the low alpha of Further 

Teacher Training (alpha => 0-5) possibly reflected the homogeneity of 

teachers background. 

The inter-scale correlation matrix was constructed to find out 

the scale-scale correlations. The *low correlation values validate the 

claim that the four scales were developed to assess different aspects 

of teachers' opinions regarding their experience with teaching PS in 

their classes as well as In the in-3ervice course. 

The teachers were provided an opportunity to comments the 

comments provided by all the respondents were grouped by the 

researcher under five headings. Generallyo the comments were found 

to be positive, sound and constructive. They also supported several 

responses and comments given In the interview study. The agreement 

of the comments In both studies indicates that the teachers felt 

under no pressure to bias their responses. 
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Chapter Nine 
Summary of the Findinqs, Discussion, Deve3opment-of Practical 

rýstjons for Development of Sudanese Second 
HE Education and Further Research 

This chapter summarizes the main findings of the study. Some 

discussion of the findings will be given. Practical implications of 
these findings will be discussed and, finally, suggesdons for 

development of secondary HE education in the future will be given. 
. 
lp. 

9.1 Summary of tha Findinan 

The theoretical part of the present study revealed that the 

teaching of HE in the Sudanese secondary schools is often done by 

means of traditional methods. There is no involvement of methods of 

teaching CTSs in the curriculum, which is believed to be a major 

defect in teaching /learning of HE. Also, there is a complete Omission 

of provision of any Jn-servJce training for secondary HE teachers 

regarding the improvement of their methods of teaching. 

In reviewing methods of teaching CTSs In the context of HE, 

numerous approaches . were found. Owing to its appropriateness to 

Sudanese needs, problem-solving method was chosen for training HE 

teachers in the present study. 

One of the main findings of the empirical part of the study was 

that students' achievement in learaing HE was greatly increased after 

their teachers had remodelled HE lessons while attending the in- 

service training course in using the PS method. 

Regarding the teaching of PS in HE classes, all the lessons 

reported in the diary study indicated that the remodelled lessons 

involved both teachers and students in the teaching/laaraing process. 

The diary study indicated the lack of resources in HE classes but it 
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revealed that teachers were very satisfied with the PS-style lessons 

and they perceived the same level of satisfaction for their students. 

The pattern'of the activities used In teaching PS lessons indicated 

that teachers had generally applied the method as implemented in the 
in-service course. 

The interviews and questionnaire studies revealed teachers' 

enjoyment of the training course and the teaching of PS In HE. 

Participants indicated their intention to use PS In teaching HE 

lessons In the future. However, respondents strongly complained 

about the omission of HE teachers from all in-3ervice training 

Programmes provided for secondary school teachers. They strongly 

advocated development of in-service training programmes to improve 

instruction and methods of teaching HE. The interviewees indicated 

their urgent need for a well-organised curriculum and the 

generalisation of the present in-service course for all secondary HE 

teachers In Sudan. 

9.2 Discussion 

The Importance of teaching CTSs in the HE curriculum has to 

be considered in terms of the benefit to be gained by developing 

these skills among students. in other words, "Why should the HE 

curriculum incorporate, teaching CTSs? " The discussion and views 

presented In Chapter 3 confirm that the thinking content of the 

current secondary HE curriculum is very poor, and, perhaps inhibits 

the study of a subject, which It has been argued has special 

importance for the Sudan and by extension, other developing 

countries. 
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One of the encouraging findings of this study 13 the 

availability of several methods of teaching critical thinking skills in 

the literature. With the exception of those which involve resources 

such as computers and reading materials, most of the reviewed 

methods seem to be applicable in the Sudanese current secondary HE 

curriculum. 

Another major finding has been the positive effect of the in- 

service training and the teaching of PS in girls' learning of home 

economics. If the current curriculum were to incorporate the teaching 

of Problem-solving and perhaps other CTS3, higher student 

achievement would be obtained from HE courses and it seems 

reasonable to assume that the image of the subject would be 

enhanced. 

Teachers' positive reaction, satisfaction and the intention for 

further Using of PS in teaching HE classes, are all findings that 

count in favour of both the in-service course and the PS method. 

The, high level of students' achievement as a result Of learning 

PS- style lessons is a major evidence that teachers had learned and 

taken PS skill to their own classes. This finding also indicates that 

the current shortcoming In the learning of HE Is largely attributable 

to the teaching of this subject by traditional methods and the lack of 

In-service teacher training in more appropriate approachC3. The 

provision of in-service training of similar diriction should therefore 

be encouraged. 

Participants' free comment on their experience with PS is 8 

further evidence of the success of both the training course and the 

PS method. The comments given, once again, confirm the need for 
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development of methods of teaching home economics and teacher 

training programmes. 

9.3 Development of Practical Implicat ons for Secondar F ducatio 
In Sudan 

Based on the findings of the present study, a number of 
Implications are drawn and are presented In the following sections: 

a) In- service training programmes for secondary HE teachers. 

b) Initial training for student-teachers of 11E. 

0 Curriculum modification. 

d) Teachers' attitudes and Students' achievement. 

a) In-service TraininR Programmes for Secondary- IM Teachers 

The findings of the present study confirm that HE teachers feel 

competent and perform well In the classroom as a result of being 

trained in teaching CTSs. Further effort should be made to involve 

other teachers In teaching PS as well as other CTS3. 

Respondents in this study were in favour of the use of ps 

methods and they indicated their preference for using it in teaching 

HE lessons. This finding should encourage institutions such as 
University Departments of Education to consider setting up 

programmes for the training of teachers In other methods of teaching 

CTSs. This could be done by using the annual funds provided by the 
University of Khartoum for training secondary school teachers in the 

Faculty of Education. if this opportunity were provided, teachers 

wouldo on the results of the current studyl show enthusiasm to 

Increase their repertoire of teaching tactics and thereby strengthen 

their instruction In HE. In-service teacher training programmes in 

using methods of teaching CTSs should therefore be expanded from 
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their present very low level. This is of particular importance for 

non-graduate teachers, if there Is to be a purposeful effort to help 

students to develop CTSs in learning HE. 

b) Initial Training of HE Student-Teachers in Teachinjt-CTS 

The finding of the positive correlation between the teaching of 

PS and students' learning of HE, and teachers' favourable responses# 

suggest that special emphasis should be given to methods of teaching 

CTSs within Initialt rather than only in in-service teacher training. 

The point Is that the burden of providing in-3ervice training 

programmes will be reduced, If teachers are more adequately trained 

at the Pre-service stage. This is particularly true since we noted 

earlier that two graduate teachers reported that they had been told 

briefly about PS but had not used It. This suggests that greater 

emphasis should be put on application of this method in the initial 

training courses. 

It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that lecturing has long been 

used as the main method of teaching HE In Sudanese secondary 

schools. Initial training should equip student teachers with a wider 

repertoire of teaching methods so they can take a fresh approach 

into the schools in which they are eventually employed# and so help 

to develop HE teaching. Since the findings of this study confirmed 

the success of teaching PS In HE, methods of teaching CTSs might be 

a desirable alternative. 

0 Curriculum Modification 

The research has shown that there is a lack of resources used 

in teaching lessons of 11E. This makes the teaching/learning process 

very sterile, since we noted that HE is a practical subject that 
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requires media to reinforce conceptual development in students. 

Therefore, the use and availability of resources should be one of the 

major concerns of HE curriculum development. 

It has been shown that, sometimes HE is being taught by 

teachers of other subjects, who have no HE educational background. 

This finding should oblige curriculum designers to restrict 

assignment to teach HE, to those teachers who have majored In the 

subject. 

Ways of bringing about a decrease In the reliance on lectures 

as a method of teaching, and moves toward a more active and 

thoughtful involvement of students In the learning of HE lessons 

should be given high priority In the revision of the HE curriculum. 

The results of the present study can provide helpful pointers 

to the curriculum designers that teacher training can positively 

affect both classroom practices and students' learning. They also 

indicate that the curriculum designers need not worry about HE 

teachers' abilities to teach CTSS in their classes; the pre- and in- 

service training courses set up at the same time will overcome these 

problems. 

d) Teachers' Attitudes and Students' Achievement 

A fundamental finding that has important implications Is that. 

although the In-service course in teaching PS took only a few days, 

the effect on teachers' attitudes was very great. In the long-run. if 

the training and teaching of PS were to be continued. teachers' 

attitudes about PS and, perhaps, other methods of teaching CTS3 

Should be investigated. 
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Similarly, teachers estimated that their students' satisfaction 

from PS lessons was very high. This finding is of a specJal 

importance to the present study since we noted earlier in this thesis 

that because of the poor image of HE, students are dissatisfied with 

learning JL Therefore, if the students' satisfaction Is to be 

maintained, the teaching of PS (CTSs) should be continued. If so, the 

long-term effect of teaching PS on students' attitudes should be 

investigated. The study also shows that the students' achievement in 

the HE -lessons taught by PS after their teachers had attended the 

in-service course, was far higher than the achievement of those 

taught by traditional methods. The long-term effect of PS skill on 

students' achievement in HE should be Investigated. 

9.4 Suggestions for Development of Sudanese Secondary Home 
Economics Education 

Although it is not part Of the scope -of the present study, 

Possible suggestions for development of secondary HE education are 

drawn. These suggestions are based on the current problems of this 

subject. 

- Owing to the difficult circumstances currently prevailing in 

the Sudan, the Idea of In-service training of all secondary 118 

teachers in teaching CTSs would be faced by several obstacles. One 

Of the most important of these problems Is the diff of transport 

to bring an teachers together in one place to train them. Another 

Potential obstacle Is the pressure that would be put on the Ministry 

of Education in providing accommodation, food and other expenses, if 

teachers were brought to Khartoum State. Therefore, if teachers of 

HE are to be trained in teaching CTSs, they should be trained In 

their regions. 
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The researcher suggests that master trainers should be used to 

train teachers in their areas. This involves selecting and then 

training a few persons from each region, who are capable of training 

HE teachers in teaching CTSs successfully. An appropriate group from 

which to draw these trainers could be the teaching assistants who 

work for the departments of HE In the institutes of higher education 

that exist in Khartoum State. This group is suggested for three 

reasons: first, these teaching assistants have a good standard of HE 

educational background and teaching experience; secondo because 

they are all situated in Khartoum, it will be easier to arrange their 

training; and third, because teaching assistants do not have a heavy 

work-load since they do not carry instructional responsibilityj this 

group would have more time to do this job than the researchert who 

will be a full-time lecturer. 

As was discussed In Chapter 39 the common pattern of in- 

service training of secondary school teachers In the Sudan is either 

to bring teachers In Khartoum to be trained In the University 

Departments of Education, or to send University lecturers to train 

them in their regions. In the researcher's view, this training practice 

In itself limits the opportunity for providing a wide range of in- 

service training programmes for all teachers. The Idea of training 

master trainers, if implementedo would overcome constraints Of time, 

effort and economic resources, and would represent significant 

development In the process of Sudanese in-3ervice training of 

secondary school teachers. 

- Another alternative regarding the difficulty of providing 

similar in-service teacher training for all secondary HE teacher's 13 

the development of models of teaching CTSs in the form of workbooks 
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for teachers to use. This is of considerable importance for HE 

teachers of rural regions, as it would be difficult either to bring 

them to Khartoum or to send trainers to train them in their areas. 

Similarly, self-study, pamphlets and other written materials on 

teaching CTSs for teachers to use in order to improve their teaching 

methods could be no less important than attending In-service training 

courses. 

9.5 Suggestions for Further Research 

If the idea about master trainers is to be Implamentedo the 

characteristics of the chosen group (e. g teaching 

assistants) which led to becoming successful master 

tra; ners could be - investigated. This might Includes 

aspects such as personality,, self-concept and 

communication of the master trainers. In this regard, 

using check lists to record the trainers' behaviour In the 

training sessions could be a viable approach for 

investigating the criteria of successful master trainers. 

This Is particularly important if training in all methods of 

teaching CTSs Is to be developed in a wider scale. 

As far as training in teaching CTSs Is concerned, the period of 

training could be a central variable in determination of 

the successful learning of the method (s) under 

consideration. Therefore* the determination of an optimum 

length of the course, whether to be in one session of 

day, two weeks or several smaller parts of 2 to 3 days 

each could be Investigated. This could be done through 

surveying teachers' views by means of quastionnairos 
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and interviews. This is perceived to be a key issue 

because If* CTSs are to be foster in schools, teachers 

should receive appropriate training both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. Teachers opinions on what Is appropriate 

Is central to success. 

As the training of teachers is largely associated with changing 

behaviour, in the future, observation of teachers In 

classrooms could be Jncb1ded as a lesearch technique. 

Although classroom observation could not be employed in 

the study designed In this thesis, it should be seriously 

considered in any large-scale research. One part of the 

observational research could involve investigating 

whether the relationship between high achievement In 

students' learning of HE and the implementation of the 

methods of teaching CTSs remains positive. 

As written teaching materials are suggested to be an approach 

of training HE teachers in teaching CTSs, research could 

be conducted to assess the effect of these materials In 

the teaching/learning of HE. A possibla way that could 
'be 

done is through talking to the teachers. Also, a follow up 

study of a similar nature could be conducted to 

investigate opinions of teachers in remote areas or 

whether the materials used help teachers in other '*new' 

areas. 

If the Sudanese secondary HE curriculum were approved a 

long-term commitment regarding the teaching of CTSB, the 

effect of this on Sudanese community might be 

investigated. The implementation of the social research 
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could involve a larger number of staff researchers 

outside of ýpurel educational research. This is 

particularly important If the curriculum considers and 

deals with HE as a sorting out mechanism for Sudanese 

family problems. 
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Outline for the lesson Plan 

Date: 

Duration: 70 minutes 

Number of Participants: 

ObJectives 

The teacher-trainees will: 

1. Practice developing criteria for evaluating 

meals. 

2. Evaluate meals. 

3. Compare and contrast different meals. 

4. Develop alternatives for providing balanced meals 

as a means for solving the common problem of 

Sudanese unbalanced meals. 

5. Identify and Implement the steps of the PS 

process, 

Teaching Materials 

1. Blackboard and chalk. 

2. Pens. 

3. Posters listing the components of a balanced 

meal. 

4. Note books. 

5. Diagrams to supplement blackboard work. 

6. Handouts on the critical thinking strategies 

(attached). 
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Content of the Lesson 

Stage 1: introduction 

Stimulation of Interest In the concept of teaching 

CTSs in the subject of HE. The definition of a balanced 

meal will also be introduced at this stage. 

Me. thods: 

A) interest will be aroused Initially becau3c the 

teachers had been previously Introduced to the 

nature and the approaches of the lesson. (In 

the previous session). 

B) Stressing the relevance between the PS approaches 

and the teaching of CTSs in IIE. 

C) opportunities will be given to the teachers to 

ask questions and to contribute from their own 

general knowledge and interest to whatever will 

be said. 

Stage 2: Presentation 

A) Revision of the procc33 Of PS that had been 

introduced In the previous Session. 

ethod: 

In order to set the approach of the lesson the 

contribution of the PS methods to the teaching of CTSs 

will be noted. The steps leading to PS will be described 

to the teachers. A short summary of these steps will be 

built up on the blackboard in the course of description. 
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B). Old lesson plan on balanced meal together with 

its critique will be Introduced. The critique 

will be focused on Identifying a problem within 

the topic that needs to be solved. In this 

Lesson the problem Is Identified In advance to 

be the 'unbalanced meal'. 

Meth d: 

Narration, discussion and debate. 

C). Presentation of the remodelled lesson. This will 

include the presentation of the steps of PS in 

the context of the unbalanced meal. 

. 
M-et hod s: 

- Each step of the PS process will be explained and 

described to the teachers In terms of the questions to be 

asked and the strategies to be applied. 

- By means of further questions at each step, 

Participants will be led to discuss the strategies 

pertinent to each step. 

up 

- The stated and elicited Information will be built 

in a blackboard summary. This Is particularly 

Important In listing alternatives. 

- Methods of this stage will be supported by 

presenting appropriate teaching materials selected for 

this lesson. 

- Full detail about the remodelled lesson will be 

Presented In a separate section later. 
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Stage 3: Application 

A) As an application for what will be learned in this lesson, 

each participants will be asked to plan 3 lessons using 

the PS approaches that had been Implemented In the 

lesson. 

Methods: 

As an aid to motivate teachers to plan their own lessons, the 

criteria by which these lessons will be evaluated will be explained by 

the researcher. 

- Teachers will also be informed that two of their lessons 

(topics A and B) will be reviewed, discussed and approved by the 

researcher before their implementation In the classrooms. At the same 

time participants will be Informed the third lesson on topic C will be 

left for them to manage. 

- Handouts on all strategies Identified for teaching CTSs will be 

distributed and discussed briefly with the teachers. The discussion 

and explanation of the strategies will be focused on defining each 

strategy and providing an example of using It. In this respect, It is 

worth remembering that such examples will be provided In the context 

of 11E. The reasons for Including these strategies in the course wfll 

be presented later. 

Stag 4: Concluslo 

- ConductIng statement which will include a brief summary of 

the main points of the lesson, questionst strategies and the use of PS 

approaches In planning other HE lessons. Reference will be made to 

the movement currently taking place In teaching CTS3 and the 
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effectiveness of PS methods in teaching these skills In the subject of 

HE. 

- When assignments will be completed, the researcher will 

explain the tasks of the teachers for the next session. 

- Oral evaluation of assignments will be introduced by the 

researcher. 
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The Lesson Plan for the Tn-Service Cours, 

In planning the lesson Introduced In the In-service course, the 

researcher followed the remodelling procedure developed by Paul and 
his colleagues for teaching critical thinking. The reason for 

remodelling the lesson was to show the difference between the 

current traditional lesson plans and the intended PS-style lessons. 

The Idea behind the remodelling was to Identify a problem within this 

particular lesson. 

According to Paul and his colleagues, "to remodel lesson plans 

is to critique one or more lesson plans and formulate one or more 

new lesson plans based on that critical process". 1 They also explained 

that the remodelled lessons have three major components: 2 

I. 'Original Lesson', or statement of the 'Standard Approach' 

which describes the topics and how It is covered 

Including questions and activities. 

2. The 'Critique' which describes the significance of the topic 

and its value for the educated thinker, evaluates the 

original, and provides a general Idea of how the lesson 

can be remodelled. 

3. The 'Remodelled Lesson' which describes the now lesson. 

gives questions to be posed to students and student 

activities, and cites the critical thinking strategies by 

number. A full list of these strategies will be presented 

later and will be translated into Arabic as a handout for 

the teachers In the In-service course. The reason for 

providing a full list of strategies for the teachers Is 

twofold. First, it gives the participants an excellent 
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chance to choose the strategies that fit with their own 

lesson plans identified for the purpose of this study. 

Second, it encourages the teachers to use such strategies 

in planning their lessons in the future. 

In discussing the above mentioned components, the authors 

explained that "complete remodelled set also Include a list of 

objectives which integrate the objectives of the original with the 

critical thinking goals.,, 3 

In developing her lesson for the in-service course t the 

researcher had implemented the three components of the remodelling 

procedure. Precisely, she presented the original lesson to describe 

the topic and how It has been covered In the HE classes. The 

researcher considered this step crucial because It provides the 

reader with an Idea about the traditional lesson plans. It Is also 

essential because it provides the opportunity to compare the 

traditional lesson plans with the PS-style ones. 

The intention of using the critique in the lesson is to Identify 

a problem within the topic, which has been considerably neglected 

and which needs to be thought about. Thus, the focus of the critique 

was on Identifying a missed or a neglected aspect that in practice 

constitutes a problem within the topic. 

By identifying the problem of the topic, the remodelled lesson 

had been presented according to the format of PS. This means that, 

the remodelled lesson which included the description of the new 

lesson, the questions asked and the strategies used was presented in 

the context of the PS process. In other words, a combination of the 

remodelling procedure with the format of teaching PS as approaches 

for teaching CTSs in liE was used for planning the PS-StYle lesson. 
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The Idea behind using a combination of the remodelling 

procedure and the PS format was the following. The former was 

designed as a guide for teaching critical thinking in general. 

However, the lesson plan as well as the study as a whole were 

focused on teaching these skills In the context of PS. This suggests 

two things. The first Is that, in teaching such skills the specific 

approaches identified for teaching PS In HE should be Implemented. 

The second is that these approaches should be the central part of 

teaching CTSs when solving problems. Thus, the PS format had been 

integrated with the remodelling procedure of teaching critical 

thinking In planning the PS-style lessons In the present research. 

In developing the objectives of the remodelled lesson, the PS- 

Style one, the researcher followed the procedure Introduced by Paul 

and his colleagues. This procedure was based on the integration of 

the objectives of the original lesson with the critical thinking 

(represented by PS approaches) goals. 

Balanced Meal 

1) OriRInal Lesson Plan 

Methods of Teaching/Learning In Traditional 
-le-s-non -Plan 

In the traditional lesson plans, the teaching learning process 

takes place as follows: 

1. The teacher stands In the front of the class, gives 

information and knowledge whereas students listen to 

her. 
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2. The teacher writes Information In the board - students copy 

it. 

3. Students recite or recall given Information. 

4. Students read and copy Information from textbooks. 

5. Students copy Information from posters and diagrams. 

6. Students follow' teacher's Ideas or Instructions In doing some 

activities such as cooking, sewing, knitting and crafts. 

7. Teacher dictates notes for students to write In their note 

books. 

8. Teacher asks students questions - students answer these 

questions by recalling given information. 

Ab-stract 

In a double period (70 minutes students discuss the importance 

of a balanced meal, identify Its basic food groups or components and 

mention which food items are included in each of these groups. 

Students learn that a balanced meal consists of proteins 9 vitamins, 

carbohydrates and minerals. Girls are also taught that a balanced 

meal should include all the Identified food groups and that it keeps a 

person fit, healthy and In a good nutritional condition. Students learn 

that a meal which is composed of a mixture of foods Is better than a 

meal of a single food. 13alanced meals provide energy and nutrients 

essential for health and proper growth. Most foods contain a number 

of nutrients In varying proportion and thus It is necessary to cat 

meals composed of more than one food. Moreover, girls learn that 

balanced meals are composed of a staple plus a variety of foods from 

three major groups which are classified as being: protein-rich foods; 

vegetables and fruits, specially those rich in vitamins and minerals; 
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and supplementary energy-rfch foods. Students learn the Importance 

of each component in the diet together with Its function In the human 

body, and discuss the different forms of foods they include. Girls 

also learn that the components of the major foods together with 

water, are essential to the human body. In addition, students mention 

what people of different regions of the Sudan eat for their meals. 

2) Critique 

The original lesson plan provides students with the components 

of balanced meals, rather than having girls suggest and discuss 

examples of these meals. By talking only about the resources, forms 

and advantages about balanced meals discussion about unbalanced 

meals is completely neglected. In other words, meals that do not 

include the major identified food groups are not Incorporated in the 

discussion. 

To emphasise that a balanced meal should include all the basic 

food groups suggests that girls are obliged to provide balanced meals 

for their families. However, the means for achieving this aim are 

totally neglected. This also suggests that after learning this lesson, 

there is no guarantee that girls will be able to apply the concept of 

balanced meals In their real life. The reason is partially the 

unavailability and high price of foods. But, not less Important is the 

lack of a thoughtful mind and the skill of converting an unbalanced 

meal Into a balanced one. To me, emphasis should be put on thinking 

about how to -solve the problem of the unbalanced meals which 

constitute the common feature of the diet of the large majority of 

Sudanese families. Although students discuss Meals of different areas 

of the Sudan, the difference between these meals are not compared or 
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evaluated from balanced/unbalanced point of view. For example, eggs 

and meat In one meal are treated as equally valuable sources of 

proteins as meat and bread are valuable sources of both protein and 

energy. 

Thus, this lesson is a missed opportunity for girls In 

evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of different meals, using 

widely accepted criteria of a balanced meal such as high proteins, 

essential minerals, vitamins and high energy resources. Indeed, it Is 

a missed opportunity for the students to discusso search for 9 and 

share ideas about finding possible alternatives for providing balanced 

meals that will improve the nutritional conditions of their families. 

In short, it is true that students are taught about the balanced 

meal, its forms, components, nutritional value. resources and so on. 

Nevertheless, it Is not clear how students will respond or what they 

will do if they will be given a chance to think about how to solve the 

problem of their unbalanced meals. In other words, what would be the 

result if students were given enough time to disclose the problem of 

the unbalanced meals and think about the means or alternatives for 

solving it. 

3 in 

The Problem Solving-Style Lesson 

1. Identification of' the proble 

The unbalanced meal Is a nutritional problem In Sudane3e 

society. This problem has been identified In tho critique. In order to 

figure out what the problem really is the following strategy will be 

used. (S-27: Comparing and contrasting Ideals with actual practice. 
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2. Interpretation of the Problem 

The researcher will begin by facilitating a discussion of what 

makes our meals In the Sudan unbalanced. She will ask: 'Can anyone 

give me an example of a common meal in your areaV is this meal 

balanced? ' 'Why/Why notV meal (S-1): Fostering Independent thinking. 

In answering this question, the researcher will keep a list of criteria 

the participants come up with. (S-15): Developing criteria for 

evaluation. 

After eliciting several responses the researcher will pick up a 

teacher and ask her : 'Can you tell me what you had in your 

breakfast today? ' The meal will be listed In the board. The 

participants will be asked: 'Is this a balanced meal? ' 'Why 13 it a 

balanced/u n balanced meal? ' 'Does such a meal harm your health or 

nutritional condition? ' 'Does such a meal not meet certain needs of 

Your body? ' 'Why? ' 'Does it include the essential nutrients? ' 'Explain 

how? ' ... etc. (S-12): Clarifying Ideas. 

3. Listing Alternatives 

After participants have investigated a number of different 

areast common meals, the researcher will ask them to apply the 

criteria previously developed. She asks of each Meal 'IS this a 

balanced meal? ' 'Why do you think so? ' 'flow does it compare with 

another common meal? ' 'What do you think makes this meal balanced 

compared to that one? ' (S-6): Developing Intellectual courage which 

means not to be afraid to think differently. Also, (S-12): Developing 

onets perspective, creating or exploring belidst arguments or 

theories. 

At this stage, the researcher will encourage the teachers to 

discuss explicitly the strengths and weaknesses of different areas' 
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meals. For example, In discussing meals which contain animal protein 

and those which contain plant protein, participants will be asked., 

'Which meal do you think is better for your famfly? ' 'What are the 

reasons for your choice? ' (S-13): Clarifying issues, conclusions, or 

beliefs. 

To sum up the discussion of this step of PS, the researcher 

will once again ask about the criteria of having balanced meals. She 

will also encourage - the teachers to think about creating means for 

improving our meals which could help Sudanese families to improve 

their health condition. (S-7): Developing intellectual good faith or 

integrity. 

At the end, the researcher will list the alternatives provided 

by the teachers on the board. These alternatives will be presented In 

terms of possible means for solving the problem of unbalanced meals 

commonly used in the Sudan. In this regard, alternatives could 

include: 

I. Providing people with Information about using variety of 

foods Instead of concentrating only on one food. This is 

particularly Important for people who are capable of 

purchasing variety of foods but who lack the skill and 

knowledge to do so. 

2. Providing Information about the alternatives of each food 

group to be included In the meal. For example, if Mat is 

expensive or not available eggs or vegetables could 

replace it because they all sources of the same group, 

the protein foods. 

3. Raising cows, lamb and poultry at home would be an 

excellent alternative for solving the problem of high price 
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or unavialability of meat, eggs and milk. This is very 

important for families with children to Improve their 

nutrition and growth. To me, this alternative is pertinent 

for the majority of Sudanese families because Sudan is a 

large land compared to its population. Thus# every family 

particularly those who Uve In rural areas could own a 

small area for raising animals and poultry without having 

difficulties. 

4. Establishing a kitchen garden is also a Possible alternative 

for providing vegetables and fruits covering the daily 

needs of the family. 

4. Selection of the Solution 

In selecting a solution to the problem of unbalanced meals, the 

consequences of each alternative will explicitly discussed with the 

trainees. Before making a final decision regarding this problem, the 

criteria that have been identified earlier should be used In 

determining each alternative and its consequences. This is 

particularly Important In determining whether or not each listed 

solution satisfies the Identified criteria prior to selecting a final one. 

(S-19): Generating or assessing solutions. 

To pursue this stage the researcher will ask questions such as: 
'Which of the listed alternatives do you prefer mOst? 'l 'Give reasons% 

The Purpose of asking these questions Is to have teachers choose 

among alternatives based on the previously established criteria. 

Developing confidence in reason. 
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5. Implementation of the Decision 

At this stage, the researcher will focus on the solution that has 

been selected. The implementation of the decision will be accomplished 

by providing a plan of action or a direction to be followed. For 

example, if the idea of developing kitchen garden had chosen as the 

best solution, teachers (with their students) will produce a plan to 

put this solution into practice and see the consequences later. (S-30): 

Examining or evaluating assumptions. 

6. Evaluation of the consequence 

As the desired goal for the present lesson Is to solve the 

problem of the unbalanced meal used by Sudanese people# the 

evaluation of the consequences of the chosen solution will be 

discussed and weighed in relation to the Identified criteria of the 

balanced meal. This Indicates that these criteria will be Used as 

means for judging the success or failure of the solution. 

Since the evaluation of the consequences of the present 

problem cannot be fully achieved due to the limited time of the 

course, all possible alternatives will fully discussed with the teachers. 

In this respect, the common questions will be: 'What do you think the 

effectiveness of the chosen alternative in solving the problem of 

unbalanced meal? ' 'What do you think the consequences of 

implementing this particular alternative? '. 'if this alternative failed to 

solve the identified problem, what will be the next best alternative to 

implement? ' (S-35): Exploring Implications and consequences. 
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Development of Achievement Test on Balanced Meal 

Recall questions: 

I. Define the term balanced meal. 

2. What is balanced meal means? 

3. Where can we find the vitamins? 

4. What are the components of energy foods? 

5. Where can we find foods that contains proteins? 

6. What are the major sources of the proteins? 

7. What is the difference between plant and animal proteins? 

2) Descriptive questions: 

I. Describe the balanced meal. 

2. How can we develop a balanced meal? 

3. Describe the components of the balanced meal. 

4. How can we determine wether a meal is balanced/u n balanced? 

5. Compare a meal which contains eggs, a salad, bread and 

orange with a one which contains bread, lentils and rice 

pudding from a balan ced/u n balanced point of view. 

6. Compare animal protein with plant protein. 

3) Explanatory Questions: 

1. Explain what makes a meal which contains cheese, eggs and 

milk unbalanced?. 

2. Why do Sudanese families tend to have unbalanced meals? 

3. What -are the causes of having unbalanced meals in the 

Sudan? 

4. What are the alternatives for solving the problem of the 

unbalanced meals in the Sudan? 
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5. What are the reasons that make most of Sudanese families 

concentrate only on onC! or two food groups in preparing 

their meals? 

6. What do you think is the solution (s) for the problem of the 

unbalanced meal in the Sudan? 

7. Explain what makes Sudanese meals unbalanced? What are 

your suggestions for solving this problem? 

8. The common meal of the Sudanese mcal Is unbalanced, 

Discuss. 

4) Synthesizing Questions: 

1. What conclusions can you snake about the problem of 

Sudanese unbalanced meal? 

2. What are the alternatives for solving the problem of our 

unbalanced meal to be a balanced one? 

3. How would you sum up the alternatives of converting the 

unbalanced meal Into a balanced one In the Sudanese 

society? 

4. What Implications do you think about regarding the problem 

of the unbalanced meals commonly used in the Sudan? 

5) Judgemental Questions: 

1. What do you think is the best alternative for solving the 

problem of Sudanese unbalanced meal and Why? 

2. what do you think is the best alternative for solving the 

problem of our unbalanced meal? Provide reasons for 

your answer. 

3. Which alternative do you think is the most suitable one in 

providing balanced meals for Sudanese families? 
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4. On what basis do you determine whether a meal 13 balanced 

or unbalanced? 

5. Should we apply the concept of balanced or unbalanced 

meals In our life? Why do think so? 

6) Open-ended Questions: 

1. What do you think might happen If we provide balanced 

meals for all Sudanese families? 

2. What do you think would be the consequences of delivering 

Information for Sudanese families about the importance of 

balanced meals and the alternatives for providing them? 

3. flow would you be if you eating meals that composed of only 

one food group for the rest of your life? 

4. Why do some families concentrate only on eating one or two 

groups of the basic foods although they are capable of 

purchasing variety of foods? 

5. if you were offered a chance of preparing a balanced meal 

for your school dinner, what meal would you make? 

6. What would happen if we feeding a young child only with 

porridge? 
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The final Test on Balanced Meal 

Q-1: We have a meal which consists of the following Ingredients: 

- Jam 
- bread 
- doughnuts 

a) What are the component of this meal? 

b) What are the missing components of this meal? 

C) Where can we find each of the missing components? 

0 2: Compare the above-mentioned meal with a meal which consists of 
eggs, bread and orange from balanced/unbalanced point of view. 

01 What do you think is the reason (s) for having unbalanced meals 
in the Sudan? 

9-4: How would you sum up the alternatives for converting the meal 
in question No. I into a balanced one? 

Q 5: What do you think is the best alternative for those which you 
have suggested in the previous question and why? 

0 6* If you were asked to convert a meal for a youn& child of an 
average family which consists of the following: 

- Pudding In the breakfast 
- Porridge In dinner 
- Shiarlah (form of noodles) in supper 

What would you do to provide a balanced diet for this child on that 
particular day? 
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Strategy List: 35 DiMensions of CrItleal Thought 
I 

VF; ý WUL/, ý# 

In the chapter 1%faking Critical Thinking 
Intuitive* we Introduced three hypothetical 
charaitem whose way of thinking Illustrated 
the dl3tincUon between uncritical thinking 
(Naiv: Nancy). weak sense critical thinking 
(Selfish Sam). and strong sense critical think. 
Ing (FaIrminded Fran). Before you examine 
our more formal explanations of the 35 
dimensions of critIcal thinking you might And 
it useful to exam1ne the follouing sununaries 
as they might be expressed by FaIrmInded 
FYan. It Is our hope that students will begin to 
think In these urays as we foster their Wnking 
and encourage them to become not only 
skilled but fairminded as wtlI. 

As They Might Be Explained by Fairmindcd Fran 
AtfecUve stsategles 

S-1 

S-2 

S3 

S-4 

S3 

i? 

thinking Independently. 'I try to do my own thinking. to figure things out for myselt. It-& 
good to listen to others to find out what they're thinking. but you must aiways use your 
()'-vn thinking to decide who to believe and what to do. 0 
developing Insight Into egocentricity or socloccatzicity: 'Itl don't watch nrwV. I pay 
too much attention to what I want. and go along too quickly with what my friends say. I 
have to remember that everyone usually puts what they want Ant and believes what their 
friends believe. Just because I or my Mends think something doean*t inake It so* 
'Zorclaing fahmilndedness: 'Whenever I disagree with someone I should try to look at 
things from their point otview. Maybe III see why someone disagrees ulth me. I U-111 find a 
reason to agree wah at least part of what they are saying. 0 
"PlOring thoughts underlying feelings and feelings underlying thoughtst -When I get 
angry or Bad. I should think about why. Maybe I could change the way I am looking at 
things and then not be so aLngry or so sad After &11.6 
developing intellectual humility and suspendLngjudgment. - *1 shouldn*t say thing$ 
that I don't really know are true. Lots of things that people say arent true. Even IV and books are sometimes wrong. I should always be V611IInj to "k Ilow, do you know that? 
I low do I know Lh, 2t? - 
447""Ping Intellectual courage: *1 should be ready to speak up for what I Omk is r%hL 
even If It is not popular with my friends or the kids I Am with. I should be courteous but I 
should not be afraid to think d1frerently-O 
'de"'"'ng Intellectual good faith at Integritr. *1 should be careful to pructice wh, 2t I PrrAch. it Is no good saying I believe in something If I don't "311y act on It. * 

6'. A 
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Fcrý. Thin.. 
: "?.:. : 

S-8 developing Intellectual perseverance: *It Isn't alw2ys easy to solve problems, Sometimes 
you have to think for a long. long Ume to do It. Even though my mind gets Ured. I must 
r! ot give up too casily. * 

S-9 developing confIdence In reason: *I*know my head can ftgure things out. If I am willing 
to think logically. look for evidence. and accept only good reasons for U-Jngs. s 

Cognitive Strategies -Macro-Abilltles 
S-20 refining generalizations and avoiding oversimplifIcatlonal *It's wrong to say 'everyone' 

when you only mean1most! or 'no one' when you only mean just a fewO. lt*s nice to make 
things simple. but not so simple that theyre not true. * 

S-11 Comparing analogous situations: 
"ferring Insights to new contexts: *Lots of 

things are like other things. Being lost In the city may be in some ways like being lost in 
Your life. May be in both cases you need a mapl* 

S-22 developing one-s perspective: creating or exploring beliefs. arguments. at theories: 
*It takes time to f1gure out what you really think. sometimes yearal I should be ready to 
listen to what other people think and why. 7ben my own Ideas can grow and grow. * 

S-23 clarlfyýg Issues. conclusions. or beliefs: *Often what people say is not as clear as 
they think. You should always be ready to say "What do you mean? 'or 'Could you 
P-Tplaln that to me? - 

S-14 clarifying and analyzing the meanings of words at phra"s: "Words are funny. some. 
times It sounds like you know them when you dont. Yesterday when my teacher asked me 
what 'democracy, meant. I thought I knew. but I found I couldn't explain ILD 

S-15 developing criteria for evaluation: clarifyinj values &AA standards: *it we are going to 
judge something as good 6r bad. we need a way to do IL But often we decide that some. 
thing is good or bad and really don't know why we said so. People are funnyt, 

S-16 evaluating the credibility of sources of information: 'We karn lots of things from 
other people. and from books and 7V. But sometimes what we Icain isn't so. We need to 
question what we hear people say and what we see on TV. Do they really know? Maybe 
and maybe noU" 

S-27 questioning deeply: raising and pursuing toot at significant qus$tlOnat *My teacher 
often asks Us questions that sound easy but aren't. 7he other day the asked us what a 
country 13 and it took us a lot of time to 11jure It CUL I guess sometUnts simple Wngs. 
aren't so simple. ' 

S-18 analyzing or evaluating arguments, Interpretat. lono. beliefs. or theoricat 'Me other 
day my brother and I argued about who should & the dishes. FInaXy we decided that we 
should do them togethen! 

S-29 generating or Assessing solutions: 'It*# Interesting to try to Wve problems. Sometimes 
there are even dillerent ways to get the same job done. 0 

S-20 analyzing or evaluating actlons of policies: 'I get mad when I am not allowed to do 
what my brother Is allowed to do. My Parents say It Is because he Is older tl= me. but 
Sometimes I am not allowed to do what he was when he was my age That, & not ralrj- 

S-21 reading critically: clarloing or critiquing texts: 'A*hcn I mad I tzy to VM out mctly ICU 
what is being said. Fteading Is like being a detective. You have to ask questions am look 
carefully for answers. ' 

S-22 listening critically: the art of alle at d1alogue: "A'hen I listen to someone I ask mystit 
whether I could repeat what they are saying dwhethcrl couldexplain it to someone 
else. Sometimes I ask myself. 'Did anythingrike this ever happen to me? - -This helps me 
Ace If I'm listening carefully. * 

6' b 
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S23 Making interdisciplinary connectlans: 'I am finding out how I can use what I learn In 
one subjecl while I'm working on another. Lots of ideas work In different places. * &24 practicing Socratic discussion: clarifying and questIoning beliefs. theories. or per- 
sPectives: 'I am Anding out that you learn a lot more Ifyou ask a lot ofquesUons. I am 
also Icarning that there are dLfkrcnt kinds of questions and that you can find out differ- 
ent things by asking them. - 0 

. &25 reasoning dialogically-. comparing Perspectives. Late rpre tations. or theories: 1t helps 
to talk to other kids when you are trying to learn. Sometimes they have good Ideas. and 
sometimes It helps you to by to explain things to the other kJds. 0 

S-2d reasoning dwectIc"v: evaluating perspectives. Interpretation&. or theories. -it 
even helps to talk to other kids who 1hink difTerently from you. Sometimes they know 
things you don't and sometimes you fInd out that you need to think more before you 
make up your mind. - 

C- Cognitive Strategies - bilcro-Skills 
S-27 comparing and contrasting Ideal& with actual practices 'Lots at things we SAYWC 

believe in. but then we don*t do It. We say that everyone is equal but we don't &: ve then an 
equal chance. We need to 11x things so that we mean what we say and say what im mean. 0 

28 thinking precisely about thinking: using crItIcal vocabulary. Mere are special words 
You can learn to help you talk about what goes an In your head. For cx=ple. Inferences 
happen when you learn some things and decide other things because of that. Assump. 
Uons happen when you believe things without thinking about them. I try to watch my 
Inferences and assumptions. " 

S-29 noting signincant similaritles and differences: 'Sometimes It Is Important V) see how 

allke things are that are different. Sometimes'It is important to see how different things 
'are that are alike. I always try noW to see how things am both ahke and dJfeftnL* 

&30 examining or evaluating assumptions:: M) do a good job of Omking you have to pay 
attention to what you believe without thinking. Sometimes We go along With stulT without 
th. Inking about it. When you do. ýratch out! You probably =is" 

, 
some thing Im porian u 

S-31 distinguishing relevant from 
, 
irrelevant, ficts: 'It may be true but Is It related? We 

often forget to a3k'this. To f1gure things out you must stick to the point and not let 
other things mixed In. * 

S-32 making plausible Inferences. predJetlons. or InUrPtOtAtiOnst I sometimes decide 
things that aren't true. 7ben I have to stop and think about why I did that. I try to be 
more careful next ume. 'Mings often seem to be one way at the moment and then turn 
'Out to be dffferent. * 

S-33 evaluating evidence and alleged facts: wDetectIves and Police look carefully 14 evidence 
so they can find out who really did it: We need to And out r4dence too. when %%v read and 
Write and talk. We should tly to find evidence Worv wrbecide who to right and wrong. - 

&34 recognizing contradic 
, 
tjons: --rometunes, kids asy one thing today and another thIng 

tomorrow. Sometimes parents and teachers do too. lbat's, confusing. You should decide 

S-35 
what you really mean and then stick to it and not go back and forth and back"Zd forth. - 
eIrPloring implications and consequences: 'When things happen. other things hap. 
Pen because of them. Ifyou say something inean to someone. they May Itel bad for aL. 
long. long time. It-$ important jo see that. otherwise we won't notice all the things We 
are making happen.. 
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Post-Lesson Report Forms 

Name: School: 

Directions: Please fill in each of the enclosed forms 

immediately after you finish teaching each 

topic 
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Post-lesson Report Form 

Date: ................ lesson duration .......... (min) 

IA2SSCn 7ype Tick ONE that best gives a description 
of this lesson. 

Teacher talk/damcnstration, pupils observe/listen 

Teacher talk/demonstration, pupils do little 
dernonstration/talking 

Teacher asks questions, pupils answer these questions 

Pupils express ideas/thoughts, teacher listens 

Pupils Pursue problem solving, teacher guides 
class by questioning 

Class debate/discussion 

Other (describe) ...... 

Resources Used by the 7Wcher: circle all those used in 
the lesson 

Sewing machines Food items Textbook 

Published teaching Kitchen equippent Patterns Ga rmcnt a 
materials 

Hand Needles Posters Diagram written handouts 

Chalk & Board other (describe) ....... 

Rcýý used by Pupilat circle all thwo usW 
In this lesson 

Sewing machines Food items Kitchen equipment 

Garments Hand nocdles Patterns other (deocribo) 
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Homework Set This Lesson: circle ONE that b6st describes 
the work set 

Reading fran textbook Writing notes/ Revising/ 
definitions learning 

Writing answers Cpm enquiry/ 
to given questions search for inforration 

Making sewing and No hom-work set 
needle products 

Level of SatisfactAcn: circle CNE estivate for your own, 
cNE for pupils 

The general level of your satisfaction Urith this lesson is: 

High/ Slightly Average Rather IJOWI 
very high abo%ne average below average dissatisficA 

Your estinute of pupils' satisfaction with this lesson In: 

Iligh/ Slightly Average Rather LOW/ 
very high above average below average dissatisfiad 
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Lesson Activities For each activity indicate the pariod(s) of 
the lesson when it was used. Tick more than 
one colunn if appropriate. 

LESSON PERIOD 

First Second Fiml 
third jthJrd third 

I 

I- 

1. Teacher explains the PS process 

2. Teacher poses problems for 
class soluticn 

3. Teacher writes problem altexmtives 
on the bcard 

4. Teacher dictates notes 

Teacher asks individual pupils 
question(s) to check understanding 

6. Teacher listcms to students' 
thoughts/ideas 

7. Teacher asks pupils to make a final 
decision about a problem 

8. Teacher asks pupils to evaluate a chosen 
alternative for solving a problem 

9. Teacher requires pupils to write notes as 
a follow-up for class discussion/debate 

10. Teacher requires pupils to copy notes 
from blackhoard/textbook 

11. Teacher stands in the front Of thQ cl3ss 
and provides infcrmition for students 

12. Pupils make notes from textbooks 

13. Pupils read notes from textbooks 

14. Girls lead discussion by themselves 

15. Pupils ask each other questicns 

16. Pupils work out a problem together 

17. Students use resources other than 
textbooks 

18. Class discusses/debates a problem/issue 

19. Other activity 

Not 

I 
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Interview with Secondary Home Economics Teachers on their VI-e= ws ab =out tTachinq Problem Solving in Home Economics 

Name: School: 

1. Having participated in the in-service course on teaching 
problem solving in home economics, 

(a) What did you enjoy most? 

Why? 

(b) What part did you enjoy least? 

Why? 

2. (a) Was there any part that you would have liked to be 
longer? 

Please explain: 

(b) was there any part you think should be shorter? 

Please explain: 

(c) Had you ever used problem solving approaches in 
teaching home economics befort- this In-survice 
course? 

YES NO 

If yes, please describe your experience bricflyt 
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3. (a) To what extent do you favour/not, favour teaching 
problem solving as a means of promoting critical 
thinking in home economics classes? 

LarcTe Extent - Moderate Extent - Little Extent 

favour/ favour/ favour/ 
not favour not favour not favour 

Please explain: 

(b) What do you think the impact of problem solving will 
be on the way you teach home economics? 

(c) Do you think that problem solving is necessary in 
teaching home economicst and if so, why? 

Very necessary - Fairly necessary - Unnecossary 

Give reasons: 

4. What do you think should be the role of teaching problem 
solving in the task of developing our current secondary 
home economics curriculum? 
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What should be the role of problem solving in the 
planning of home economics lessons. 

6. What do you think will be the effect of teaching problem 
solving in home economics on the Sudanese family? 

- Better - Worse 

Give reasons: 

7. According to your own experience of teaching problem 
solving, how effective do you think this skill has been 
in students' learning of home economics? 

Do you have any additional comments to make or questions 
that you would like to ask? 

Thank you very much for your co-operation 
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Nestiamaires for Secondaly Home Fwxx,, Ics IDN-ichers on 
their Views about Teachinq Problem OVI In Home Fcxx=ics 

Instructims: 

Below are Statements about Problem Solving (PS)# an important Critical 
Thinking Skill in the teaching7le g of Dome Economics (11E). To 
Indicate the Extent to which you Agree with each staterentl, plearic Tick ONE 
box In each scale that. best represents your Choice where: 

SD - Strongly Disagree D, - Disagree UD a Uxlecided 
A- Agree SA - Strongly Agree 

SD D ISA 

1.1 feel confident In planning HE lessons that 
incorporate a substantial input of PS 

2. Planning the PS-style lessons Is a difficult 
task for HE teachers to accomplish 

3. Teaching the PS-style lessons is a difficult 
task for HE teachers to acomiplish 

4.1 think that lessons which Incorporate PS skills 
make the teaching of 11E nwo interesting fcr pupils 

5. Teaching 11E lessons requires toachcra to bo skilful 
In PS 

6. With a sutstantial input of PSp 11C can ba as 
thought-provoking as other school subjects 

7. It is not easy to find resources for planning/ 
teaching home econanics lessons that includo rS 

S. Preparing lessons that inoorVorate rS skills 
Is a pleasing teaching experience 

9. It is difficult to find suitable rmourocs, 
for teaching PS lessons 

10. Teaching PS-style lessons Is not suitable 
for most 11E topics 

11. PS lessons are not suitable for larcjc clams, 

12. Planning and teaching PS is timo-conmuming 

13.1 believe that teaching PS makes students 
better at thinking 

14. PS activities do not allow students to mpreas 
their own idoas 

UDI A 

w4 ov 4.0--4 
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15. Plamin HE lessons that incorporate PS 
is diffYCU'llt for HE teachers 

16. Incorporation of PS in teaching HE lesscns makes 
better use of students' knowledge and skills 

17. Average students are incapable of pursuing PS 

18. Teaching PS improves the existing secondary 
curriculum of HE 

19. PS approaches provide students with thoughtful 
learning experiences 

20. Developing the PS skill is one mcons of 
improving students' achievement 

21. PS does not help students to make sound decisions 
about pr; b--lems in the HE context 

22. Students have more opportunities to become 
independent learners in classes that involva PS 

23. Girls ask more questions in 10 lessons that Include PS 

24. Students rely more on teacher's help in lessons 
that include PS 

25. Pupils seek reasons to justify ideas in lessons 
that include PS skills 

26. HE lessons which incorporate PS give students 
or-portunities to share their viewpoints 

27. Students are excited In doing HE activities that 
Incorporate a PS input 

28.1 think that PS is a borin skill for students to 
learn In HE classes 

29. Girls have enjoyed their participation In open 
discussions 

30. Lessons which Involve PS do not encourage pupils in 
learning HE 

31. Students are interested In pursuing debates In 11r. 
classes that include PS 

32.1 believe it is more dif f icult to stimulate girls 
In HE classes which incorporato PS 

33. Pupils have enjoyed working out problems togetber 

---- I I . i i 4 
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34.1 think that girls have been overworked in lessons 
that include PS 

35. PS is a useful skill for girls to learn in the 
context of HE 

36. Students are unwilling to participate in open 
discussion or debate in HE classes 

37. Girls are happy with learning PS in IM lessons 

38. Pupils are Mgsive In hE lessons that rcquire PS 

39. Training in teaching PS encourages teachers to provide 
resources other than textbooks for HE activities 

40.1 believe that being trained in teaching PS has made 
me better at planning HE lessons 

41. More attention should be given to the training of HE 
teachers In PS skills 

42. Training in using PS approaches makes teachers 
actively seek new teaching ideas 

43. All seccr. dary HE teachers should be trained in teaching 
I 

PS I 

44. We do not need to be trained in teaching thinking 
skills-, o; -hich are similar to the PS one 

45. We should train, in teaching thinking skills and stop 
using traditional methods of teaching HE 

46. Training opportunities sýould be provided for HE 
teachers to cope with advancOd teaching 1rCt-hC(1fi 

47. It is irarpropriate to train HE tcachers in PS arprcaches 

48.1 would advise my friends to go on a similar 
in-service training ccA; rse. to loarn rS skills 
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Personal Informition 

Directicns: Please, supply, the informtion as requested 

1. 'For which of the following Aspects' of HE do you have irajor 
respcnsibility(ies). Please tick all thai a2ply. 

Sewing and needle6wk Horre rmnaganent 

Cooking and food preparation 
El 

Arts and hwdicrzkfts 

Nutrition education First aid and hcre nursing 

Childhood and rmtherhood Family education 
[ITextile 

and clothing construction 
[: Fl; oalth education 

2. How lcng have you been teaching IIE? Ploaso tick, one box. 

0-5 years 11-15 ymrs ovcr 20 yciars 

6-10 years 16-20 years 

3. Qgalifications please tick to indicate your qualifimatims. 

Q 
Bachelor of 11cm Science Mucation, and Social %brk 

D 
Bachelor of Hcnc Science Nutrition and DietetIcs - Khartoum University 

11 
Higher Teacher Training institute Diploma 

El 
Ahfad Diplama of Family SCICncc 

Ahfad Bachelor of randly Science 

General DiplCra of Educat-iOn 

Other (please specify) 

4. If you have any comment on the In-service course or on your own 
exivrience of teaching S please write it bclowt 

7bank ym for ccrri)lcting this OL: (? stionnaire 
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